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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the research problem. The first section provides the
essential background on the problem domain, automated route planning 1 in simulation.
The next section describes the research problem within that domain and details its
significance. The following section states and explains the specific research objectives.
Finally, selected key terms are formally defined.

1.1

Background
We live in a different world as a result of the events of September 11, 2001.

Today, we are faced with a new and often faceless enemy that engages in a newer, more
asymmetric form of warfare. President Clinton defined asymmetry as follows:
Asymmetric approaches are attempts to circumvent or undermine
“U. S.” strengths while exploiting “U. S.” weaknesses using
methods that differ significantly from the United States’ expected
method of operations. [Asymmetric approaches] generally seek a
major psychological impact, such as shock or confusion that
affects an opponent’s initiative, freedom of action, or will.
Asymmetric methods require an appreciation of an opponent’s
vulnerabilities. Asymmetric approaches often employ innovative,
nontraditional tactics, weapons, or technologies, and can be
applied at all levels of warfare—strategic, operational, and
tactical—and across the spectrum of military operations.
[Clinton, 1999]
1

Route planning in some research articles is referred to as path finding. In this paper we will use the terms
route planning and path finding interchangeably.

1

To counter these asymmetric threats we must develop new training approaches
that use simulation systems to provide a realistic representation of the adversaries. The
behavior of individual synthetic human characters in virtual environments must be
realistic, i.e., similar to that of real humans, in its various elements to provide a believable
and effective training stimulus for training simulation and accurate and credible results
for analysis simulation. In this research, we address a specific aspect of behavior realism
that has received relatively little research attention to date: the realism of movement
routes followed by synthetic human characters in virtual urban terrain. To address route
realism, we first define a set of quantitative realism metrics for route realism and validate
those metrics statistically. We then develop a new route planning algorithm to produce
more realistic routes and validate the new algorithm using both the new realism metrics
and an independent validation method. The Unreal Tournament 2004™ (UT2004)
commercial game engine, suitably enhanced with features to support route planning
research during a preparatory phase of the work, provides a virtual environment within
which to test the new metrics and the new route planning algorithm that is both engaging
for human participants and accessible for algorithm development.
The automation of route planning over digital synthetic urban terrain is of
importance to simulation systems. Automated route planning, in general, is a well
studied problem with a wide range of application areas, including artificial intelligence
(e.g., finding paths for mobile autonomous agents in simulated environments), robotics
(e.g., finding paths for industrial robots on a factory floor), military simulation (e.g.,
finding paths for semi-automated forces entities in a terrain database), and gaming (e.g.,
finding paths for computer-controlled characters in an on-line game). The generation of

2

routes for synthetic entities in virtual environments, such as simulated vehicles or
synthetic humans, is a long-standing problem, and route planning algorithms have been
developed and studied for some time.
Examples include:
1.

Van Brackle and Petty studied combat vehicles conducting ground
reconnaissance of a terrain area. Here a terrain reasoning algorithm was
proposed to perform route planning based on points of interest (e.g., ridge
crests or tree line endpoints [Van Brackle, 1993] [Petty, 1994].

2. Benton studied the problem of route planning for multiple robotic vehicles
and off-road military vehicles. Here a hierarchal approach was developed
composed of a grid level planner that used the A* algorithm 2 to compute the
optimum path with the heuristic computed from weighted threat and traversal
time and graph level planner which used the weights from grid level planner
and the A* algorithm to produces as user specified number or independent
non-overlapping optimal routes [Benton, 1995].
3. Brogan studied individual humans moving within a room. Here a pedestrian
model developed to implement a discrete event simulation that computes a
position, heading, and speed for a simulated pedestrian during a sequence of
time steps to produce realistic routes within a room [Brogan, 2003].
4. Shao studied the problem of emulating the rich complexity of real pedestrians
in urban environments. Here an artificial life approach integrates motor,
perceptual, behavioral, and cognitive components within a model of
pedestrians as individuals to efficiently synthesize numerous self-animated
2

A good description and representation of A* algorithm may be found in [Millington, 2009].

3

pedestrians performing a rich variety of activities including route planning
[Shao, 2005].
5. Petty, McKenzie, and Low studied the problem of crowds of non-combatants
role in modern military operations. Here crowd model architectures were
proposed to address the wide variety of civilian behaviors in a crowd context
that included path planning in a flexible, configurable, and extensible
architectures [Petty, 2004] [McKenzie, 2005] [Low, 2007].
6. Likhachev studied robot navigation in partially-known environments to
develop a route planning algorithm with a provably optimal policy that is
based on a series of A*-like searches [Likhachev, 2006].
7. McKenzie studied the problem of trait based human decision making in UN
Convoy missions. Here route planning of UN convoy missions was simulated
using the A* algorithm with heuristic function computing: minimum time
cost, least damage, least damage percentage, minimum time and least damage
and minimum time least damage percentage [McKenzie, 2003].
8. Burgess studied realistic human route planning using fluid simulation to
produce routes in a digital terrain set [Burgess, 2004].
9. Shen proposed a route planning module for us in urbanized terrain which used
A* to compute routes based on larger area (overview) and detailed area
(buildings) maps within a UT2004 [Shen, 2006].
The most familiar of the route planning algorithms, the A* algorithm, has been
applied in multiple contexts and variations. First presented by Nils Nilsson [Hart, 1968],
the A Algorithm is a breadth first or branch and bound graph or tree search algorithm that

4

determines the optimum route or path by using a real valued estimating function that
estimates the cost from an expanded node to the goal or target node. Because the actual
cost is not known, the evaluation function is considered a heuristic function. Nilsson
presented a variant on the A Algorithm by defining an admissible evaluation or heuristic
function. To be admissible, the heuristic function must always evaluate to less than the
actual cost; that is, if the heuristic function is a lower bound on the actual cost, then the
algorithm is admissible and always terminates with a lowest cost solution. When the A
Algorithm uses an admissible heuristic functions it is referred to as the A* algorithm.
Existing route planning algorithms, including A*, are generally intended to
produce or approximate optimality in some metric, such as minimum length, minimum
time, minimum exposure to threats, or maximum coverage of an area to be searched. In
contrast, very little attention has been given to route realism, defined as the similarity of
the generated route to the route followed by real human in the same terrain with the same
constraints and goals.
Commercial game engines have seen increasing use as a context for research in
human behavior modeling (HBM) as their architectures have matured. However,
validation of the realism of human behavior models used to generate synthetic character
actions in a game engine has predominantly been limited to face validation by subject
matter experts, due to both limitations in the facilities provided by the game engines to
capture validation data and gaps in the quantitative methods available to validate human
behavior.
To study route realism for synthetic human characters in the context of a
commercial game engine, three developments were needed: one or more quantitative
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metrics for measuring route realism, game engine enhancements to capture data about
routes executed in the game engine needed to compute that metrics, and an interface to
the game engine that will allow the synthetic human characters to access to new,
potentially more realistic, route planning algorithms.

1.2

Statement of the Problem
The quantitative determination of the realism of actions taken by a synthetic

human character (BOT) in a virtual environment is a complex problem. With respect to
algorithm-generated human behavior, the term realism is defined here as the degree of
similarity or resemblance between actions planned or generated by an algorithm to those
planned or generated by humans in the same environmental conditions. Refining this
definition to the human action of route planning, route realism measures the degree to
which an algorithm-generated route is similar to a human-generated route, in terms of
shape, curvature, and length, given the same starting and ending points.
The assessment of route realism is important, especially for individual human
characters, to provide:
1. Increased perceived validity and fairness of the virtual environment by
human participants in training applications, i.e., the character’s routes
appear human-like.
2. Increased actual validity and accuracy of the training stimulus, i.e., the
character’s routes are closer to the routes followed by an actual human
enemy and friendly forces.
3. Increased validity and accuracy of movement-related measures of
performance in analysis applications, i.e., the character’s routes take
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an amount of time and pass through areas and locations that more
closely match the routes followed by actual human enemy and friendly
force.
Virtually all route planning research has focused on producing routes that are
optimal in some metric, such as distance or time, without considering realism
[Van Brackle, 1993] [Reece, 2000] [Beeker, 2004]. Moreover, most of this work has
used algorithms that have available to them complete and perfect information about the
terrain. These algorithms are inherently unrealistic. Humans must operate with
incomplete information, and they often produce non-optimal routes. It is this lack of
realism in route planning for BOTs that our research addresses.
The objective of our work is to develop a new or enhanced route planning
algorithm that produces routes that are more realistic than current algorithms.
Recognizing a need to validate the realism of routes produced by the algorithm, we first
develop new metrics to quantitatively compare the realism of algorithm-planned routes
with each other and with humans moving in the same virtual urban terrain. Validation of
the metrics is accomplished by applying them to routes produced by a route planning
algorithm and routes produced by humans in a virtual environment (UT2004 as defined
earlier). Quantitative measures of the identified realism attributes of the human action
form the metrics used as the basis for the validation. Using the quantitative results, this
research demonstrates a new or improved route planning algorithm that is more realistic
than other currently existing ones by programming the algorithm to work with incomplete
information about the terrain and planning the route as the BOT navigates through the
terrain.
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To summarize, in this research we develop a new route planning algorithm that
produces routes that are realistic rather than optimum, after first defining new
quantitative metrics to measure route realism. The new algorithm and metrics are
restricted to individual synthetic human characters operating in urban terrain. The routes
produced by route planning not route following will be measured for realism. In other
words, the static characteristics of the route itself, such as shape, curvature, and length,
are of concern; the dynamic characteristics of how the character follows the route, such
as speed, posture, and pauses are not. (For synthetic characters, the latter are controlled
by the movement dynamics algorithm not the route planning algorithm.)

1.3

Research Objectives
This research will:
1. Develop new quantitative 3 metrics that measure the realism of routes
for individual human characters in urban terrain.
2. Validate the new quantitative metrics using them to asses realism in
routes produced by algorithms and by humans in virtual urban terrain.
3. Develop a new or improved algorithm that produces more realistic
routes in virtual urban terrain for execution by BOTs.
4. Validate the new algorithm using the new metrics as well as an
independent validation method.
The new metrics are intended to provide reliable, objective, and quantitative

measures of route realism in general, and are not part of the new algorithm. The new
3

The term “quantitative” in the context of assessment is in contrast to the more
qualitative realism assessments typically used for human behavior models during face
validation (subject matter experts examining the behavior and subjectively assessing its
validity).
8

realism metrics are developed prior to the development of the new route planning
algorithm to avoid unintentional customization of metrics to suit the new algorithm.

1.4

Definitions
For expositional clarity, certain key terms are defined as follows:
Synthetic Human Character – an avatar or BOT generated by the simulation
engine to autonomously emulate a human
Realism – the degree of similarity or resemblance between actions planned or
generated by an algorithm to those planned or generated by humans in the
same environmental conditions
Route realism – the degree to which an algorithm-generated route is similar to a
human-generated route, in terms of shape, curvature, and length, given the
same starting and ending points
Route planning – the process of creating or generating a route from a given
starting point to a given ending point within a specific terrain area, possibly
subject to the goals or constraints of an operational scenario
Route following – the process of moving along a route that was previously
planned
Simulation engine – the software package that implements the 3D graphics
engine, synthetic human character physics engine, artificial intelligence
module, and terrain processing
Urban terrain – “A concentration of structures and facilities that forms the focus
for the surrounding area. The four categories of built-up areas are large
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cities, towns and small cities, villages, and strip areas.” [Army, 1993]
[Gerwehr, 2000]
Validation – “Model validation is substantiating that the model, within its domain
of applicability, behaves with satisfactory accuracy consistent with the
M&S objectives. Model validation deals with building the right model.”
[Balci, 1998b]
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Chapter 1 stated the two goals of this research: first, quantitative route realism
metrics and a validation method based on those metrics, and second, route planning
algorithm that can be used by BOTs operating in urban terrain to produce realistic routes.
In support of these goals, we will review relevant literature.
Section 2.1 reviews the broad topic of Human Behavior Modeling (HBM). In this
section we examine two aspects of cognitive behavior: cognitive modeling and cognitive
or behavior emulation. Within those categories we look at the cognitive theory,
algorithms, and models that can contribute to the generation and navigation of routes for
BOTs in simulated environments, especially in urban terrain. We survey past and current
research on route planning algorithms applied to scenarios in urban terrain, considering
their assumptions, their relative strengths and weaknesses, and their realism.
In section 2.2 we review the broad topic of verification, validation and
accreditation (VV&A), with a focus on VV&A theory and techniques useful for
validation of human behavior models. Of particular interest are metrics and methods by
which the human behavior models can be quantitatively measured. We then narrow the
focus further to VV&A techniques and methods using quantitative metrics to validate the
realism of the algorithm-generated BOT behavior. Understanding how realism is
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measured is important to the development of a route planning algorithm that is intended
to generate realistic behavior and to the validation of this characteristic.
The final section of this chapter covers research and technology in the area of a
game-engine based virtual environment, including their terrain models and the interfaces
available within them to implement advanced route planning algorithms and validation
metrics. Implementing a realistic route planning algorithm requires an understanding of
terrain models and how BOTs apply terrain information to their route planning behavior
in such environments.

2.1

Human Behavior Modeling
Realistic representation of human behaviors in computer simulation continues to

be a rapidly growing and complex area of research that lies at the nexus of modeling and
simulation and behavioral and cognitive psychology [Goerger, 2005]. Researchers in this
area use cognitive and behavioral psychology, artificial intelligence (AI) and other ideas
as the basis of attempts to model human behavior within computer simulation.
HBM 4 is the algorithmic replication or generation of human behavior by
computers. Human behavior may be separated into two components, cognitive and
physical. Cognitive behavior is the decision process produces the actions or reactions of
and entity. Physical behavior is that behavior that is governed by the laws of physics and
has no cognitive involvement [Petty, 1996]. Two stages in producing behavior are
behavior specification (the pre-execution encoding of specific behaviors) and behavior
generation (the run-time generation and execution of the specified behavior).

4

Human Behavior Modeling is also referred to a Human Behavior Representation (HBR).
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HBM in the context of military simulations has been the subject of extensive
research. In 1998 the National Research Council (NRC) conducted a comprehensive
review of HBM in military simulation systems [Pew, 1998]. The NRC report covered
many aspects of HBM including: individual and group behavior; human decisionmaking; memory and learning; situational awareness; and planning. Their findings in the
area of planning models in military HBM are particularly relevant to this research.
There are two conceptually distinct approaches to HBM, and any human behavior
model algorithm, can be categorized as one or the other: cognitive modeling or behavior
emulation [Petty, 2009]. Cognitive modeling HBM algorithms are intended and claimed
to explicitly model human cognitive processes. In other words, the data structures and
computational steps in such models are intended to mimic or replicate memories and
thought processes in actual human cognition 5. This approach is motivated by the belief
that human behavior is the result of human cognition, and thus the best way to generate
the former is to model the latter. In contrast, behavior emulation models are designed to
emulate or generate plausibly human and usefully realistic behavior using any algorithm
suitable and effective with respect to behavior. There is no intent to claim that the
computation of behavior emulation algorithms explicitly model human cognition. An
example of the former is Sokolowski’s model of command decision making based on a
psychological mode of decision making by experts [Sokolowski, 2003]. An example of
the latter is Van Brackle’s model of reconnaissance route planning based on an extensive
and intervisibility analysis of the terrain area (both of these example models will be
5

Cognition may be defined as the acquisition and utilization of knowledge. Psychologist who study
cognition are typically interested in pattern recognition, attention, memory, visual imagery, language,
problem solving, and decision making; see [Reed, 2000] for a general discussion on cognition.
Cognitive Psychology refers to all processes by which the sensory input is transformed, reduced,
elaborated, stored, recovered, and used; see [Neisser, 1967] for background on cognitive psychology.
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described in more detail later) [Van Brackle, 1993]. In practice, algorithms in one
category may contain elements from the other, but the distinction is nonetheless useful.
Each approach will be surveyed in turn in the following sections.
With respect to the distinction made earlier between cognitive behavior (e.g.,
making a decision) and physical behavior (e.g., carrying out an action), both the cognitive
modeling and behavior emulation approaches to HBM apply to cognitive behavior. Both
are concerned with algorithms to perform cognitive tasks, which may include the
selection and planning of a physical action to perform. The execution of a physical
behavior, once it has been chosen by a cognitive behavior, is supported by elements of
kinematics, animation, and control theory, and is not of concern in this research. Route
planning, the focus of this research, is cognitive behavior, and could be modeled using
either the cognitive modeling approach or the behavior emulation approach. Once the
route has been planned, following or moving along it is physical behavior.
Route realism has been defined as the similarity of a given route to routes planned
by humans in terms of route characteristics such as shape and length. Route realism is
not concerned with the realism of the route planning algorithm in terms of cognitive
modeling versus behavior emulation, nor is it concerned with the realism of the physical
behavior of moving along the route.

2.1.1

Cognitive Modeling
Cognitive modeling is concerned with simulating human problem solving and

mental task processes in computerized models. These models can be used to simulate or
predict human behavior or performance on tasks similar to the ones modeled. Cognitive
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modeling is used in numerous AI applications such as expert systems, natural language
programming and neural networks, and in robotics and virtual reality applications
[Funge, 1999] [Ritter, 2000] [Ashida, 2001].
Cognitive models go beyond behavior emulation in that they model what is
known, how that knowledge is acquired, and how it can be used to plan actions.
Cognitive models are applicable to directing the new breed of highly autonomous, quasiintelligent simulated entities that are beginning to find use in production animation and
interactive computer games. Moreover, cognitive models can play subsidiary roles in
controlling cinematography and lighting. Research indicates that an algorithm can give
the illusion of life by concentrating on creating consistent believable high level behavior
[Funge, 1999] [Beeker, 2004].
Cognitive models have been shown to be particularly useful in human computer
interface design [Ritter, 2000]. Ritter generalizes cognitive models as simulations of
human behavior that can be used to perform tasks ranging in complexity from simple
mental arithmetic to controlling simulations of complex real-time computer-based
systems such as nuclear power plants.
Realistic behavior of individual combatants as well as teams and larger
organizations continues to be an important area of research due to the increased emphasis
on simulations for training, systems analysis, systems acquisition, and command decision
aiding. The NRC committee on military HBM concluded that for training and command
decision aiding, the behaviors that are important to represent realistically are those that
can be observed by the participants in the simulation, including physical movement and
detection and identification of enemy forces [Pew, 1998]. To achieve this level of
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realism, they assert that the human behavior models should be based on psychological,
organizational, and sociological theory, and that it is important for individual combatants
to represent the processes underlying the observable behavior, including attention and
multitasking, memory and learning, decision making, perception and situational
awareness, and planning. This is an implicit advocation of the cognitive modeling
approach.
A related research area where significant research has been conducted is in
behavioral animation. Significant progress has been made in this area in the development
of autonomous, self-animating characters for use in production animation and interactive
games [Funge, 1999]. This research addresses the challenge of directing these
autonomous characters to physically perform specific tasks selected or guided by a
cognitive model.
Research into cognitive modeling is being conducted by academic and industry
groups including Massachusetts Institute of Technology, International Business
Machines, and Sandia National Laboratories. Attention to visual graphics and
computational algorithms has taken priority over concern for behavioral realism and there
has been significant progress in the computational representation of basic cognitive
processes [Forsythe, 2002]. Sandia National Laboratories continues to develop a
comprehensive framework that encompasses the requisite cognitive processes and
incorporates organic factors that range from the microscopic (e.g., metabolic,
pharmacological, etc.) to the macroscopic (i.e., culture). Early cognitive models followed
logical processes that humans do not always adhere to, and failed to take into account
variables that affect human cognition, such as fatigue, emotion, stress, and distraction.
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Discrepancy detection systems signal when there is a difference between a
human’s actual state or behavior and the expected state or behavior defined by the
cognitive model during a simulation run. Cognitive machines are intended to infer user
intent (which is not always consistent with behavior), store information from experiences
similar to human memory, and call upon expert systems for advice when they need it
[Forsythe, 2002]. Our research intends to integrate these findings to produce realistic
planned routes that mimic or emulate those generated or followed by humans without
modeling the cognitive processes.
Several well-known cognitive modeling frameworks have been developed,
extended, and applied over multi-year periods. Of those frameworks, the NRC
committee considered several relevant to HBM for military simulation which we briefly
summarize here [Pew, 1998]: ACT-R, COGNET, EPIC, SOAR, EASE, D-OMAR, and
ACM.
Adaptive Control of Thought (ACT-R) [Gluck, 2005]. The cognitive model
ACT-R models the steps of human cognition by a sequence of production rules that fire
to coordinate retrieval of information from the environment and from memory. ACT-R
can be used to model a wide range of human cognitions. Relevant to this research are the
mechanisms by which ACT-R implements the production rules. Our research
implements a human behavior model that requires the BOT to behave with incomplete
information about the environment. This required the development of an architecture that
can selectively retrieve information about the environment and store it available memory.
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COGnition as Network of Tasks (COGNET) [Gluck, 2005]. COGNET is a
conceptual model of human information processing that is based on an explicit
decomposition as expressed in the metaphorical equation:
Individual Competence = processing mechanism + internal expertise + external
context

(2.1)
Equation 2.1 is also analogous to the equation used by Card, Moran, and Newell

to decompose human computer interaction [Card, 1983]. Here the term competence
describes the ability of a person to construct appropriate behaviors in a specific context
unburdened by various constraining factors of performance or pragmatics. Competent
problem solving emerges from the manipulation of a body of internal expertise by a set of
internal information processing mechanisms as required by the features of and interaction
with the external context of behavior. The external context provides the details from
which the work goals are identified and activated, and in pursuit of which expertise is
activated, retrieved, or manipulated.
Executive-Process Interactive Control (EPIC) [Gluck, 2005]. EPIC is a
cognitive modeling architecture whose primary goal is to keep account of detailed human
dual task performance. EPIC consists of a collection of processors and memories. There
are three classes of processors: visual, auditory, and tactile.
State, Operator and Result (SOAR) [Laird, 1987]. SOAR is a general
architecture for building artificially intelligent systems and modeling human cognition
and behavior. This includes the distinction made between modeling cognition and
behavior [Gluck, 2005]. SOAR is fundamentally based on state space search as a
mechanism for planning behavior. Implied in the SOAR architecture is that behavior
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models and cognitive models interact to represent behavior [Laird, 1987]. The concept of
working memory was used in the SOAR architecture to store sensory, perceptual, and
environmental knowledge. The AI component of SOAR that is built into a synthetic
entity was used to develop an anticipatory model by which the synthetic character
referred to as a “Quakebot” can anticipate the move of its opponent. The Quakebot
project provides an example of the integration of a cognitive process (e.g., anticipation)
with behavior generation (e.g., movement) through memory and access to information
only in the immediate environment [Laird, 2000].
Elements of ACT-R, SOAR, and EPIC (EASE) [Gluck, 2005]. Combining
ACT-R, SOAR, and EPIC resulted in the hybrid architecture EASE. EASE demonstrates
the integration of the components of the cognitive architectures and models described.
Distributed Operator Model Architecture (D-OMAR) [Gluck, 2005]. DOMAR is an agent development environment that provides tools for creating and
managing systems of agents. The core simulator is a Java implementation of OmarL
(formerly D-OMAR), which was written in LISP. OmarJ (written in Java) provides a
procedural language for defining behavior (ScoreJ), a time management component, an
inter-process communication mechanism, an event recording mechanism, and an external
communication layer.
Aspects of D-OMAR relevant to our research are the simulation engine, scenario
scripting, and the data recording subsystem; similar capabilities will be needed to support
our work. In addition, the ability to configure the simulation engine as a peer in a
distributed computing environment offers the computational flexibility required to have
multiple BOTs interact autonomously within the simulation environment.
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Adaptive Combat Model (ACM) [Pew, 1998]. The NRC reported on ACM
used by the Marine Corps to model individual and unit level behavior in three separate
phases. The objective of the ACM is to develop adaptive autonomous Computer
Generated Forces (CGF) for use in tutoring systems and command trainers, and possibly
as a knowledge-base source in advanced decision aids for fire support. In phase I of the
ACM, route planning in the face of multiple constraints (e.g., terrain obstacles, time, and
fuel) was modeled through the use of genetic algorithms that serve to generate, evaluate,
and evolve quasi-optimal route solutions that satisfy the overall route constraints (e.g.,
risk, personal communication).
Other human behavior models and simulation environments reviewed include:
•

Human operator simulator (HOS)

•

Micro Saint

•

Man machine integrated design and analysis system (MIDAS)

•

Artificial neural networks

•

Situation awareness model for pilot in the loop evaluation (SAMPLE)

With increasing frequency, military actions are taking place in urban areas where
crowds of non-combatants may become involved in and affect the conduct and outcome
of military operations. In response to this, a large research effort to develop a model of
crowd behavior that was both psychologically-based and interoperable with existing
military combat models was undertaken. After an extensive requirements analysis effort
to identify specific capabilities needed in a crowd model [Petty, 2003], and research into
actual crowd behaviors and responses [Gaskins, 2004], a crowd model was implemented
as a distributed simulation application [McKenzie, 2005]. In crowd model, there are
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separate models for physical behavior (e.g., walking, running, route following, stone
throwing) and cognitive behavior (e.g., decision making). The cognitive model selects
the behaviors a crowd member will perform, based on the simulation events and the
crowd member’s predispositions, and the physical model caries out those behaviors. This
is important because it makes a clear distinction between cognitive models used make
decisions and select actions and the physical models used to perform the actions and
defines the necessary and required interaction between the two.
Another example of cognitive modeling in military simulations is RecognitionPrimed Decision Making Agent (RPDAgent). RPDAgent mimics the human decision
making process of senior military commanders using an agent-based implementation of a
psychological theory of expert decision making known as Recognition-Primed Decision
Making through a computational model [Sokolowski, 2003].
The addition of “subconscious actions” such as gesturing to model behavior in the
synthetic environment has been shown to add life to otherwise repetitive movement
[Ashida, 2001]. Further, subconscious action was defined to be any action that a person
is not entirely conscious of performing and then introduces the concept of using a
stochastic process to model the subconscious actions [Ashida, 2001]. To preserve
consistency, high-level parameters are added to the BOT model such as tiredness and
sadness and then linked with low-level animation parameters such as position and
velocity.
Another area of relevant behavior generation simulation research, initiated at the
Institute for Creative Technology at the University of Southern California and the
MOVES institute at the Naval Postgraduate School, has been the application of artificial
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intelligence to BOTs operating in game environments [Goerger, 2005] [Korris, 2006].
This trend continued with the development of an AI framework (software architecture)
for behavior generation that can be integrated with multiple game and simulation engines
[Shen, 2006]. Here a layered architecture that “reflects the natural patterns of human
decision making process” defined the cognitive model. While this architecture is claimed
to implement a cognitive model, i.e., a model of human cognition, there is no supporting
discussion to substantiate this.
The layered architecture and patterned approach resulted in a behavior generation
model that supports the application of human factor tests on the scenarios to evaluate the
realism of the generated behavior. The capability of agent-based systems to produce
human-like behavior can be broken down based on their action selection mechanisms into
three categories: reactive, deliberative, and hybrid [Shen, 2006]. Reactive systems
produce prompt robust actions in response to a dynamic environment. However, reactive
systems suffer from poor scalability and difficulty in understanding and predicting robust
actions they produce. Deliberative systems have a symbolic representation of the
environment and select actions through reasoning and planning, a trend of mainstream
AI. Deliberative systems suffer from computational costs that limit their ability to
produce real-time responses. These limitations motivated a new architectural framework
that was used to develop a hybrid system [Shen, 2006]. This framework is described as
flexible, extensible, and integrable with game and simulation engines. This framework
defines a layered architecture with four layers or modules: Group Coordination Module,
Path Finding (Route Planning) Module, Synthetic Character Behaviors Module, and Task
Scheduling Module. To integrate each of the layers, a fifth module is added called the
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Action Blending Module. The effectiveness of their layered architecture in producing
realistic and robust BOT behavior in simulations was demonstrated empirically using
case studies. While these results demonstrate that realistic behavior that emulates the
human can be generated, validation of this architecture beyond the empirical case study
has not yet been accomplished.

2.1.2

Behavior Emulation
In the previous section we surveyed research on cognitive modeling and its use in

HBM. We now turn to a discussion on behavior emulation, the second approach to
developing human behavior models. Both cognitive modeling and behavior emulation
are intended to model or generate cognitive behavior; the difference is whether the model
is intended to be a model of actual human cognition (cognitive modeling) or simply an
effective algorithm that produces plausibly human and usefully realistic behavior
(behavior emulation). Both typically interface with separate models of physical behavior
that execute the selected actions. The distinction between cognitive modeling and
behavior emulation, and the behavior they produce may be less than clear in some
models. For example, Shen and Zao developed a layered architecture that they claim
reflects “the natural patterns of the human decision making process” without offering
evidence to show whether their model models the human cognitive process or simply
generates the decision [Shen, 2006]. In this section we survey algorithmic approaches
and examples of behavior emulation.
The generation of human-like behavior in a BOT continues to be a challenging
task involving many research areas [Shen, 2006]. Considerable research has been
focused on autonomous robot and BOT motion. For example, models have been
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developed that emulate the behavioral complexity of real pedestrians in urban
environments [Shao, 2005]; a behavior finite state machine that can produce realistic
BOT motion [Lau, 2005]; and statistical distributions have been developed that mimic
subconscious actions with the action states parameterized to alter the distributions to
produce realistic behavior [Ashida, 2001].
Distributed simulation is an architecture for constructing large simulation systems
from multiple concurrently executing models or applications that exchange information
about a shared simulation scenario during execution via a network using a standardized
interoperability protocol [Petty, 2012]. Semi-automated forces 6 (SAF) systems are
constructive combat models that generate tactical behavior for large numbers of combat
entities in real time [Petty, 2009]. SAF systems have a wide range of human behavior
models, including route planning. The following SAF systems were identified as
including human behavior models [Pew, 1998]:
•

Close Combat Tactical Trainer Semi-Automated Forces (CCTT SAF)

•

Modular Semi-Automated Forces (ModSAF)

•

Rotary Wing Aircraft – SOAR (RWA-SOAR)

•

Marine Corps Synthetic Forces (MCSF)

•

Small Unit Tactical Trainer (SUTT)

•

Fixed Wing Aircraft – SOAR (FWA-SOAR)

•

Command Forces (CFOR)

One aspect of the SAF behavior genera is terrain reasoning 7. In

6

Semi-automated forces systems are also known as computer generated forces (CGF).

7

Terrain reasoning was defined as the “automated interpretation of terrain databases” [van Brackle, 1993]
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[Van Brackle, 1993] three new terrain reasoning algorithms were introduced that perform
the task of planning a reconnaissance route. The three algorithms perform the same task.
Given an area of terrain stored in a polygonal terrain format, they each produce a route to
follow to perform the task of reconnaissance of a terrain area. The first of the algorithms
(“Simple”) does not consider the terrain at all; it served as a benchmark for comparison
with the more sophisticated algorithms. The other two algorithms were based on the
concept of Important Points.
Important Points are the points of significant interest in the terrain such as ridge
crests or tree line endpoints. Based on the expectation that if the Important Points are
chosen with care, terrain reasoning algorithms can focus on those points rather than
attempt to consider all terrain points, which greatly simplifies their processing while still
producing tactically valid decisions.
The “Forest Perimeter” algorithm was based on placing Important Points at the
boundary between what is considered to be “forest” and open territory. It determines
how the individual tree lines and canopies combine to form forests and then identifies
points on the edges of the forests. Once the Important Points (forest edges) have been
identified, the Forest Perimeter algorithm determines the ordering of those points and
passed them to the simulator as waypoints for the SAF system’s route planning
algorithm.
The “All-Points” algorithm attempts to identify all points in the terrain which
might be of interest to a vehicle performing reconnaissance. These Important Points are
placed on terrain features that can block line of sight in places where enemy vehicles may
be located. Using this approach, if an observer has had an unobstructed line of sight to
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all the Important Points in the set, then that observer will have had an unobstructed line
of sight to every point in that terrain. The All-Points algorithm identifies Important
Points for tree lines and canopies, man-made structures, and hills and valleys. A subset
of the Important Points, labeled Route Points, is determined using a greedy algorithm to
form the basis of the eventual reconnaissance route. The reconnaissance route is then
constructed using a variation of the well known Travelling Salesperson problem so as to
minimize the distance travelled. This algorithmic approach generated a sequence of
waypoints that for the SAF system’s route planning algorithm [Van Brackle, 1993].
A controlled experiment to compare each algorithm’s performance with trained
military officers who were subject matter experts (SMEs) at reconnaissance of terrain
was conducted. One of the new algorithms, the “All Points” algorithm, was found to
produce routes comparable to those of the experts. The human- and algorithm-generated
routes were compared using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test 8.
“Fire Zone Defense” (FZD) 9 is another terrain reasoning algorithm developed to
mimic human tactical behavior [Petty, 1999]. The FZD algorithm was an experimental
replacement for the Hasty Occupy Position (HOP) algorithm in the Modular SemiAutomated Forces (ModSAF) CGF system. The HOP and FZD algorithm both control
the behavior of ModSAF entities at both the company and platoon level. Both algorithms
selected defensive locations on the terrain for the simulated entities to effectively defend
an assigned engagement area. However, the FZD algorithm considers observation of the
area to be defended using geometric terrain reasoning to improve performance over the

8

See [Bhattacharyya, 1977] for complete information on statistical hypothesis testing and Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test

9

See [Petty, 1997] for a formal statement of the FZD algorithm.
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ModSAF HOP algorithm implementation. The ModSAF system was selected due to its
wide distribution and use in training, analytical experiments and research into SAF
algorithms. ModSAF includes a user and network interface, physical modeling, and
entity level and military unit level behavior generation capabilities. ModSAF represents
the terrain of the battlefield using the Compact Terrain Data Base (CTDB) format 10.
Both the HOP and FZD algorithms could be invoked from the ModSAF operator
interface. The operator provides battle position, left and right Target Reference Points
(TRPs) for the engagement area and selects a company unit to defend that area.
Locations are defined as specific points on the terrain surface. The FZD algorithm makes
use of specific categories of locations to compute an observation value from which it
applies a mathematically optimized greedy procedure to select the deployment locations.
Once deployment locations are selected, ModSAF route planning and movement
functions are called to move the individual entities to the selected locations. The
categories of location are: Sighting Locations; Battle Position Locations; Defensive
Locations; and Deployment Locations. The computation of the observation value
assumes perfect knowledge from the data contained in the CTDB. The FZD algorithm’s
observation value is defined as [Petty, 1999]:

∑ w( s) ∗ v(d , s) ∗ g (d , s, r )

(2.2)

s∈S

where:

d is the given location, r is the given range, S is the set of
SightingLocations, w(s) is the weight of the SightingLocation s,
v ( d , s ) is the ModSAF intervisibility value from d to s, and
g ( d , s, r ) is a function that returns 1 if Sighting Location s is
within range r of d and 0 otherwise.

10

See [Courtemanche, 1995] for additional information on ModSAF and [Smith, 1995] for additional
information on the CTDB format.
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An experiment was performed to quantitatively compare performance of the FZD
algorithm and the MODSAF HOP algorithms. The cumulative observation metric is the
sum of observation values for all the deployment locations selected for the entities of a
unit. The results of this experiment demonstrated that FZD algorithm produced defensive
deployments that were more effective than deployments produced by the MODSAF HOP
algorithm. However, neither the FZD nor the HOP algorithms’ effectiveness was
compared to deployments planned by humans, and therefore the realism of these
algorithms was not considered [Petty, 1999].
This work provides two significant points relevant to this research. First, it
demonstrates that effective behavior can be implemented using an algorithm that is not
based on the cognitive process, but based on environment and data available. Second, it
demonstrates quantitative validation of a behavioral model using a structured
experimental design.
A frequently used behavior generation mechanism is the finite state machine
(FSM) [Papelis, 2010]. Use of FSMs to control decision making and generate behavior
for simulated entities is common in both game engines [McKenzie, 2008] and semiautomated forces systems such as ModSAF and OneSAF [Petty, 2009]. In a FSM, a
behavior is modeled as a finite set of states with transitions between them in the form of a
directed graph. Each state has a specific behavior associated with it (e.g., “wait for
enemy” or “fire at closest target”). Each transition has a condition based on simulation
events (e.g., “target sighted”) associated with it; when the condition becomes true the
FSM transitions from one state to the other on the transition. While the FSM is in a state,
the entity it is controlling executes the behavior associated with that state. When the
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FSM transitions to a new state the entity’s behavior changes 11. In the Action Blending
Module of the layered architecture model developed by Shen, the FSM executes the
behaviors, and causes transitions between behaviors based on the simulation conditions
[Shen, 2006]. Lau used a FSM to define the movement capabilities of BOTs from
motion clips. Using a FSM allows movement to be abstracted as a high level behavior
[Lau, 2005]. In this model, motion is generated automatically at runtime by a planning
algorithm that performs a global search of the FSM and computes a sequence of
behaviors for the BOT to reach a user-designated goal position.

2.1.3

Route Planning
In the previous sections we developed the distinction between cognitive modeling

and behavior emulation for human behavior modeling in general. In this section we
focus more narrowly on a particular class of human behaviors, specifically those related
to route planning 12, route following, and navigation in an urban terrain environment. In
this review, we emphasize those algorithms most relevant to realistic route planning and
the navigation of a BOT in an urban terrain environment.
While the modeling of route planning and navigation has been well studied
[Smith, 1994] [Campbell, 1995] [Petty, 1996] there has been very little research that
compares human route planning and navigation with that produced algorithmically for
simulated entities [Pew, 1998]. Some research on realistic route planning and navigation
behavior has included the realistic representation of the kinematics of movement or how

11

See [Smith, 1992] or [Petty, 2009] for more detail on the operation of FSMs in SAF systems.

12

Route planning in some research articles is referred to as path finding. In this paper we will use the terms
route planning and path finding interchangeably.
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realistic the animated movement appears when compared to actual human movement
[Bandi, 2000] [Agarwal, 2002] [Choi, 2003,] [Sukthankar, 2004]. This physical behavior
is outside the scope of interest here. We are interested in the process of planning the
route and the characteristics (shape, length, curvature) of the planned route.

2.1.4

Route Planning Behavior
Routing behavior may be broken down into three activities. The first is the

decision criteria by which a particular route or path segment is selected during
operational planning. This activity, often referred to as route planning, is derived from
cognitive behavior. The second activity is the navigation of the planned path. This
activity uses a combination of cognitive and physical behaviors. The final activity is the
physical movement and kinematics down that path. This activity may also be referred to
as route following and is implemented through purely physical behavior models.
One of the requirements for a CGF system is that the autonomous behavior of the
synthetic entities includes the ability to navigate the terrain in a life-like or realistic
manner. Determining how to navigate through the terrain has been well researched.
Many different approaches to solving this problem have been presented [Brogan, 2003]
[Duckham, 2003] [Burgess, 2004] [Shen, 2006]. Most routing behavior uses algorithms
for route planning and AI components for execution of the synthetic entities’ motion
(route navigation and following). The complexity of the AI varies from a simple
example in which a synthetic entity simply moves forward until encountering an obstacle
(at which point it executes a turn and continues moving forward) to the more complex
example where route planning algorithms that use heuristics to find routes through the
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environment provide input to AI that determines the synthetic entities’ motion [Waveren,
2001].
One of the most commonly used route representations is a waypoint system in
which the environment is represented by a collection of points or locations (waypoints)
with directional links between them. The waypoints represent the places where the
synthetic character can navigate and the links between them represent the paths that can
be followed when navigating from one waypoint to another. Usually the links represent a
straight path between waypoints. Creating an efficient waypoint system for a specific
environment is often the result of terrain reasoning models [Van Brackle, 1993]
[Petty, 1999]. When a good waypoint system is available, the route planning algorithms
can generate a wide range of different paths. Most research has focused on route planning
algorithms that are optimized for the minimum distance or minimum time. As discussed
in more detail later, several algorithms are available to calculate the shortest path between
a start point and an end point. The most commonly used algorithms are Floyd’s,
Dijkstra’s, and A* [Cormen, 2000]. These algorithms were designed in the context of
graphs and graph theory and are easily adapted to a waypoint system. To add realism,
however, different kinds of paths must be considered [Waveren, 2001]. A path that leads
toward an end point while avoiding certain areas of the terrain at the same time is one
example.
The planning of routes for military operations is usually driven to a great extent
by military doctrine. To conduct realistic route planning military doctrine must be
included in the development of the algorithm that will generate the route [Tate, 2000]. In
the planning lifecycle for small unit operations, for example, the components of military
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doctrine applicable to planning small unit operations that includes military operations in
urban terrain (MOUT) have been simulated through a comprehensive application of
artificial intelligence technologies. The nine phases of planning for MOUT by small
units included:
•

Domain knowledge elicitation

•

Rich plan representation and use

•

Hierarchical task network planning

•

Detailed constraint management

•

Goal structure-based plan monitoring

•

Dynamic issue handling

•

Plan repair in low and high tempo situations

•

Interfaces for users with different roles

•

Management of planning and execution workflow

Another important form of route planning is individual tactical movement
behavior [Reece, 2000]. The generation of individual tactical movement routes consists
of several levels of abstraction that generally correspond to longer distances and periods
of time, and the actions to plan and execute vary within these levels. A summary of the
relevance of these different movement levels to individual tactical movement behavior is
as follows:
•

Long distance route planning: the destination is set greater than
approximately two kilometers from the individual. Long distance
movement is not a part of individual movement.
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•

Intermediate distance route planning: the destination is set at
approximately one hundred meters to approximately two kilometers from
the individual. At this distance detailed planning around small obstacles
such as individual trees is not appropriate; however, planning is required
at a high level to avoid large obstacles such as bodies of water and to find
roads and bridges. At this level, the route planner may consider the
terrain, proximity to threats, and exposure to threats in planning its
movement.

•

Short distance movement planning: the distance is set no more than about
approximately one hundred meters away. Individual tactical movement
behavior primarily addresses this level of movement. Individual tactical
movement may move the soldier around all obstacles, finds an efficient
path that considers the terrain, and avoid areas exposed to enemy threats.
Other general considerations at this level include related paths for
formation movement, bounding movement, and room clearing; for the
purposes of individual tactical movement, these considerations are
assumed to be on unrelated paths and are treated as moving obstacles.

•

Fine motion planning: changes postures to respond to the immediate
environment such as staying in cover while moving, moving through small
apertures, and ducking under obstacles. This level also includes the pace
of motion such as walking, running, and sprinting across exposed areas.
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In the context of these levels, the individual tactical movement must integrate
terrain obstacles, trafficability13, and cover from threats into route selection. It must also
include speed and posture changes into movement control [Reece, 2000]. Four route
planning techniques relevant to the tactical movement behavior can be summarized as
follows:
•

Cell decomposition: free space and obstacles are represented as a small
grid of uniform cells. The size of the cell can be made small enough to
approximate terrain features such as slope. Values are assigned to cells to
represent environmental conditions related to movement such as
trafficability, slope, and cover. Once gridded, search is accomplished by
the A* algorithm 14 to determine the optimal path based on a heuristic cost
function such as shortest distance or minimum time.

•

Skeletons: free space is reduced to a network of one-dimensional lines
commonly represented through visibility graphs and Voronoi diagrams 15.
A visibility graph is a collection of lines that connects the visible vertices
of obstacles with each other. A Voronoi diagram is the set of points
equidistant from two or more objects. Route planning then finds a path
from the start point to the nearest line in the visibility graph or Voronoi
diagram, and finds a path from the end point to the nearest line in the
visibility graph or Voronoi diagram, iterating through the visibility graph

13

Trafficability in this context refers to the extent to which the terrain will permit continued movement of
any or all types of traffic.
14

The center of the cells within the grid form the nodes and the connections to the centers of adjacent cells
form the edges used by the A* algorithm.
15

See [Aurenhammer, 1991] for a discussion of Voronoi diagrams.
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or Voronoi diagram to form a skeleton of nodes and edges and then uses a
graph search algorithm such as A* to find the lowest cost path from the
start point to the end point along the skeleton produced. The visibility
graph solution yields a true shortest path, taut-rope solution (at least for
the portion of the path on the graph), while the Voronoi diagram solution
yields a path that stays as far as possible away from the obstacles.
•

Weighted regions: partitioning of the environment into arbitrary shaped
polygonal weighted regions. The minimal cost path across a space of
polygonal regions bends only at region boundaries and may use Snell’s
Law of Refraction (the ratio of the sines of the angles of incidence and
refraction) to compute the optimal path from the ratio of the weights of the
regions.

•

Potential functions: a scalar potential (as in energy) function is
constructed that steadily decreases to a minimum as the distance to the
goal decreases. The potential function is high at obstacle boundaries and
decreases as the distance to the obstacle increases. The path is determined
by following the steepest descent down the potential value surface until
the goal is reached.

Realism, i.e., realistic appearance, realistic motion (animation), is a common goal
when creating synthetic entities in most implementations, including computer games,
simulations, and educational tools [Cox, 2005]. Human interaction with the virtual
environment must satisfy pre-existing expectations on how the synthetic entities should
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behave. This is particularly true with respect to route planning behavior. Realistic
human combat behaviors used in training simulations must:
1. Behave in recognizably human ways
2. Maximize applicability and carryover of learned skills to actual combat
Focusing on Close-Quarters Battle scenarios for MOUT, automated individual
combatant generated behavior which stress the underlying military strategy and doctrine
can be developed based on literature, observation, and subject matter experts (SMEs)
inputs [Cox, 2005]. Validation of the realism of the behavior generated by the CloseQuarters Battle scenarios was accomplished through the use of the Turing test 16 as
follows:
1. Populate a scenario with a combination of automated and humancontrolled BOTs 17. Human-controlled BOTs need to be visually
indistinguishable from automated BOTs.
2. Reveal to users the total number of enemy BOTs they will encounter
during the simulation.
3. Following the training session, solicit the human testers' opinions as to the
ratio of automated to human-controlled BOTs. (Ideally, each BOT would
be accompanied by a unique identifying icon to allow human/not-human
identification per character.) The test passes when the average percentage
of correct user guesses is less than a pre-set quality threshold.

16

The Turing test is defined in section 2.2.2.

17

In this context we use the term BOT is used to distinguish the synthetic entity as an individual synthetic
human.
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4. Repeat steps 1-3 for each fighting scenario and for various ratios of virtual
combatant BOTs and human-controlled BOTs.
Planning algorithms can also search the behavior states of a behavior FSM [Lau,
2005]. Here, the focus is on developing realistic planning and behavior generation in the
context of accurate animation of character motion. In this approach, each state consists
of a collection of long sequences of individual poses that represent a high-level behavior.
The output of the planning algorithm is a sequence of behaviors that moves the character
to a specified goal location without knowledge of the details of the underlying motion or
poses. This model uses A* to define the optimum sequence of the motion and poses. As
with other research in this field, optimization is not on realism, but on a heuristic cost
function (i.e., shortest path, time) and computational efficiency. In addition, there is no
statistical evidence to support claims of vastly improved motion and the guaranteed
optimality of shortest path or time. This use of a pre-defined environment also implies
perfect knowledge.
Another approach to route planning draws on the notion of a perceptual sphere as
it pertains to motion planning. In this approach a motion planning algorithm does not
need to know the details of the underlying motion or poses [Shao, 2005].

2.1.5

Navigation Behavior
Earlier we referred to route navigation as a combination of cognitive and physical

behaviors. Navigation has been described as [Loomis, 1999]:
“ … the planning of travel through the environment, updating position and
orientation during travel, and, in the event of becoming lost, reorienting
and reestablishing travel toward the destination.”
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One method of navigation is path integration which is the process of navigation by which
the functional properties associated with the movement of human, i.e., heading, velocity,
acceleration, whether continuous or discrete are integrated to provide a current estimate
of position and orientation and adjust those properties based on the desired end point.
Moreover, Loomis used these functional properties associated with the movement to
define metrics that could measure human navigation performance. This is important to
our research because it provides background on the use of quantitative metrics that can
measure navigation performance.
Much of the research on navigation methods for BOTs has focused on pedestrian
navigation. The unique “Artificial Life” approach described earlier integrates motor,
perceptual, behavioral, and cognitive components within a model of individual
pedestrians [Shao, 2005]. In this approach a hierarchical model of the virtual
environment is developed that is composed of topological maps, perception maps, and
path maps. Path maps can be further divided into a quadtree map (see [Samet, 1984] for
a discussion on quadtree maps) which supports global long range path planning and a
grid map for short range path planning. Both maps support the use of the A* algorithm
and its variants to compute quasi-optimal paths. Only face validation has been applied to
this artificial life approach [Shao, 2005].
Navigation behavior has predominantly focused on collision free navigation
[Salomon, 2003]. The use of route planning was introduced to develop interactive
navigation in complex 3D synthetic environments through an algorithm that precomputes a global roadmap of the environment using a variant of a randomized motion
planning algorithm along with a reachability-based analysis. At runtime, this algorithm
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performs graph searching and automatically computes a collision-free and constrained
path between two user specified locations. This algorithm requires scene geometry,
avatar orientation, and parameters relating the avatar size to the model size. The
algorithm’s performance is demonstrated on two large environments: a power plant and
a factory room. Constrained camera motion and automatic path computation to assist 3D
navigation of complex synthetic environments are two issues reported as improved by the
algorithm; however no validation of the impact on realism was reported.

2.1.6

A* Algorithm
One of the first route planning algorithms, Dijkstra’s algorithm, is a graph or tree

search algorithm that works out from the source in all directions to find the shortest path
to its goal. Since all nodes from the source node to the goal are examined, Dijkstra’s is
often used to find a path from every node to the goal [Beeker, 2004].
The most frequently used algorithm in route planning and navigation, or more
specifically, path finding is the A* algorithm. The A* and Iterative Deepening A*
(IDA*) variant form the base of route planning in many combat simulations, including
OneSAF, Combat XXI, CCTT, and in many computer games [Beeker, 2004]. Algorithm
A and the more common A* (admissible heuristic) are widely studied and used in many
Military Simulation and Training systems [Van Brackle, 1993] [Petty, 1994]
[Reece, 2000] [Beeker, 2004]. First presented by Nils Nilsson [Hart, 1968], the A
Algorithm is a breadth first or branch and bound graph or tree search algorithm that
determines the optimum route or path by using a real valued estimating function that
estimates the cost from an expanded node to the goal or target node. Because the actual
cost is not known, the evaluation function is considered a heuristic function. Nilsson
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presented a variant on the A Algorithm by defining an admissible evaluation or heuristic
function. To be admissible, the heuristic function must always evaluate to less than the
actual cost; that is, if the heuristic function is a lower bound on the actual cost, then the
algorithm is admissible and always terminates with a lowest cost solution. When the A
algorithm uses an admissible heuristic function it is referred to as the A* algorithm.
Another restriction often overlooked in discussions of A* is the monotone
restriction. The monotone restriction specifies that the estimates of the cost to a goal
node, 𝑛𝑖 , not be more than the cost of the arc from 𝑛𝑖 to 𝑛𝑗 plus the estimate of the cost

from 𝑛𝑗 to the goal. The selection of the heuristic function is crucial in determining the

heuristic power of the search algorithm. Setting ℎ(𝑛) to the highest lower bound results

in admissibility with the fewest nodes expanded [Nilsson, 1980]. Under this restriction,
the heuristic function ℎ(𝑛) must, for all nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 where 𝑗 is a successor of 𝑖, satisfy

the condition that ℎ(𝑖) – ℎ(𝑗) ≤ 𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗) with ℎ(𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙) = 0 and 𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗) defined as the cost
of the minimum-cost-path from node i to node 𝑗 [Beeker, 2004]. In Dijkstra’s, the A

algorithm, and the A* variant, all potential routes adjacent to the initial node are searched
and the A algorithm and the A* variant continue to expand all routes that are adjacent to
a selected node. This process results in large lists of potential routes to be examined
[Nilsson, 1980].
In contrast, uninformed breadth-first or depth-first search methods are exhaustive
methods for finding paths from a source to a goal node in a tree or graph. While they
provide a solution to the route planning problem, they are often not feasible to use for
control of the AI in a production system due to their memory and performance constraints
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on expansion of all nodes. Heuristic graph-search procedures offer performance
improvements over uninformed search methods, whether they are breadth-first or
depth-first based.
Task dependent information is available in most applications requiring route
planning or path finding. This information, also known as heuristic information, can be
used to reduce the search time, complexity, and resource costs when applied to the
evaluation or heuristic function in the A Algorithm, and it’s A* and IDA* variants. The
heuristic search procedure minimizes some combination of the cost of the path and the
cost of the search. This is done using a real valued function over the nodes in the tree or
graph, termed an evaluation function, denoted by𝑓(𝑛). The evaluation function provides
an estimate of the cost of the minimum cost path to the goal. The A Algorithm defines
𝑓(𝑛) as an estimate of the sum of the cost of the minimum cost path from a start node, s,

to node 𝑛, plus the estimate of the cost of the minimum cost path from node 𝑛 to a goal

node. Thus 𝑓(𝑛) is an estimate of the minimum cost path from a start node, 𝑠 to a goal

node constrained to pass through node 𝑛. Mathematically, 𝑓(𝑛) = 𝑔(𝑛) + ℎ(𝑛) where
𝑔(𝑛) is the cost of the minimum path cost from the start node to node 𝑛 and ℎ(𝑛) is the

heuristic cost estimate (defined above) from node 𝑛 to the goal. The most common

heuristic ℎ(𝑛) is the straight line distance between the expanded nodes and goal

[Campbell, 1995]. As previously noted, when the heuristic function ℎ(𝑛) is constrained
as a lower bound such that ℎ(𝑛) is always less than the actual cost, the A algorithm is
defined as A*.
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One example of route planning that has been implemented in a production
simulation system is the Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) 18. As noted by
Campbell, “Routing provides a high level path or route around terrain features such as
rivers, forests, or urban areas as well as routes which follow roads that criss-cross the
terrain database”. In the CCTT, the IDA* algorithm is used. The IDA* variant of A*
reduces the run time memory requirements by eliminating the need to maintain the sorted
queue of partial paths that the A* algorithm maintains. To determine the optimal path,
the IDA* algorithm searches a tree or graph by repeatedly performing depth first searches
to greater and greater depths. The IDA* search routine recursively traverses the tree or
graph by expanding all paths from the source until the cost of the path is greater than the
current threshold cost. If the goal is reached along a particular path, the cost is compared
with other paths and the lowest cost path is retained and the previous lowest cost
discarded [Campbell, 1995].
The A* algorithm has been directly compared with IDA* algorithm [Karr, 1995].
This comparison used a 2D grid overlaid on the terrain. The grid was divided into cells
with each cell containing sample point. Treating the sample points as nodes, the A* and
IDA* algorithms were applied while measuring memory consumption and run-time
performance. The results showed that IDA* is space efficient in searching trees or
graphs and with appropriate memory can achieve comparable run-time performance to
the A*.
Another cell based movement planner that used a reactive obstacle avoidance
technique was shown to find an optimal path through static terrain [Reece, 2000]. This
path planning algorithm considers terrain slope in the path cost, uses an adjustable, non18

See [Johnson, 1993] for a description of the Close Combat Tactical Trainer Program.
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linear (with time) cost function for exposed areas, and adjusts the BOT’s kinematic
parameters such as posture and locomotion. The A* search algorithm was used to
compute the optimum path, adjusting the heuristic cost function based on environment
(terrain slope, obstacles, and cover). The resulting optimal paths are then post processed
for improvement through kinematics (BOT posture and locomotion).
Hierarchical route planning incorporates multiple graph or search space
decompositions of different granularity to reduce searching cost. The use of hierarchical
information has also been used to improve the A* heuristics in the hierarchical planning
A* algorithm (HPA*) [Holte, 1996]. The HPA* multilevel hierarchical design in which
node clustering considers the presence of collision-free paths between nodes was used in
the workload optimized strategy with the “diagonal distance” metric as the reactive
heuristic to approximate the cost of unknown movement [Lanctot, 2006]. The quality of
the route planning techniques and caching assumptions used total time taken, total
distance traveled, number of nodes explored, and average movement delay as evaluation
metrics. It is important to note that the workload optimized strategy departed from the
more traditional cost heuristic of minimum time and distance to use an HPA* algorithm
designed to perform two level optimization. The game was divided into two levels, a
lower or ‘grid’ level, and a higher or ‘zone’ level. On the lower level, a ghost or invisible
BOT developed an optimized A* derived route using minimum distance and collision
free (diagonal path) heuristics which are cached for used by the zone level. At the zone
level, the start and destination form the inputs to the A* algorithm which selects the
minimum distance/time zone from start to end point. The optimum caching and HPA*
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heuristics were shown to improve performance and accuracy through quantitative data
analysis and comparison with both randomly generated and human generated map points.

2.1.7

Realistic Route Planning and Navigation
In the last section we reviewed the A* Algorithm and work related to its use in

optimal route planning. In this section we review the relevant route planning, route
navigation and motion or movement research done in the context of realism.
The need for realism in navigation has been identified and studied [Ashida, 2001].
In addition, there has been some research conducted on realistic route planning and route
navigation. This work predominantly focused on the modeling and simulation of
pedestrian movement or the navigation of autonomous robots [Batty, 1998] [Blue, 2000]
[Ashida, 2001]. One of the few (or possibly the only) route planning algorithms to
explicitly consider realism is that of Brogan and Johnson [Brogan, 2003]. Here the
algorithm generates routes and movement along those routes for walking BOTs that are
intended to resemble those followed by humans in the same situations with a single room.
The desired similarity includes both the actual route traversed and the kinematics of the
character’s movement along the route.
The analysis and development of the algorithm began by recording observations
of human subjects walking five different routes that varied by room configuration and
destination. Different types of turns were required in each case because of obstacles in
the room. All five routes could be described as “micro” routes, in that all were short
(less than 10 meters), contained within a single three meter by five meter room, and
required no more than two turns to reach the destination. The kinematic information
collected from these observations, which included acceleration and deceleration rates,
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maximum and average speed, and turn rate, was used to develop kinematic tuning
parameters for the algorithm.
The algorithm is based on a heading chart data structure. A heading chart is
constructed for each given routing situation (a room and a destination) by partitioning the
room into a grid of small (0.04 meter) square grid cells and computing for each grid cell
the desired heading that a synthetic character located within that cell should move in to
reach the destination. As a BOT moves from cell to cell, its heading is set to that of the
cells it moves through. Producing the heading charts requires substantial precomputation. Not only are there many cells in a single heading chart for even the small
rooms used for the micro routing situations, but because the desired headings in the
heading charts consider a BOT’s maximum turn rate, which varies by walking speed, it is
necessary to produce a set of heading charts for different speed intervals. As noted, this
is only for a single routing situation; a different set of heading charts must be precomputed for each room and destination combination.
The realism of the routes generated by this algorithm was evaluated using
quantitative metrics that measure various aspects of the differences between
algorithmically generated routes and human generated routes. After asserting: “we know
of no similarity metric that can accurately quantify the realism of a walking path”,
Brogan and Johnson defined three new metrics : distance error is the distance between
the algorithm route and the human route at each time step, averaged over all time steps
required to traverse the route; speed error is the difference between the speed of the
moving character (on the algorithm route) and the moving human (on the human route) at
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each time step, averaged over all time steps; and area error is the area between the
algorithm route and the human route.
A total of 30 human routes were collected by observation in two route planning
situations different from those used to acquire the algorithm’s kinematic parameters but
similar in length and simplicity (hence likewise best described as micro routes). For each
of these 30 human route situations, routes were also generated by this algorithm and a
recent version of the A* algorithm [Bandi, 2000]. Values for the three error metrics were
calculated for all of the algorithm routes with respect to the corresponding human routes.
The error metric values for the two algorithm routes that corresponded to a single human
route were compared statistically using paired-samples t-tests. For the distance error and
area error metrics, the algorithm was significantly better than the A* algorithm; there was
no significant difference for the speed error metric.
The superior realism of this algorithm’s routes as compared to the A* algorithm’s
routes is not surprising, simply because the A* algorithm is intended to minimize route
length, not maximize route realism. It is important to note that this algorithm is suited
only to micro routes; it is unlikely that the extensive pre-computation and data storage
that the algorithm requires would be practical for macro routes, such as routes spanning
multiple rooms or multiple buildings.
Route planning techniques have also been applied to movement-intensive games
such as MMO games to develop optimally performing maps which implement
hierarchical strategies that can greatly reduce the significant resource cost of the
algorithm in combination with caching optimization [Lanctot, 2006]. The workload
optimized strategy was developed from the results of an experimental study of four route
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planning approaches under different caching assumptions using a common massive
multiplayer online (MMO) game environment against real player (human) movement.
Motion may be characterized by specifying what the motion needs to accomplish,
and not what the motion is [Agarwal, 2002]. Motion happens over time, and in the
physical world unpredictable events can occur that change the evolution of a system; this
dynamic characteristic of motion must be modeled. It is this dynamic characteristic of
motion that leads us to reconsider the current modeling techniques that use perfect
knowledge.
Both military and civilian applications (digitized battlefields, automatic target
recognition, mobile communications, virtual environments, animation, physics-based
simulation, animation of deformable objects, to name a few) have raised a wide range of
algorithmic issues in modeling motion and in coping with continuously moving objects”
[Agarwal, 2002]. Although a vast amount of work has been done on modeling,
analyzing, searching, processing, and visualizing geometric objects, most of the work has
focused on handling static objects and on dynamic data structures which can update the
information as objects at discrete times. These approaches are, however, not suitable for
handling changing objects because the algorithm has to be executed continuously to
avoid returning an obsolete solution.
The dynamic nature of motion makes it difficult to consider time simply as
another dimension and to regard the moving object as a static object in space-time.
Algorithms that can handle continuous motion (referred to as kinetic algorithms) are
needed in such applications. Kinetic data structures have led to efficient algorithms and
data structures for a wide range of problems [Agarwal, 2002].
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[Sukthankar, 2008] describes an interesting approach to planning and animating
the actions of synthetic humans (BOTs) that is based directly on human physical
capabilities. Human motion data was collected by using an optical motion capture
system to record the movements of humans performing sequences of physical behaviors
within a large room. Motion graphs, which are data structures that support the resequencing and splicing of behaviors and animations, were generated by analyzing the
recorded movements. The motion graphs were used to deduce and encode human
physical capabilities as cost maps that express sequence-dependent costs for executing
various physical behaviors. The behaviors included walking, probing, inspecting, and
covering, and were not just route following. Given a specific goal, such as retrieving an
object from behind an obstacle, the cost map and motion graph can be used to plan a
minimum-cost behavior sequence that achieves the goal. The approach produces
behavior sequences that are realistic in that they are consistent with human physical
capabilities. However, it is unrealistic in that the behavior sequences are optimized for
minimum cost and are based on complete information of the environment. Moreover,
they are confined to a single room.

2.1.8

Route Planning for Individual Synthetic Characters in Urban Terrain
In this section we narrow the focus of the survey to work on human route

planning in urban terrain. The enemy we face today often operates in an urban setting
which is qualitatively different from previous conflicts. This urban operational
environment is asymmetric in that it exploits our weaknesses and avoids our strengths.
Military and Homeland Security operations are changing to adapt to the asymmetric
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threat posed by urban operations. Several researchers have identified the importance of
urban terrain in current military training [Tate, 2000] [Sukthankar, 2004] [Shen, 2006].
Notable in the research was the framework developed and reported to be effective
and efficient in generating realistic behaviors in various combat scenarios including
urban terrain. The layered architecture in this framework, as previously discussed,
consisted of four modules for the generation of behavior [Shen, 2006]. The route
planning module in this architecture generates the route through the virtual world that the
BOT follows. As with most route planning in simulation, the well known A*algorithm
was used to produce optimal routes. Unique, however, was the application of A* on two
distinct levels. This was done to more closely emulate the approach used by soldiers
when navigating in urban terrain. Most soldiers first find a viable rough path through the
terrain and then determine the final path during execution of the rough path. To emulate
this process a grid system was implemented within their Unreal Tournament™ map.
Each grid consisted of evenly spaced points referred to as path nodes. To delimit
buildings and streets, as well as rooms, corridors, and stairs within buildings, custom
transition nodes were created. Then, using A*, a rough route was generated from start to
end using the transition nodes and a final route was created using the path nodes that
formed the grid within the range of sight. In this approach, the complete route was
generated with complete knowledge (all nodes) of the terrain. The overall framework
was empirically evaluated through case studies and it was concluded that the generated
behavior provided improved realism in MOUT simulations.
The difficult and open problem of emulating the rich complexity of real
pedestrians’ route navigation behavior in urban environments was addressed through an
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artificial life approach as noted in earlier [Shao, 2005]. The route navigation model used
in the artificial life approach integrates motor, perceptual, behavioral and cognitive
components within a model of pedestrians as individuals. The model presents a
combination of these components in a fully autonomous multi-human simulation in a
large urban environment. The environment was represented using hierarchical data
structures which supported the perceptual queries of the autonomous pedestrians that
drove their behavioral responses and sustained their ability to plan their actions on local
and global scales.
The goal of developing a self-animated model of individual human beings that
incorporates nontrivial human-like abilities suited to the purposes of animating virtual
pedestrians in urban environments was accomplished through a hierarchical collection of
maps that represented the virtual environment [Shao, 2005]. The first such map was a
topological map which represented the structure between different parts of the virtual
world. Linked within this map were perception maps, which provided relevant
information to perceptual queries. Finally path maps were included which enabled online
path-planning for navigation.
The path maps included a quadtree map which supported global, long-range path
planning and accounted for 94% of the planned paths [Botea, 2004]. In a quadtree map,
the following information is stored in nodes: the position of the area covered by the
node, the occupancy type of the node (ground, obstacle, seat, etc.), pointers to
neighboring nodes, and information for use in path planning such as a distance variable
(i.e., how far the node is from a given start point) and a congestion factor (the portion of
the area of the node that is occupied by pedestrians). The remaining 6% of paths are
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planned using a grid map which supports short-range path planning. Both the quadtree
map and the grid map support the execution of several variants of the A* algorithm,
which were used to compute quasi-optimal paths to desired goals [Shao, 2005].
A crucial element for pedestrian movement was their ability to move where they
desired without collisions. Reactive behavior models address collision free movement in
pedestrians. Reactive behavior models are often used with navigational and motivational
models to control autonomous navigation [Noser, 1995]. Another model for reactive path
planning allowed the user to refine the motion by directing the BOTs with navigation
primitives [Metoyer, 2003]. The artificial life model was one such example of the
combined reactive, navigational, and motivational models. In this model, a self animated
pedestrian navigates entirely on its own, as normal humans are capable of doing [Shao,
2005]. As with most research on realistic behavior, face validation was used to assert
that the artificial life model mimics that of the pedestrian in urban terrain.
Not all movement models used the A* algorithm or its derivatives for route
planning. One model was based on the idea that realistic navigation in mountainous
terrain could be simulated by applying the properties of gas diffusion in a fluid simulation
[Burgess, 2004]. While demonstrated in mountainous terrain rather than urban terrain,
the principles used are of interest. In this model, it is assumed that realistic paths for
human movement will generally tend to follow “natural lines of drift” which are similar
in concept to the physical world Principle of Least Action. Natural lines of drift is a
common military term that describes a method for route selection based on least effort
expenditure (or highest possible speed) en-route to a goal or destination. The mechanics
of the gas diffusion model take the points in the data set and treat them as cells in the
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terrain model. The gas diffusion model is then applied based on the simple
characteristics of each cell (go, slow go, no go) from the start point to the end point.
When the gas diffusion reaches equilibrium, the gradient vectors will show which parts of
the terrain receive the highest gas transfer rates and are therefore most likely to be the
route or path taken. Then, by following a particle through the gas diffusion model and
computing the speed of that particles movement through the grid in total time from the
start point to the end point, avenues of approach or routes are scored based on the
likelihood of use, with the fastest being most likely. The model was asserted as realistic
through face validation. No statistical or quantitative comparison was made between the
gas diffusion routes and those generated by humans. The gas diffusion algorithm was
compared with those produced by the A* routes to confirm that the gas diffusion routes
would not produce optimum routes in terms of pure time from the start point to the end
point.
In contrast to optimum path selection based on shortest distance, the simplest path
algorithm assumes that humans select the simplest path to an optimal path that is based
on shortest distance [Duckham, 2003]. The simplest path algorithm provides an example
of how the human cognitive process of giving route or navigational instructions is
translated to a behavior generation algorithm that produces a route that mimics that of the
human. The results of the simplest path algorithm have only been empirically validated.

2.2

Validating Route Planning Algorithms
Verification and validation are “essential prerequisites to the credible and reliable

use of a model” [Petty, 2010]. In this section we survey verification, validation, and
accreditation (VV&A) of simulation models in general, and validation of route planning
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algorithms in particular. The literature on VV&A, especially verification and validation,
has been characterized by experts in the field as “extensive” [Hartley, 2010], and a
comprehensive survey of the literature on the subject is well beyond the scope of this
dissertation 19. Instead we proceed through successive levels of detail towards the
specific validation methods of interest here, specifically those methods applicable to
route planning realism. This section has three subsections. First, the basic concepts and
definitions of VV&A are briefly introduced. Second, selected examples of validation
methods that have been applied to human behavior models are reviewed. Finally,
validation methods specifically appropriate for validating route planning algorithms and
their realism are discussed.
2.2.1

Introduction to Verification, Validation, and Accreditation
In general terms, verification refers to a testing process that determines whether a

product is consistent with its specifications or compliant with applicable regulations. In
modeling and simulation, verification is typically defined analogously, as the process of
determining if an implemented model (and its associated data) is consistent with its
conceptual description and specification [DoD, 2009]. Verification examines
transformational accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of transforming the model’s requirements
into a conceptual model and the conceptual model into an executable model. The
verification process is frequently quite similar to that employed in general software
engineering, with the modeling aspects of the software entering verification by virtue of
their inclusion in the model’s design specification. Typical questions to be answered

19

For useful surveys of verification and validation methods in general, see [Youngblood, 1993], [Knepell,
1993], [Balci, 1998a], [Balci, 2001], [Petty, 2009], or [Petty, 2010].
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during verification include:
1. Does the program code of the executable model correctly implement the
conceptual model?
2. Does the conceptual model satisfy the intended uses of the model?
3. Does the executable model produce results when needed and in the
required format?
In general terms, validation refers to a testing process that determines whether a
product satisfies the requirements of its intended customer or user. In modeling and
simulation, validation is the process of determining the degree to which the model (and
its associated data) is an accurate representation of the simuland, with respect to the
intended uses of the model [DoD, 2009] 20 . Validation examines representational
accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of representing the simuland in the conceptual model and in
the results produced by the executable model. The process of validation assesses the
accuracy of the models. The accuracy needed should be considered with respect to its
intended uses, and differing degrees of required accuracy may be reflected in the methods
used for validation 21. Typical questions to be answered during validation include:
1. Is the conceptual model a correct representation of the simuland?

20

A simuland is the real-world item of interest. It is the object, process, or phenomenon to be simulated.
The simuland might be the aircraft in a flight simulator (an object), the assembly of automobiles in a
factory assembly line simulation (a process), or underground water flow in a hydrology simulation (a
phenomenon). The simuland may be understood to include not only the specific object of interest, but also
any other aspects of the real-world that affect the object of interest in a significant way. Simulands need
not actually exist in the real world; for example, in combat simulation hypothetical non-existent weapons
systems are often modeled to analyze how a postulated capability would affect battlefield outcomes.

21

The validity of a model is always with respect to its intended use. The same model may be valid (or
sufficiently valid) for one use and invalid (or insufficiently valid) for another use. Hereinafter, whenever a
model’s validity is discussed, the reference to validity should be understood as with respect to intended use,
even if the intended use is not mentioned explicitly.
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2. How close are the results produced by the executable model to the
behavior of the simuland?
3. Under what range of inputs are the model’s results credible and useful?
Accreditation, although often grouped with verification and validation in the
modeling and simulation context in the common phrase “verification, validation, and
accreditation”, is an entirely different sort of process from the others. Verification and
validation are fundamentally testing processes, and are technical in nature. Accreditation,
on the other hand, is a decision process, and is non-technical in nature, though it may be
informed by technical data. Accreditation is the official certification by a responsible
authority that a model is acceptable for use for a specific purpose [DoD, 2009].
Accreditation is concerned with official usability, i.e., the determination that the model
may be used. Accreditation is always for a specific purpose, such as a particular training
exercise or analysis experiment, or a particular category of applications. Models should
not be accredited for “any purpose” because an overly broad accreditation could result in
a use of a model for an application for which it has not been validated or is not suited.
The accrediting authority typically makes the accreditation decision based on the findings
of the verification and validation processes. Typical questions to be answered during
accreditation include:
1. Are the capabilities of the model and requirements of the planned
application consistent?
2. Do the verification and validation results show that the model will produce
usefully accurate results if used for the planned application?
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3. What are the consequences if an insufficiently accurate model is used for
the planned application?
To summarize these definitions, note that verification and validation are both
testing processes, but they have different purposes 22. The difference between them is
often summarized in this way: verification asks “Was the model built right?”, whereas
validation asks “Was the right model built?” [Balci, 1998a] [Balci, 1998b]. Continuing
this theme, accreditation asks “Is the model appropriate for a particular use?”
[Youngblood, 2000].
Arguably, the U. S. Department of Defense uses modeling and simulation more
than any other organization [Petty, 2012]. It relies heavily on modeling and simulation to
prepare for and conduct many aspects of war, including planning, training, and decision
making. Motivated by that reliance, the DoD has issued policy statements requiring the
VV&A of models used in defense applications. The former Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office, at the time responsible for Department of Defense policy on the use of
modeling and simulation, published guidelines that defined a process of evaluating a
model or simulation system and certifying it for use via VV&A [DMSO, 2000]. The
policy and guidance for modeling and simulation activities within the Department of
Defense (DoD) was established by DoD Directive 5000.59 [DoD, 2007], and the
requirements for VV&A of defense models are further defined in DoD Instruction
5000.61 [DoD, 2009]; the latter asserts that
“It is the DoD policy that: … models, simulations, and associated data …
shall undergo verification and validation …”
22

Verification and validation are concerned with accuracy (transformational and representational,
respectively), which is only one of several aspects of quality in a simulation project; others include
execution efficiency, maintainability, portability, reusability, and usability (user friendliness)
[Balci, 1998a].
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Many specific verification and validation methods are available; over 90 distinct
methods are mentioned in [Balci, 1998a]. In [Balci, 1998a], the methods are organized
into four categories: informal, which are generally qualitative and rely on subjective
human evaluation of model development work products or simulation execution results;
static, which involve assessments of the model’s accuracy in ways that do not require
executing the model; dynamic, wherein model accuracy is assessed by executing it and
evaluating the results, often by quantitative comparison of the results with data from the
simuland; and formal, which involve formal mathematical proofs of model correctness.
Exhaustive (complete) testing of an M&S application under all possible inputs is
in general not feasible, due to time and budgetary constraints [Balci, 2000].
Combinations of possible model input values can generate millions of logical paths in the
model during execution. In verification and validation, the purpose is to increase
confidence in model accuracy to the degree required by the model’s intended uses and the
project’s objectives [Balci, 2002].
2.2.2

Validation of Human Behavior Models
Issues surrounding the fidelity and validity of human behavior models are

discussed in [Hughes, 2003]. There fidelity was defined as the accuracy with which a
model represents reality; it is an objective assessment of the model’s representation of the
attributes and behaviors of its simuland 23. In the case of military models, the simuland
typically includes those agents and entities (together with their attributes and behaviors)
present in a military operational environment. Validity was defined as the usefulness of
23

[Hughes, 2003] actually uses the term referent, but with the meaning we have defined as simuland.
Referent is sometimes used as a synonym for simuland in the literature, but it more correctly denotes the
body of knowledge the modeler has about a simuland and not the simuland itself [Petty, 2010].
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the representation within the context of a specific application. Validity is a judgment
regarding how well suited a particular model is for a specific application. A model
judged to be valid for one application may not be valid in another.
When validating human behavior models, combinations of methods providing
both a qualitative and a quantitative assessment of the model’s accuracy are
recommended; human behavior can be subtle and difficult to capture in a purely
quantitative way, and conversely, humans performing purely qualitative assessments can
overlook systematic bias or skewness in model results. Examples of the use of multiple
validation methods in qualitative/quantitative combinations can be found in [Van
Brackle, 1993], [Petty, 1999], and [Sokolowski, 2003].
Of the many verification and validation methods available, not all are relevant to
any particular model or class of models. The methods most often applied to human
behavior models include face validation, Turing tests, and various forms of quantitative
or statistical comparisons.
In face validation, observers who may be potential users of the model and/or
subject matters experts with respect to the simuland observe or review the results of a
simulation, and based on their knowledge of the simuland, subjectively assess the
model’s validity. A model may be said to have face validity if the project team members,
potential users of the model, and people knowledgeable about the system of interest use
their estimates and intuition to compare model and system behaviors subjectively under
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identical input conditions and decide that it looks valid enough for the intended purpose
[Liu, 2005]. Face validation has been defined as:
“the process of determining whether a model or simulation seems
reasonable to people who are knowledgeable about the system under
study, based on the model's performance. This process does not review
the software code or logic, but rather reviews the inputs and outputs to
ensure they appear realistic or representative” [DMSO, 1995].
Face validation may be the most frequently used validation method. It can be
especially useful when the simuland is notional, i.e., does not exist in reality. However,
the process of identifying and employing high quality subject matter experts in face
validation is known to be very difficult [Sargent, 2000]. Due to subjective human
judgment and imperfect subject matter expert knowledge, no conclusion can be drawn
about the accuracy of a reasonably complex model with 100% assurance based solely on
face validation.
Face validation based on subject matter expert assessment is often used for
automated behavior generated by human behavior models in virtual environments used
for training [Cox, 2005]. This may be due to the relatively unstructured nature of the
virtual training environment, which makes a comprehensive or systematic evaluation of
the automated behavior impractical. Where perceived realism is a primary goal, the
experiences of human subject matter experts provide a qualitative evaluation of behavior.
For example, Tate applied face validation from the user community to validate the
military realism of a military Planning and Decision Aid system [Tate, 2000]. Of
particular relevance here because of its route planning connection, face validation was
used in a small-scale experiment performed to assess the use of segment route
descriptions and their incremental presentation on a mobile device [Dale, 2003]. Using
teams of three subjects consisting of a navigator, a driver, and an observer, the
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experiment had each team drive two routes, one using a segmented and one using a nonsegmented route description delivered via a hand-held computer. An observer recorded
information and feedback after each navigation task. From these observations and
feedback, the experimenters concluded that the segmented presentation on the mobile
devices was more useful.
The Turing test was originally described by English mathematician Alan Turing
as a means to evaluate the intelligence of a computer system [Turing, 1950]. In the
Turing test, a computer system is said to be intelligent if an observer cannot distinguish
between system-generated and human-generated behavior at a rate better than chance 24.
Though the Turing test has been proposed for many uses in AI research
(e.g., [Charniak, 1985] [Hart, 1989] [Harnard, 1992]), it is especially appropriate for
validating human behavior models, where it can be categorized as a special case of face
validation. The Turing test is explicitly listed in Balci’s survey of simulation V&V
methods as an “informal” validation method [Balci, 1998a]. Note that the Turing test is
concerned only with observable behavior, and not the mechanism for producing that
behavior, making it applicable to both types of human behavior models, cognitive
modeling and behavior emulation. Because the characteristic of the algorithm-generated
behavior being assessed is the degree to which it may be distinguished from humangenerated behavior, this test is clearly directly relevant to the assessment of the realism of
algorithmically generated behavior, arguably even more so than to machine intelligence
as Turing originally proposed.

24

While this is the conventional formulation of the test in the current literature, it is not Turing’s original
form of the test.
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The Turing test as specifically applied to evaluating algorithms for human
behavior generation in battlefield simulation is critically examined in [Petty, 1994]. Petty
surveys a number of expert assertions of the utility of the Turing test in this context and
summarizes an early application of it for that purpose. He argues that despite the experts’
claims, the Turing test cannot be relied upon as the sole means of evaluating a human
behavior generation algorithm, giving examples that demonstrate that it is neither
necessary nor sufficient to ensure the usefulness of the algorithm. However, Petty does
support the use of the Turing test. If attention is given to the questions of who the
appropriate observers are and what information about the generated behavior is available
to them, a well-designed Turing test can significantly increase confidence in the validity,
especially in terms of realism, of a behavior generation algorithm that passes the test.
In one of its first applications to human behavior models, the Turing test was used
to assess the validity of the tactical behavior generated by the semi-automated forces
software in the U. S. Army’s SIMNET training simulation [Potomac, 1990] [Wise, 1991].
A Turing test, with its results analyzed by an appropriate statistical hypothesis test, was
used as a complement to another validation method in evaluating a computer model of
decision making by military commanders [Sokolowski, 2003]. A Turing test was also
applied to a pedestrian model to confirm that the distribution curves used to produce
realistic walking motion adequately represented an emotive state [Lau, 2005]. One
outcome of an informal Turing test conducted to validate the layered architectural model
described earlier was the assessment that “The human players acting as opponents and
the squad leader also recognized very realistic behaviors generated by the BOTs that are
difficult to differentiate from those generated by human players …” [Shen, 2006].
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In the validation of the Shootwell Individual Combatants model, the Turing test
was considered a useful indicator of the realism in a training combat scenario
[Cox, 2005]. For that validation, the procedure was as follows:
1. Populate a scenario with a combination of automated combatants and
human-controlled combatants; the two types must be indistinguishable in
appearance.
2. Inform the users of the total number of enemy combatants they will
encounter during the session.
3. Execute the training session.
4. Following the training session, ask the tester to estimate the ratio of
automated to human-controlled combatants, or if possible, have the tester
identify each enemy combatant as either automated or human-controlled.
The Turing test is passed when the average percentage of correct tester
responses is less than a pre-set quality threshold.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for each scenario and for various ratios of virtual
combatant avatars and human-controlled avatars.
Human behavior models may also be validated using more quantitative methods.
We look first at examples of validation in practice that involved the measurement of
some set of quantifiable aspects, or metrics, of the model or algorithm and the
comparison of the measured values for those metrics with values from the same metrics
derived from a different source [Petty, 1996]. While these examples include a desirable
quantitative aspect, they stop short of using a statistical metric or test.
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The optimality and efficiency of the D* algorithm as compared with the Optimal
Re-planner algorithm was validated [Stentz, 1994]. Using CPU time as the metric, the
D* algorithm was shown to be capable of handling the full spectrum of a priori map
information, ranging from complete (1,000,000 cells) and accurate map information to
the absence of map information (1,000 cells). The performance of several route planning
algorithms used for planning routes in movement intensive games was compared, total
time taken 25, total distance travelled 26, number of nodes explored 27, and average delays
before the BOT starts moving 28 [Lanctot, 2006]. Two synthetic environments, a modest
factory room consisting of over ten thousand triangles and a power plant model
composed of over twelve million triangles, were tested for samples 29, nodes 30,
coverage 31, and time 32 by measuring the number of random samples taken, the total
number of nodes included in the roadmap, the roadmap's estimated coverage of the
environment, and finally the total time taken for the roadmap construction preprocess
[Salomon, 2003]. The previously described Fire Zone Defense algorithm was validated
by measuring the terrain area visible from the defensive locations selected by it and the
alternative algorithm it was being compared to, the Hasty Occupy Position algorithm. In

25

total time taken: a quick measure of performance [Lanctot, 2006]

26

total distance traveled: a measure of path optimality [Lanctot, 2006]

27

number of nodes explored: a measure of the efficiency of the algorithm [Lanctot, 2006]

28

average delays before the player starts moving: measures how responsive the game is after the player
issues a route planning query [Lanctot, 2006]

29

samples: the number of random samples taken [Saloman, 2003]

30

nodes: the total number of nodes in the included in the roadmap [Saloman, 2003]

31

coverage: the roadmap's estimated coverage of the environment [Saloman, 2003]

32

time: the total time taken for the roadmap construction preprocess [Saloman, 2003]
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that validation, the so-called cumulative visibility metric was measured and compared for
the two algorithms for each of a set of tactically distinct terrain areas [Petty, 1999].
Memory utilization and run time were used as performance metrics in the comparison of
the simpler A* algorithm with the more complicated IDA* algorithm [Karr, 1995]. The
research found that the A* algorithm is suitable for situations in which there exists
adequate memory.
Scenario-specific performance metrics were used to validate the realism of
decision making by automated commanders driven by a trait-based personality model
[McKenzie, 2003]. The experiment evaluated the performance of five route planning
algorithms operating on road networks that included unknown hazardous segments. The
objective of this research was not to produce optimal routes, but to show that the
generated routes were realistically affected by the commander’s personality. Using a
normalized measure of performance, the testing showed that the combination of the
personality model and the route planning algorithm could make similar decisions as
humans.
The KnoMic (Knowledge Mimic) is a “learning-by-observation” system based on
a general framework for learning procedural knowledge from observations of an expert.
KnoMic introduced metrics to assess the correctness of a given procedure that was part of
the framework for learning procedural knowledge [Van Lent, 2001]. The metrics were
collected and compared to determine the validity of the KnoMic model in generating the
procedural knowledge to perform the initialization, takeoff and racetrack navigation of
the aircraft within the ModSAF simulation system. In the KnoMic model, the procedural
knowledge learned is checked for correctness in two different ways. First, using the
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learned knowledge, the agent performs the task in the same situations used to generate
the observation traces. Second, the actual learned rules are compared to rules for the
same task created by a human programmer using the standard knowledge acquisition
approach. The second evaluation criteria served two purposes. The direct comparison
with hand-coded, verified knowledge was a rigorous test of the learned knowledge
capable of discovering errors that were not apparent in the previous test. This direct
comparison also highlights the fact that the knowledge learned by KnoMic is easily
understood and modified by a knowledge engineer. This is important because learningby-observation is unlikely to ever provide fully correct knowledge and some debugging
will always be necessary. The two tests classify each learned rule as fully correct,
functionally correct, or incorrect. Functionally correct knowledge does not cause errors
in the observed situations (first test), but also does not match the hand-coded knowledge
(second test) and therefore may cause errors in novel situations.
When quantitative results are available from model execution, the validation
methods used may include the application of appropriate statistical methods, such as
hypothesis testing 33, to the model results, perhaps comparing it to data representing
observations of the simuland [Petty, 1996] [Balci, 1998a]. For example, statistical
hypothesis tests have been used for the validation of human behavior models in a number
of situations. The previously described All Points algorithm for generating
reconnaissance routes was validated by comparing its performance with human subject
matter experts performing the same task. The comparison, which used the Wilcoxon

33

See [Brase, 2012] for an accessible introduction to statistical hypothesis testing.
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Signed-Rank Test 34, found the algorithm’s performance and the experts’ performance to
be comparable [Van Brackle, 1993]. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test, a non-parametric
hypothesis test, was chosen to avoid the assumption, considered questionable by the
analyst, that population of model executions was normally distributed. For this
validation, the statistical hypotheses used in comparing the two reconnaissance planners,
stated in non-mathematical terms, were:
H0:

The two reconnaissance planners being compared performed at a
comparable level, in terms of sighting times for enemy targets

H1:

One of the two reconnaissance planners being compared performed
at a significantly better level than the other

Note that this test follows the conventional structure of statistical hypothesis tests,
with the null hypothesis assuming equality and the alternate hypothesis asserting
inequality. It can be argued that in the context of model validation, where some
performance measure of the model is being compared to observations of the simuland,
this structure is “begging the question” in that it assumes the outcome that the modeler is
hoping to show, i.e., that the model matches the simuland. In contrast, the Student t test
was used to show that the decisions made by the RPDAgent model of command decision
making described earlier were statistically equivalent to the decisions made by human
military officers [Sokolowski, 2003]. That analysis avoided the “begging the question”
structure of conventional hypothesis tests through the use a more sophisticated test for
statistical equivalence that reverses the usual assumption of equivalence and nonequivalence in the null and alternate hypotheses [Rogers, 1993] [Robinson, 2004].

34

See [Bhattacharyya, 1977] for details on the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test.
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A statistical hypothesis test was also used to validate behavior generated by a
psychologically based model of crowd behavior in combat or conflict situations
[McKenzie, 2005]. The validation was performed using detailed recreations of historical
events involving crowds, termed reference scenarios [Weisel, 2005]. Validation was
accomplished by executing the reference scenarios with varying degrees of crowd
interaction and behavior realism. Although the results executing the reference scenarios
using the crowd model did not match the historical outcomes, the match was closer with
higher levels of crowd realism.
2.2.3

Validation of Route Planning Algorithms
We now turn from the validation of human behavior models in general to the

validation of route planning algorithms in particular. As noted route planning algorithms
are almost always intended to achieve optimality in time, distance, exposure, or some
other route parameter. Here we do not discuss the validation of route planning
algorithms for route optimality, but instead focus on our primary concern, route realism.
In [Reece, 2000], four criteria for the evaluation of the route planning and route
following algorithms for tactical movement by individual combatants are identified:
avoiding obstacles; minimizing route cost through regions of different costs 35,
minimizing route cost through terrain with continuously varying costs, and minimizing
exposure to hostile observation. Note that while these criteria do suggest quantitative
metrics for evaluating the path planning algorithms under different optimizations, they do
not directly measure the realism of the planned routes. Realism is mentioned in [Petty,
1996], which provides three criteria that the behavior generated by human behavior

35

Cost refers to difficulty of moving along a chosen path based on both length and difficulty of movement.
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models employed in a training application should meet: physical realism; the behavior
should be executed in a manner that is physically realistic, e.g., movement at a realistic
speed; behavioral intelligence; the behavior should be similar to that of humans in a
similar situation; and doctrinal accuracy; the behavior should be consistent with the
doctrine and training of the particular group of humans being modeled. While these
criteria do address realism, they are described for human behavior models in general and
apply to route planning algorithms only in that the latter are included in the former.
Finally and mostly relevantly, the realism of algorithm-generated routes was
explicitly evaluated using quantitative metrics and data collected during the execution of
both algorithm routes and human routes in the previously described pedestrian model of
humans moving within a room [Brogan, 2003]. This work is unusual in the literature in
that a claim of improved realism was made (more often optimality is claimed) and
perhaps unique in the literature in that the claimed realism was quantitatively assessed.
However, as noted earlier, the routes generated and studied in this work were entirely
confined to a single room, and are thus to be considered micro-routes, in contrast to the
macro-routes in urban terrain that are the subject of investigation in this dissertation.
In practice, most validation of human behavior models in general uses either
qualitative validation methods (e.g., face validation or Turing tests) or quantitative
validation that stops short of statistical analysis, and does not often address realism. For
route planning algorithms in particular we find limited evidence of quantitative statistical
validation of results and essentially no evidence of validation for realism beyond the
limited scope of [Brogan, 2003]. Table 2.1 shows a summary of the research in route
planning and route following indicating what was studied and any validation which was
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performed on the conclusions. Our survey of the current research supports Brogan and
Johnson’s assertion: “We know of no similarity metric that can accurately quantify the
realism of a walking path” [Brogan, 2003].
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[Burgess, 2004]

[Salomon, 2003]

Route planning using fluid
simulations

Natural locomotion of
synthetic characters
Pedestrian walking paths in
simple constrained < 10
meter area
Interactive navigation using
path planning

[Ashida, 2001]

[Brogan, 2003]

Algorithm for planning
movement of individual
soldiers

[Reece, 2000]

[Bandi, 2000]

[Loomis, 1999]

[Karr, 1995]

[Stentz, 1994]

Comparison of A* and IDA*
graph search techniques
Navigation of synthetic
characters by path integration
Generating global motion
paths

Autonomous robot path
planning
Reconnaissance route
planning
Route planning in partially
known environments

[Goel, 1993]

[Van Brackle, 1993]

Topic

Reference

Automated generation of
collision free and constrained
paths
Realistic vehicle movement,
individual and group, through
rugged terrain

Position estimate using
velocity and acceleration
Efficient and robust path
finding technique that
includes obstacle avoidance
in 3D virtual environment
Optimal tactical movement
planning around obstacles,
through buildings, concealed
from threats.
Natural or realistic walking
motion
Realistic model of human
walking paths

Case-based reasoning in
path planning
Reconnaissance
effectiveness
Optimum and efficient path
planning for partially known
environment
.

Objective

Table 2.1. Summary of route planning research and the validation methods

Number of nodes,
Percent coverage,
Time
None

Speed error, Area
error, Distance error

None

Path cost

Processing time

Memory usage,
Processing time
None

Computation time,
Number of nodes

Target sighting time

None

Metric

Face Validation

Measured comparison

Statistical test: Pairedsamples t-test

Face validation

Measured comparison

Measured comparison

Face validation

Measured comparison

Measured comparison

Statistical test: WSRT

Face validation

Validation Method
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Topic
Route planning for coherent
groups
Behavior planning for
automatic synthetic character
motion
Crowd modeling
Pedestrian navigation in
urban environments
Behavior representation

Behavior planning of
movement based on human
motion

Reference

[Kamphuis,2004]

[Lau, 2005]

[McKenzie, 2005]

[Shao, 2005]

[Shen, 2006]

[Sukthankar, 2008]

Table 2.1. (Continued)

Motion planning for coherent
groups of units using
clearance
Realistic motion of individual
synthetic characters that
guarantees completeness
and optimality
Face Validation using
reference scenario
Reactive behavioral and
cognitive control of
pedestrian navigation
Human-like path finding
behavior in urban terrain
using game environment
Human-like animation for
behaviors such as the
walking movement within a
room

Objective

Distance and time

None

Computational load;
Frame rate

A* node search time

Processing time

Metric

Face validation

Turning test: Informal

Measured comparison

Face validation

Face validation for realism;
Measured comparison for
effectiveness

Measured comparison,
Face validation for route

Validation Method

2.3

Simulation Environment
The simulation system provides a simulation environment that is accessible to

both the human and synthetic entity for training simulation and for producing accurate
and credible results for analysis. This section has three subsections. First, we survey
simulation environments and more specifically those that use commercial game
technology 36, explaining the game engine and the key capabilities needed to support
research. Next, we discuss terrain, and especially urban terrain, and how it represented in
game engines. Finally, specific human behavior models as implemented in game engines
are discussed.

2.3.1

Game Engine Design and Their Use in Research
The software delivered with a game that drives its play is referred to as the game

engine. Commercial game engines have been quite successful at their primary purpose,
which is to provide a framework within which to develop engaging and entertaining
virtual environments. As their architectures have matured in terms of software design
and become more open to external modification, game engines have seen increasing use
as a context for research and simulation [Laird, 2000] [Lewis, 2002] [Garrity, 2005]
[Shen, 2006]. Virtually all game engines contain a set of core components, including the
rendering engine, the collision and physics engine, the animation system, the audio
system, the world object model, and the artificial intelligence system. In many game
technologies, the game engine also provides the development framework for developing
games [Gregory, 2009].

36

In the commercial game industry a game delivers a specific implementation of a game technology. In
this research we use the term game to reference the game engine – software that provides the basic game
functionality [Gregory, 2009].
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In the game industry, programmers are responsible for the software and basic
functionality provided by the game engine, while designers are responsible for the
content and game-play, the game’s goals, and the style of play. Tools such as scripting
languages and software development kits (SDK) enable game designers – typically
nonprogrammers – to control the events and behaviors in a game and work semiindependently of the programmers. Moreover, in some game technologies, these tools
allow the behaviors of synthetic entities to be defined in a higher-level, English-like
language. This shared responsibility is similar to how, in the military human behavior
modeling community, a subject-matter expert often works side-by-side with a behavior
modeler to develop appropriate behaviors [Ferguson, 2006].
Most two- and three-dimensional video games are examples of what computer
scientist would call soft real-time interactive agent-based computer simulations
[Gregory, 2009]. Breaking down this definition in the context of a video game: soft realtime processing is real-time processing in which some or all of the game driven events
contained within a logic cycle are allowed to time out or be missed, particularly in
situations of system overload [Brandt, 2001]; and interactive agent-based computer
simulations are ones in which a number of distinct synthetic entities, sometimes referred
to as agents, interact with each other and the human players [Gregory, 2009]. The game
industry has numerous video game titles that implement such computer simulations. The
most recent and arguably the most successful has been the massive multiplayer online
(MMO) role playing game (MMORPG) World of Warcraft™. Others, that are more
common in human behavior research and military simulations are the First Person
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Shooter (FPS) based games such as Quake III Arena™, Half-Life™, UT2004, and
America’s Army™.
Within the past decade, MMORPGs have become one of the most popular and
compelling game genres to emerge in digital game play [Dickey, 2011]. Most
multiplayer games can accommodate anywhere from two up to several dozen
simultaneous players in a game. MMORPG games, however, can have thousands of
players in the same game world at the same time, interacting with each other. World of
Warcraft™ is an online game where players from around the world assume the roles of
heroic fantasy characters and explore a virtual world full of mystery, magic, and endless
adventure. MMORPG have seen increasing application in cognitive research
[Steinkuehler, 2006], [Anga, 2007] [Eseryel, 2011].
The Quake™ series of FPS games have been the popular choices for BOT
developers. John Laird’s landmark work with the SOAR general cognitive architecture
developed Quakebot. The Quakebot interface to SOAR provided an inference engine for
the Quake II game engine allowing players to play Quake II death matches with or
against human players [Laird, 1987]. The Quake engine is implemented using C
programming language and its full source is available to game developers and
researchers.
Half-Life™, also a FPS game, was developed by Valve™ Software and was
based on the code of the original Quake engine. Half-Life™, like Quake™, was
implemented in C and provided an extensive SDK for game developers to build
modifications (MODS). The Half-Life 2™ SDK introduced the C++ API to the Valve™
engine.
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The Department of Computer Science at Northwestern University developed the
FlexBot sensor and actuator interface Dynamic Link Library. Moreover, they developed
some behavior-based BOTS for demonstrations that can generate a set of prioritized
behaviors according to different situations [Shen, 2006].
UnrealTournament™ (UT) was the first game to ship with synthetic agents or
BOTS. UT provides a custom scripting language, UnrealScript, through which game
developers can modify (MOD) the host game. UnrealScript provides a rich Object
Oriented (OO) interface to the UT game engine for MODS such as Ravenshield™ and
Infiltration™. Other UT based games, such as America’s Army™ and Vegas, lock or
limit the ability to MOD through UnrealScript [Hanold, 2009a].
There are a number of characteristics and properties that a game based simulation
environment must possess and synthetic entities support to be used in research [Stytz,
2006]. These include:
•

The environment must enable purposeful work and performance of the
same types of activities using the same materials and methods used in the
real world.

•

Synthetic environments must portray both a large number of synthetic
entities and a large area of action.

•

Synthetic environments must be complex and active. A complex and
active environment is one in which the level of detail closely approximates
the level of detail in the real world and the state of the environment
continuously changes. The environment must change in a manner that is
believable, realistic and faithfully mimics activity in the real world.
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•

Synthetic environments must faithfully re-create the experience and milieu
of the real world and present the user with an experience that is
unpredictable and non-scripted in addition to being believable and
realistic.

In addition, a game based simulation environment used to develop and implement
human behavior models must also support several unique factors. First, the application
program interface (API) should not introduce bias or confounding variables into the
experimental design resulting from the virtual environment. Second, the API must allow
for the collection, measurement and storage of game and environmental parameters
without impacting game engine performance. Third, the API must support integration of
the client application with the game engine components (e.g., physics engine, AI engine,
and world object model). Finally, the virtual environment (map or level) must have an
interface to allow physical parameters collected from humans executing defined scenarios
in the physical environment to be input for results analysis and statistical comparison
[Hanold, 2011].

2.3.2

Terrain Representation
The generation and representation of the terrain is an essential component of the

of a game based simulation environment which is used to test, validate and execute
synthetic entities. Within a game based simulation environment, the terrain must look as
real as possible and include the presence of multiple types of synthetic entities moving in
an autonomous and realistic manner. Moreover, this environment should provide BOTs
whose movement about the environment would be comparable to real human opponents
in terms of the simulation and overall behavior. These movements, as previously
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discussed, are typically based on various types of graph structures and algorithmically
planned routes [Kamphuis, 2004] [Pettre, 2008]. Tools like 3D Studio Max™,
Terrasim™, and Adobe Photoshop™ and standards like Digital Terrain Elevation Data
(DTED), Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Urban Vector Map (UVMAP) provide
suitable fidelity from which to represent the terrain. These tools also support conversions
into formats such as the Compact Terrain Database (CTDB) and heightmaps [McKenzie,
2004] [McKeown, 2012].
The CTDB is used to store and represent terrain in SAF systems [McKenzie,
2004] [McKenzie, 2005] [Weisel 2005]. The CTDB provides a standard terrain database
format that is used in SAF and other related military simulation systems. Within the
CTDB, the terrain surface is stored as a faceted surface composed of contiguous triangles
(also known as triangulated integrated networks (TIN) 37) [McKenzie, 2008].
Game engines, on the other hand, typically utilize gridded representations of the
terrain surface derived from heightmaps with regular elevation posts. In computer
graphics, a heightmap is an 8 or 16 bit grayscale raster image that uses the grayscale to
store the surface elevation data for display in 3D computer graphics and rendering
engines [McKeown, 2012]. The gridded representation of the terrain found in most game
engines (such as World of Warcraft™, Civilization™, UT2004, and Half-Life2™)
supports the use of graph-based structures commonly used by route planning algorithms
[Vomacka, 2010]. World objects such as vegetation and fixed structures, e.g., buildings,
parked cars, fences, etc., are placed on the gridded representation of the terrain. See
[Scribner, 2006] for tutorial on the building of the virtual McKenna MOUT site at Fort
Benning, Georgia.
37

See [Giampapa, 2005] for a discussion on the storage of TINs in a CTDB.
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The graph-based structure used by the A* algorithm requires that the level
designer 38 construct the graph by placing nodes (also known to as waypoints) on the
terrain and linking them together in what are known as edges. This linked node structure
forms the search graph. Within some game engines, e.g., UT2004, and Half-Life2™ the
search graph can be constructed with automated tools such as Kynapse™ which use the
gridded representation of the terrain and the world objects e.g., buildings, vegetation,
fixed structures, to determine the node placement and linking edges [Vomacka, 2010].

2.3.3

Human Behavior Modeling
Generating realistic human behavior in a game-engine-generated virtual

environment requires, among other things, that the virtual environment replicate those
aspects of the real world that affect the human behavior to be generated. Creating the
complex virtual environment synthetic human entities that behave as we would expect
their human counterparts is a difficult and time consuming task [Ashida, 2001]. The state
of current technology permits the creation of a simulation environment that is a threedimensional, computer generated space that permits the user to experience the
environments contents via displays, sensors, and effectors as if they had a physical
existence (existed outside of the computer). This technology also has the potential to
significantly decrease the cost of operation of a simulation environment by providing a
large number of synthetic entities without incurring the significant costs associated with
their development and control within the simulation environment. Moreover, through
this technology, the achievement of realistic human behavior can be accomplished by

38

A level designer in the game industry designs and implements the terrain, including the world objects,
synthetic entities and topography.
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enabling human behavior models to interoperate, thereby increasing the overall range of
human behaviors that can be portrayed [Stytz, 2006].
The focus of most behavior generation research is on the kinematics and
animation of BOTs that will produce a realistic appearance [Bandi, 2000] [Choi, 2003]
[Agarwal, 2002] [Sukthankar, 2004]. While critical to the user’s experience in game and
movie animation, it offers little, for example, to the generation of a realistic route
executed by a BOT. Several researchers offered behavior generation architectures whose
goal was to product realistic or “human-like” behaviors [Shen, 2006] [Ashida, 2001]
[Lau, 2005]; however, there was little objective evidence to support their claims of
improved realism or “human-like” behavior beyond face validation.
To produce realistic human behavior within a commercial game engine, the
components used to control the BOTs behavior, e.g., the AI engine must be suitably
enhanced with features that integrate with human behavior models. The AI that is
implemented in a game controls the logic that drives the BOT’s behavior 39. The
extensive research on crowd modeling behavior [Musse, 1997] [Petty, 2003]
[Gaskins, 2004] [McKenzie, 2005] reports on the use of AI to control the individual
synthetic humans as well as groups of synthetic humans. Moreover, the research also
reports that human behavior models implemented in simulation systems such as the Joint
Semi-automated Forces (JSAF) can drive the AI engine component of a commercial
game engine [McKenzie, 2008].
In [McKenzie, 2008] the commercial tool AI.implant™ was used for the control
and composition for the BOTs’ behaviors. AI.implant is a commercial game AI solution
that offers a real-time interactive artificial intelligence animation solution. The
39

See [Millington, 2009] for a discussion on AI implementations in commercial games.
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AI.implant world is made up of stationary objects, such as barriers, surfaces, terrains, and
paths that are derived from the game environment, as well as two types of dynamic
objects, the autonomous and non-autonomous synthetic entities, which interact with this
world. AI.implant, when integrated with a commercial game engine, controls the
behavior of an autonomous synthetic entity, whereas the non-autonomous synthetic entity
is not controlled by AI.implant but may interact within the world. The non-autonomous
character could be used to model objects such as player-controlled synthetic humans,
falling rocks, or any other dynamic object such as a SAF that does not have its behavior
controlled by AI.implant. The behaviors defined for the autonomous character provide
the rules that determine how that character will interact with other objects within the
world and generates the steering forces that change the character’s position, orientation,
and/or speed.
An alternative to commercial tools such as AI.implant™, SoftImage™, and
Xaitment™ are open source tools such as Pogamut2 [Kadlec, 2007]. Pogamut2 was
designed for research projects developing and investigating the behavior of synthetic
human entities. Pogamut2 uses the commercial game engine UT2004 as its simulation
environment and has been integrated with decision making systems such as SOAR and
SAF systems such as UTSAF [Praisithsangaree, 2003]. Unlike its commercial
counterparts, Pogamut2 provides [Kadlec, 2007]:
1. An extensible and modular code base that is open-source, thus allowing
connection of different decision making systems (e.g., SOAR) and SAF
systems;
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2. A development environment that can be and extended support targeted
research goals;
3. A client-server architecture that separates the commercial game engine
UT2004 and decision making systems, thus distributing the load across
multiple machines; and
4. Model validation through experiments using the rule based engine JBoss
Rules.

2.4

Summary
In this survey of literature we have shown that research on human behavior

modeling has focused predominantly on the two aspects of cognitive behavior: cognitive
modeling and cognitive or behavior emulation. We found that cognitive modeling is used
in numerous AI applications such as expert systems, natural language programming and
neural networks, and in robotics and virtual reality applications, but very little research
on behavior emulation [Brogan, 2003] and [Burgess, 2004] that develops a cognitive
model of human route planning. We identified in the survey that most route planning
models use the A* algorithm or a derivative that modifies the heuristic cost functions to
vary what is optimized in the route planning solution. Few use realism as their objective
and none look at realistic route planning in urban terrain. We also identified that most
research addresses the virtual environment under the assumption that the BOT will
operate with complete information of that environment, resulting in optimum routes but
not necessarily realistic routes.
We then surveyed the literature for research using quantitative methods for the
verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) of simulation models in general, and
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specifically those methods applicable to route planning realism. We found that the
methods often applied to human behavior models include face validation, Turing tests,
and various forms of quantitative or statistical comparisons. For the specific human
behavior of route planning as implemented by a route planning algorithm, we found the
quantitative methods to be focused on validating optimality of the route planning relative
to the optimization parameters, e.g., length, time. We found only example where the
route planning algorithm was quantitatively assessed for realism and that validation
applied only to micro-routes (less than ten meters) [Brogan, 2003]. We found no
supporting research on quantitative validation methods for macro-route.
Finally we surveyed the literature for research simulation environments and more
specifically those that use commercial game technology. We found that significant
research has been done using commercial game engine based simulation environments.
We defined the components of a commercial game engine and the key capabilities
needed to support research. We identified the importance of the terrain, and especially
urban terrain, and how it represented in game engines. We then surveyed the research on
human behavior modeling within a commercial game and identified the enhancements to
the game engine necessary to support modeling and simulation of human behavior
models and specifically route planning. We concluded from the research that a
commercial game engine could support the development of a more realistic route
planning algorithm and provide the necessary interfaces needed for its development and
validation.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This research includes three novel contributions to the realistic representation of
human behavior. These contributions are focused on the realistic route planning and
navigation in an urban terrain environment. First, we develop a methodology to develop
and validate quantitative metrics that measure the realism of algorithm-planned routes.
Second, we apply that methodology to develop metrics from data available from the
UT2004 game engine measure route realism. Finally, we develop a new route planning
algorithm, integrate it into the behavior generation engine within the game environment,
and use the new metrics to show that it produces measurably realistic routes.
This chapter explains the methodology used in this research. First we present our
research objectives and conjectures. From this, we then develop and describe
characteristics of realism applied to the goal of the development of a realistic route
planning algorithm. We then describe the simulation environment requirements for the
execution of the route planning algorithm by a BOT and the features that allow for the
measurement of the realism of this algorithm. Finally, we introduce the available
parameters that contribute to the realism of route planning.
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3.1

Research goals
In the previous chapter we identified two specific areas within HBM that warrant

further research: quantitative metrics for measuring the realism of planned routes within
a simulation environment; and realistic route planning algorithms. From this we have
identified two specific goals for this research that achieve the four objectives stated in
Chapter 1:
1. The development of quantitative metrics for measuring route realism. We
will develop a set of quantitative metrics for measuring the realism of
routes algorithmically planned for BOTs in urban terrain. Here
“quantitative” is in contrast to the more qualitative realism assessments,
such as face validation, more typically used for human behavior models.
The assessment for realism using the metrics applied to algorithmically
planned routes should return results that evaluate the routes as more
realistic (human-like) with a better than chance probability. A working
conjecture is that the shape of the human route can be measured in terms
of recorded parameters such as coordinates, velocity of execution,
heading, and time to calculate threshold values above and below which the
route would be evaluated as not human. The development and application
of quantitative realism metrics to algorithmically planned routes will
address the following questions:
a. How will differences between routes be measured, i.e., what
quantitative metrics are relevant for individual human routes in
urban terrain?
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b. Given the variability in human-produced routes, how can
algorithm-produced routes be distinguished from them?
c. What statistical methods are appropriate for comparing route
realism values returned by the metric for different routes?
2. A realistic route planning algorithm. We will develop a new or enhanced
route planning algorithm that produces routes which are generally
evaluated as more realistic than those produced commonly used existing
algorithms when executed by a BOT in urban terrain. Most existing route
planning algorithms are designed for optimality rather than realism. A
working conjecture is that improved realism may result from having the
algorithm execute with incomplete information about the terrain rather
than complete information. The well known and widely used A*
algorithm, for example, executes with the complete search graph and an
optimizing heuristic, e.g., minimum route length. Under our conjecture, a
version of the A* algorithm executing with incomplete information about
the terrain rather than complete information would produce more realistic
routes. The design and development of an improved algorithm under this
conjecture requires the examination of existing route planning algorithms
for their potential to be modified for incomplete information. If a suitable
algorithm cannot be found, an entirely new algorithm will be developed
around this “incomplete information” conjecture to produce increased
realism.
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3.2

Research Tasks
We have broken down the research into the following eight tasks:
1. Develop experimental scenarios and terrain. Design relevant scenarios
that include multiple start and end points from which a human subject or
BOT executing a route planning algorithm plans and executes the route.
Select a suitable urban terrain for the scenarios. Create or locate an
existing terrain database for the selected terrain than can be accesses
though a virtual environment, such as UT2004, America’s Army, or
RavenShield™ (RS). Define a formal data collection plan.
2. Develop new quantitative metrics for measuring and validating route
realism. Based on known validation techniques and consideration of route
characteristics, develop several candidate quantitative metrics of route
realism. Implement a means of calculating the route realism metric values
for routes in a virtual environment.
3. Develop a statistical validation method. Apply route characteristics and
recorded parameters to the realism metrics to produce a procedure for
evaluating route realism using the metrics.
4. Validate new route realism metric. Apply the route realism metrics to
routes of known realism, such as routes planned by humans and routes
planned by existing algorithms. Determine whether the metric values
reliably distinguish realistic routes from unrealistic ones.
5. Develop new route planning algorithm. Develop a new route planning
algorithm, or modify an existing one, to produce routes with increased
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realism. Implement the algorithm within the virtual environment and
confirm that it generates routes for the chosen scenarios.
6. Generate routes for comparison. Set up and execute a process wherein
humans, one or more existing route planning algorithms, and the new
route planning algorithm are tasked to produce routes in the urban terrain.
Record the results and calculate their realism using the metric output.
7. Validate new route planning algorithm using new realism metrics. Use
the route realism metrics to compare the realism of the routes produced by
existing algorithms with those produced by the new algorithm. Compare
the realism values for routes planned by the new algorithm with routes
planned by humans and by existing algorithms using a statistical
hypothesis test.
8.

Evaluate new algorithm using Turing test. Turing tests are based on the
degree to which computer-generated behavior can be distinguished by
humans from human-generated behavior. There are at least two possible
Turing test designs for evaluating the new algorithm: (1) Present human
experts with pairs of routes, one from an existing algorithm and one from
the new algorithm, and ask them to select the most realistic. Use a
statistical hypothesis test to determine if the new algorithm is considered
more realistic. (2) Present human experts with pairs of routes, one
human-generated and one algorithm-generated; the latter routes will
include those from both existing algorithms and the new algorithm. Use a
statistical hypothesis test to compare the rates at which the existing
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algorithms’ routes and the new algorithm’s routes are selected as more
realistic over the human routes.

3.3

Protection of Human Subjects
The methodology used to develop and validate the realism metrics required data

collected from human subjects. The human subjects, who were all volunteers, navigated
in two virtual terrains to execute the specific scenarios defined earlier. They used a
standard computer interface (mouse, keyboard, and monitor) and say only the simulation
environment’s standard display of urban terrain. Their only action in the virtual
environment was movement; there were no hostile entities present and no combat actions
(such as shooting or fleeing) required. Prior to the beginning of their movement, they
were given a common explanation of the task.

3.4

Realism Measures
The route characteristics or attributes used to measure the route realism are

derived from a combination of urban terrain attributes, BOT attributes, doctrine and
planning attributes, and available UT2004 game engine parameters.
The criteria for selecting the parameters used in the realism metric were:
1. The route attribute should be observable or measurable in the virtual
environment from both the human player and the BOT perspectives.
2. The route attribute should measure or be related to the measurement of the
shape of the path followed,
3. The route attribute should measure or be related to the measurement of the
terrain characteristics,
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4. The route attribute should measure or be related to the measurement of the
route or path optimization characteristics or,
5. The route attribute should measure or be related to the measurement of the
scenario constraints.
The identification of potential route attribute included the measures found in the
literature survey and those available from the game engines. The complete list by source
and route attribute is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Route attribute list
Source

Route attribute

Description

[Van Brackle, 1993]
[Schoenwald, 2002]
[McKenzie, 2003]
[Hanold, 2011]
[Lanctot, 2006]

time error

Mean difference in time from start to
goal between the observed path and the
predicted path
Number of executed turns or changes in
direction greater than x degrees, where x
degrees is adjustable to account for
game engine variations
Total time to complete route
Mean distance between the observed
path and the predicted path for all
simulation time steps
Area between the observed path and the
predicted path after the simulation has
completed, averaged across the number
of simulation time steps
Mean difference in speed between the
observed path and the predicted path for
all simulation time steps
Number of route segments traversed
without cover fire
Number of nodes or points on the terrain
map visited where the BOT observes
Number of nodes or points on the terrain
map where the BOT stops to secure the
position before proceeding

[Brogan, 2003]

executed turns

time elapsed
distance error

area error

speed error

[Shen, 2006]
[Van Brackle, 1993]
[Laird, 2000]

cover fire
observer nodes
securing nodes
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Table 3.1. (continued.)
Source

Route attribute

Description

[Ashida, 2001]

consistency

Mean deviation between paths taken by
individual humans, or BOT executing a
given scenario
Number of path related actions (e.g.,
open doors)
Pick up items based on their spawn
locations
How long it hides for an ambush
How close it will attempt to get to use a
certain weapon
The number of correct (matching)
navigation functions (e.g., walk, run,
stop, hide) executed by the BOT
Then number of doctrinally correct
actions taken by the synthetic human
character
Current x-coordinate: xt
Current y-coordinate: yt
Absolute value of change in xcoordinate (since previous epoch): xt xt-1
Absolute value of change in ycoordinate (since previous epoch): yt yt-1
Game scenario performance and system
parameters
Synthetic Human Character performs
within x percent the Human defined
behaviors (e.g., Avoid barriers, flee)

action execution
[Laird, 2000]

collect-powerups

[Van Lent, 2001]

numeric parameters
that determine the
details of behavior,
function count

[Forsythe, 2002]
[McKenzie, 2005]

doctrinal accuracy

[Schoenwald, 2002]

status parameters

[Biddle, 2003]
[McKenzie, 2003]
[McKenzie, 2005]

objective
performance data
behavior accuracy
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Table 3.1. (continued)
Source

Route attribute

Description

[Petty, 1999]
[Laird, 2000]

target reference
points

Points that are used to delimit and
partition the engagement area, with an
engagement area engagement area
defined as a region of terrain through
which the synthetic character must
navigate
Protection from enemy fire and
observation by intervening terrain
surface
Protection by terrain features
the cumulative area of terrain visible
from a point
the percentage of a specified area visible
from that point

cover

concealment
general visibility
specific visibility
[Bandi, 2000]

collisions with
objects
horizontal foot span

vertical foot span

reachability
[Beeson, 2007]

path continuity
criterion

[Goel, 1993]

successful paths

maximum number of cells a human
could cross in a single step along Z or X
axis both of which form the horizontal
plane (value represents run, jump
capability)
maximum number of cells human model
could ascend or descend in a single step
along Y –axis (value represents run,
jump capability)
number of cells human occupies in
vertical direction; minimum and
maximum values if the human is
allowed to bend or jump
number of forbidden objects (cells)
traversed
BOT moving along a path is surrounded
by exactly two gateways, one in front
and one behind, that define a single path
fragment. If the number of gateways or
path fragments changes, the robot has
entered a topological place
Count of the number of successful path
segments executed
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Table 3.1. (continued)
Source

Route attribute

Description

[Lanctot, 2006]
[Dale, 2003]

average distance
number nodes
explored
average delays
before moving
number of times a
node was revisited

Average of the path segment distance
Total count of all nodes visited during
the execution of a route
Average to the time not moving

[Salomon, 2003]

goals reached

[Beeker, 2003]

memory utilization

[Burgess, 2004]

path of least
resistance
simplest path

[Duckham, 2003]

shortest distance
least cost

Count of the number of times a node
was revisited during the execution of a
route.
Count of the number of times during the
execution of a route an objective is
reached.
Average number, in bytes, of system
memory used during the execution of a
planned route.
Resistance or difficulty measure based
on terrain.
Path from start to destination point with
the fewest number of turns.
Path from start to destination point with
the shortest distance
Path from start to destination with least
cost, where cost is the value assigned to
each available route segment
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The following route attributes were selected based on the criteria:
•

Route shape measures
•

Distance error - mean distance between the observed route and the
predicted route for all simulation time steps

•

Area error - area between the observed route and the predicted route
after the simulation has completed, averaged across the number of
simulation time steps

•

Speed error - mean difference in speed between the observed path and
the predicted path for all simulation time steps

•

3.5

•

Path complexity – number of turns, changes in speed, pauses

•

Path length (cumulative, differential, segmented)

Time measures
•

Time to objective

•

Average delays before moving

Instrumentation
There are three ways to establish mechanisms for collection of human route data.

These are to have the humans (1) plan a route on a paper or electronic map of the urban
terrain (2) move an avatar, using the usual input devices, in a virtual environment, such as
UT2004 or America’s Army; or (3) physically move about in a real building or urban
site, such as the Ft. Benning McKenna MOUT facility. The third option, while
experimentally appealing, creates several additional requirements: (1) the routes planned
by the humans in the real building must be recorded and digitized for analysis in the
virtual environment; (2) the scenario area selected in step 1 must correspond to a real
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world site suitable for conducting the experiment; and (3) the real site must be recreated
in the virtual environment for processing by the route planning algorithms. Collecting
the human generated routes by recording the routes used by humans moving an avatar in
the virtual environment is often the most practical choice.

3.6

Data Analysis
Statistical hypothesis tests will be used to analyze route attributes that are used to

measure the realism the route planning algorithm. These tests are needed in the
following research activities (see section 3.2):
•

Validating the realism metric (Step 4),

•

Validating the new route planning algorithm (Step 7), and

•

Conducting the Turing test (Step 8).

Selection of appropriate statistical hypothesis tests for each activity is important
to the credibility of this research.

3.7

Summary
The two research goals directly related to the expected primary contributions of

the research:
1. A new quantitative metric for route realism, and an associated method, that
can be used for validating route planning algorithms in terms of realism.
2. A new or modified algorithm for individual human characters in urban
environments that is more realistic than existing algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The simulation of human behavior for the purpose of measuring realism requires a
virtual environment that closely resembles that of the real world. The game industry has
successfully achieved this with the advent of MMO, MMORPG, and FPS games. This
chapter discusses the environment selected for the quantitative assessment of route
realism and the execution of a measurably realistic new or modified route planning
algorithm. We first discuss the selection of the environment.

4.1

Selection of the Simulation Environment
Commercial game engines have been quite successful at their primary purpose,

which is to provide a framework within which to develop engaging and entertaining
virtual environments. As game engine architectures have matured in terms of software
design and become more open to external modification, they have seen increasing use as
a context for research in human behavior modeling e.g., [Shen, 2006]. Generating
realistic behavior in a game-engine-generated virtual environment requires, among other
things, that the virtual environment replicate those aspects of the real world that affect the
behavior to be generated. The game industry has approached this goal with the MMO
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games such as World of Warcraft™ and FPS games such as Quake III Arena™, HalfLife™, UT2004, and America’s Army™. As previously reported [Hanold, 2009a]
[Hanold, 2009b] several factors were considered in the selection of the simulated virtual
environment within which to implement and test a realistic route planning algorithm.
First, the simulated terrain must be realistic enough and represented in enough detail to
support a realistic route planning algorithm. Second, the virtual environment’s API must
allow for the collection, measurement, and storage of game and environmental
parameters without impacting game engine performance. Third, the API must support
integration with the game’s physics and AI engines. Finally, the API must have an
interface to allow physical parameters collected from humans executing defined scenarios
in the physical environment to be input for statistical comparison.
Three commercial game engines were considered for this research: Quake III
Arena™, Half-Life 2™ and UT2004. While Quake III Arena™, and Half-Life 2™ met
the criteria, UT2004 ships with BOTs and provides (through the custom scripting
language, UnrealScript) a tool through which game developers can develop BOTs and
modify the host game without access to the complex game engine source code.
UnrealScript provides a rich object oriented interface to the UT2004 game engine and
modifications to it such as Ravenshield™ and Infiltration™. Other UT2004 based
games, such as America’s Army™ and Vegas™, lock or limit the ability to make
modifications through UnrealScript. With its object oriented interface and the
availability of an Integrated Development Environment (IDE), UT2004 was selected as
the base game engine. Following the initial research and selection of UT2004, Epic
Games released Unreal Tournament 3™, which offers significant improvements to game
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and level design. However, at the time of this writing, the port of the API and IDE was
not complete, rendering UT2004 a better choice for this research.

4.2

Game Engine Simulation Environment
The simulation environment developed from the UT2004 game engine suitable

for the measurement of behavioral realism required terrains that accurately represented
the real world, a suitable API for the development of a recording module to record human
and BOT parameters generated by the UT2004 game engine; a module to execute
algorithms that drive BOT behavior, and a module for the integration of the game engine
with the algorithm and recording modules in order to produce and record BOT behavior.

4.2.1

Game Engine
The UT2004 game engine contains a physics engine responsible for producing

believable dynamic interactions between players and objects in the three-dimensional
(3D) virtual world of a game [Price, 2007]. The UT2004 physics engine uses Novodex
(now NVIDIA) PhysX technology. The NVIDIA PhysX technology enables far more
realistic human player and BOT interaction with terrain. By making the graphics look
better, the human player and BOT behavior appear more realistic.
The NVIDIA PhysX technology provides hardware acceleration by offloading the
complex calculations required to compute the physical behavior of game objects within
the terrain in near real-time to the graphic processing units (GPUs). These optimized
GPUs provide a dramatic increase in physics processing power, contributing to a richly
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immersive physical gaming environment with features such as:
•

Explosions that create dust and collateral debris

•

Characters with complex, jointed geometries, for more life-like motion
and interaction

•

New weapons effects

•

Cloth that drapes and tears naturally

•

Dense smoke & fog that billows around objects in motion

UT2004 includes the NVIDA PhysX engine as part of its game engine and exposes its
features to game developers through the UT2004 API [NVIDIA, 2012].

4.2.2

Terrain
The UT2004 family of games provides the UnReal Tournament 2004 Editor

(UnRealED), through which two existing terrains, McKenna MOUT terrain (hereafter
referred to as McKenna, modeled after the facility at Fort Benning in Georgia) and an
Urban Village terrain, were modified to produce suitable terrains for the measurement of
the realism of route planning. The McKenna terrain was modeled in the America’s
Army™ customized game modification (MOD) to UT2004 by the US Army and in the
Ravenshield™ MOD by the Army Research Laboratory (ARL). Neither the America’s
Army™ nor Ravenshield™ MODs provided a suitable API to the underlying UT2004
game engine; however, the McKenna terrain model was made available by both programs
in their respective UT2004 MOD formats. The ARL model added significant detail and
was partially exportable to UnRealED. The model of the McKenna terrain was provided
by the ARL from work sponsored by the U. S. Army [Scribner, 2009] and ported to
native UT2004. See Appendix A for the procedures used to port the ARL McKenna
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terrain from the Ravenshield™ MOD to native UT2004. The Urban Village terrain used
in this research was available in native UT2004 format.
Route planning algorithms for terrain navigation depend on the terrain
representation. As shown Appendix A, terrain topography is represented in a proprietary
format; however, the terrain editor supports importing grey scale or height maps to model
a physical terrain. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the well-studied A* algorithm was
an integral part of this research both for the development of more realistic route planning
and in the validation of that realism. The execution of A* in UT2004 required the
development of a search graph of nodes and edges; the nodes are referred to in UT2004
as pathnodes. The pathnodes were implemented through a grid system which handled
both input to A* and informing BOTs about the terrain. The terrain mesh represented by
UnRealED aided in the development of the search graph’s edges for each terrain.
Development of a search graph that would result in the execution of realistic route
planning in UT2004 introduced several challenges. First, most game virtual maps or
levels model the terrain as a graph by inserting pathnodes along navigable features such
as urban streets and their intersections, hallways and stairs within buildings, and paths or
trails in rural environments. A typical grid pattern is shown in Figure 4.1 for the
McKenna terrain. The UT2004 path-building function then computes the navigable
edges between pathnodes taking into account non-passable buildings, barriers, and
topography. BOT logic programmed in the Pogamut2 client instructs the BOT’s
navigation AI to either execute a computed A* route to its destination or to proceed to a
specified pathnode. UT2004 stores the pathnodes and the calculated edges in the game
map. BOT logic was developed to retrieve this data during initialization and to build,
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Figure 4.1. Pathnodes with UT2004 edges

plan, and store routes using either A*, nearest neighbor, or pathnode lookup. Because
these pathnodes are predetermined during map design, do not change (i.e. are always
reachable), and do not represent all paths the human can travel within the map, realism
can be compromised.

4.2.3

Pathnode placement
To produce a terrain navigable by a BOT using the A* route planning algorithm, a

suitable navigation grid or terrain graph was developed for the McKenna and Urban
Village terrains. As discussed in Chapter 2, A* is a graph search algorithm which
requires a search graph be constructed from the terrain model. In UT2004 this was
accomplished using pathnodes. Pathnodes are a class of actors used by the UT2004 game
engine to define waypoints to and from which the BOTs navigate. The number, order
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and selection of these pathnodes and the edges between them define the native UT2004
paths and contribute to the realism of the native BOT navigation.
There are two approaches to consider when placing pathnodes in the terrain. The
first is to manually place them. While very labor intensive, this process requires no
additional licensing of the UT2004 game engine and provides the researcher complete
control over the search graph. The second method to pathnode placement is to use an
automated tool such as the Autodesk Kynapse™ tools or AI.implant. These products
required access to the source code to rebuild the UT2004 engine with their specific
libraries. This research developed the search graph using manual selection and
placement of the pathnodes. The generation of the edges was accomplished through
UnRealED by selecting from the “Build menu” the “Build AI Paths” option.
In UnRealED, pathnodes can be placed manually or through the built-in function
PATHS BUILD HIGHOPT accessible from the UnRealED console. The PATHS
BUILD HIGHOPT function was found to produce an incomplete pathnode pattern and
was not used. The manual option used in this research ensured pathnode placement was
uniformly and consistently applied in the McKenna and Urban Village terrains. In any
case, the level designer must execute PATHS DEFINE from the console or “Build AI
Paths” from the Build menu to create the connections or edges between pathnodes.
To use the navigation system, a BOT must first choose the best nearby pathnode
as the start point from the search graph. For performance reasons, BOTs limit their
search for pathnodes to those within 800 game-defined units. We avoided this
performance limitation by spawning the BOT on a specialized pathnode called
“playerstart”. The playerstart node also served as the start node for A*. Because the
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playerstart node is on the graph, BOTs travel from pathnode to pathnode, using the
reachspec (edge) tables in each pathnode to determine reachable nodes. There is no
distance limit for reachspecs, so paths may be defined between two pathnodes which are
any arbitrary distance apart. The UnRealED computation cost is high when building the
reachspecs. To reduce the computational cost UnRealED culls the paths between distant
pathnodes, which have a suitable alternate path using intermediate pathnodes (with a low
added cost), from the tables.
This research recommends that pathnodes should be less than 700 game-defined
units apart to ensure BOTs never start navigating wrong direction to enter the graph. In
addition, paths on stairs and ramps should be closer together (< 350 game-defined units
apart). When using the native UT2004 navigation the level designer should use the
minimum number of pathnodes needed to cover the area for which intelligent navigation
is desired. All navigation points are equally used as paths, so there is no need to place
pathnodes redundantly near other game defined navigation points such as “patrolpoints”,
jumps, movers, etc. The algorithmic route planning and navigation used in this research
requires a modification to these rules. For A*, a consistent and uniform search graph is
required. This was created by examining the terrain model generated by the height map
and selecting the pathnode spacing and geometry that created sufficient reachspecs for
the execution of A*. Figure 4.2 illustrates the uniform pathnode graph using a hexagonal
geometry. Pathnodes are rotated such that the face of the hexagon is parallel with roads,
paths, and structures. This ensures that there is always an edge parallel with the road,
path, or structure. Pathnodes are place on the handle side of doors to ensure that when a
door is opened, the BOT is not blocked by the door. Pathnodes placed at doors must be
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within twice the collision radius of the door to ensure the door opens. Sufficient
pathnodes should be placed at intersections to ensure complete visibility in all potential
directions. Pathnodes need a line of sight to each other that is clear to twice the collision
radius of the BOTs that will use this path. The level designer should also place paths on
ledges, with a line of sight to paths below, so that BOTs can intelligently navigate
jumping off ledges. Vertical line of sight has no extent requirement.
The path edges may be verified in the UnRealED by turning on the “view path”
option in the map view properties window. The path edges are best verified using the
overhead view. In addition, following a “Build AI Paths” command a status dialog is

Figure 4.2. Hexagonal Pathnode Pattern
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opened. All errors should be corrected. Most errors are a result of a pathnode being too
far above or below the terrain or structure floor. This is corrected by using the “align
floor” option in the pathnode properties menu. The path edges generated by UnRealED
are color coded. Table 4.1 summarizes these codes (Note that a connection between two
navigation points indicates that at least some BOTs can use this path).

Table 4.1. UT2004 Pathnode Connections
Connection Color

Description

White

Very wide path, which large BOTs can
use (large is defined by
MAXCOMMONRADIUS in UnPath.h,
with a default value of 120).

Green

Wide path, which moderately large
BOTs can use (defined by
COMMONRADIUS, with a default
value of 72).

Blue

Narrow path, useable by smaller BOTs.

Purple

Path using a lift or teleporter.

Light Purple

Path using a ladder.

Yellow

Forced path. A path between two
NavigationPoints can be forced, if no
connection is automatically made, by
putting the name of the destination
NavigationPoint in the ForcedPaths[]
array of the source NavigationPoint (in
the NavigationPoint properties sheet).

Red

Proscribed path. A path between two
NavigationPoints can be proscribed
(forbidden) by putting the name of the
destination NavigationPoint in the
ProscribedPaths[] array of the source
NavigationPoint (in the NavigationPoint
properties sheet).
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A grid consists of points that the BOT can reach. These are called pathnodes in
UT2004. Grids can take on geometries such as square, triangular, or hexangular, or can
be of irregular shape. The pathnodes that define the grid in the UT2004 virtual
environment must be manually placed onto the map using UnRealED. Figure 4.3 shows
path nodes added to McKenna MOUT map provided by ARL.
The urban terrain that will be used for this research consists of a number of
buildings composed of rooms, corridors, and stairs and streets. The McKenna MOUT
site was chosen for this urban environment because it has been modeled in several UT
based packages. Following the work of Shen and Zhou [Shen, 2005] and Scribner
[Scribner, 2006], the virtual environment represented in UT2004 can be modeled as a
spatial organization of different areas. Within this spatial representation, the areas are
connected by geometric objects such as doors, stairs and entrances. Leveraging this,
areas in the grid system are connected using special nodes with defined transitional
properties that the BOT’s AI can access and then utilize such as opening a door,

Figure 4.3. Grid pattern
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jumping a barrier, or climbing a ladder. Transition nodes in UT2004 have unique
properties which allow the game and AI engines to use these connection points to permit
navigation between the geographical areas or grids. The use of transition nodes allows
route planning and navigation algorithms to use multiple levels of granularity in
determining a BOTs navigation through the McKenna virtual environment.
With the understanding that route planning in UT2004 can be achieved using this
multilevel design, the BOT navigation can be described. In the area based design, a BOT
first computes a rough path from the current area to the target area through a set of
transition nodes. This computation is typically performed using the A* algorithm with
distance as the heuristic to produce the shortest path. This rough path bounds the
subsequent fine grained paths through each of the areas. A* is again used to determine
the path through a spatial area defined by path nodes.
Shen and Zhou offered the following benefits to this common approach to
implement BOT navigation in UT2004 [Shen, 2005].
1. Less computational cost. Dividing the map into small spatial areas
reduces the runtime computational overhead by pre-computing the cost
between any two transition nodes and only computing the detailed path
within a small area at runtime.
2. Increased realism. The computed path is not predetermined allowing the
BOT to mimic the human route planning based on the pre-computed rough
path. In this way the BOT can be programmed to compute its path only
using path nodes visible within it line of sight.
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3. More flexibility to deploy scenario-specific tactics. The runtime path
determination allows the route planning AI to account for tactical actions
such as encountering an opponent or obstacles created as a result of game
play. The UT2004 also allows additional specialized nodes to be defined
that interact with the BOT to force tactical actions such as those that might
be used.

4.2.4

Application Programming Interface
In the context of the game environment, BOTs are computer programs or modules

that interface with the game engine (which includes the physics engine and terrain). For
this research, we found two products with a SDK and API suitable for the development of
the recording, algorithm, and integration modules required to produce a BOT capable of
algorithmically planning a route, mimicking the navigation aspects of human behavior in
the execution of that route, and recording parameters to assess the realism of the route.
The first product, Pogamut2, provides a Java environment and a rich set of libraries that
uniquely support research through the UT2004 game engine. The second, “BOT API”,
provides a C# environment within the Visual Studio .NET IDE for the development of
BOTs. Pogamut2 and BOT API use the Gamebots mutator (described below) and a
message-based architecture. For this research, the Pogamut2 IDE provided the libraries
and API to the UT2004 embedded “Path AI” environment and was therefore selected for
use.
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4.2.5

Simulation Architecture
This research required the ability to modify the terrain and the game such as

demonstrated by the America’s Army project with its custom mission editor and
Ravenshield™ with its custom UnRealED ( Figure 4.4). Both included limited
development in a customized UnRealED through UnrealScript, an object-oriented
scripting language of the McKenna terrain. In addition to the ability to modify the
terrain, we required the ability to extend the game AI functions through UnrealScript and
compiled custom classes written in C++, C# or Java. The UnRealED, through
UnrealScript, and Pogamut2 provided this.
The components required to implement an environment suitable for the
development of the recording, algorithm, and integration modules consist of the server
node which hosts the UT2004 game engine server, the client node hosting the Unreal
client and IDE, and the database node hosting an Oracle 11g database with the Spatial
module.

Figure 4.4. UT2004 America's Army and Ravenshield™ Mods
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Gamebots, an UnrealScript package, jointly developed by University of Southern
California and Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) as an interface between the server and
the clients, provides an interface for sensory information such as the location and rotation
of a player in the game world or a message received from a teammate. This message can
then be communicated between the server and its clients by synchronous and
asynchronous messages and BOT action commands issued from client to server. Andrew
Marshall at the University of Southern California Information Sciences Institute created a
high-level interface based on the Gamebots protocol called JavaBot API [Marshall, 2002]
to handle the specific Gamebots protocol, network socket programming, message
passing, and other related issues. The use of this JavaBot API makes the development of
BOT AI neater and simpler.
Expanding on the JavaBot API and extending the Gamebots UnrealScript, Jakub
Gemrot developed the Pogamut2 plug-in to the Netbeans™ IDE. The base Pogamut2
Architecture, shown in Figure 4.5, integrates the UT2004 server through the Gamebots
2004 (GB2004) API with the client and Netbeans IDE [Kadlec, 2007].

Server Node

Client Node

«executable»
Unreal Tournament 2004

Local Parser

Netbeans Plugin

TCP/IP, Text Based Messages

API
API

API
API

TCP/IP, Text Based Messages
«library»
GameBots2004
BOT (Agent), Java Libraries

Figure 4.5. Pogamut architecture
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The Pogamut2 architecture consists of four components:
•

GB2004

•

Parser (remote or local)

•

Client

•

IDE

The basic Pogamut2 architecture was extended to add a database component as
shown in Figure 4.6.

4.2.5.1 Gamebots 2004
GB2004 implements a MOD to the UT2004 game through a library of
UnrealScripts. GB2004 provided the network text protocol for connecting to UT2004,
controlling in-game BOTs and recording human player and BOT parameters. With
GB2004 a user can control BOTs with text commands and at the same time receive

Server Node

Client Node

«executable»
Unreal Tournament 2004

Local Parser

Netbeans Plugin

TCP/IP, Text Based Messages

API
API

API
API

TCP/IP, Text Based Messages
«library»
GameBots2004
Database, BOT(Agent), Java Libraries

TCP/IP

Database Node

«library»
jdbc connector
TCP/IP

«executable»
Oracle 11G with Spatial

Figure 4.6. Metric architecture
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information about the game environment in text format. The main purpose of GB2004 is
to provide an environment in UT2004 for virtual agent development by allowing easy
connection to a UT2004 server through its text protocol.
GB2004 is programmed in UnrealScript and makes the UT2004 environment
available to the client/IDE which runs the BOT through libraries and the TCP/IP based
API. It defines a text protocol which the client must implement to successfully run a
BOT in the UT2004 environment. This protocol consists of commands (sent from the
client to GB2004) and messages (sent from GB2004 to client). Commands are used to
control BOT actions.
Messages acknowledge the command and transmit information about events
(asynchronous messages) or the state of the game (synchronous messages).
Communication between GB2004 and client/IDE is based on TCP/IP. In research mode,
the BOT is run through the Netbeans™ IDE and its Pogamut2 plug-in. This off-loads the
BOT’s use of system resources to the IDE; thereby ensuring game engine performance is
not confounded by BOT execution.
Understanding how the terrain interfaces and agent messaging with GB2004
interfaces work and integrate with the UT2004 engine was a critical component of the
experimental infrastructure of this research. The BOTs that execute the route planning
algorithms run on the client or workstation, allowing custom development and
implementation of BOT logic independent of the UT2004 engine. UnrealScript and
GB2004 provide the interface code with the UT2004 engine. This is accomplished
through messages with the UT2004 server. This messaging or agent mechanism is
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two-way (that is, the client BOT can receive game or UT2004 parameters and transmit
logic or commands to the UT2004 game engine or server).
The messaging feature will be exploited in this research to build the search graph
from which the BOTs will execute the route planning algorithm. It is also the mechanism
by which a human player’s actions will be captured and logged. The logged information
can then be parsed and extracted into a database for analysis.
The initial messaging data required is that of the pathnodes. This data is captured
when the BOT is spawned and retained in the local memory model of the Java client. To
exploit this, a simple terrain database that can store the navigation points that are
programmed in the map or level is necessary. The addition of these points is a manual
exercise. As described above, the McKenna and Urban Village terrains were modified
with a grid pattern of pathnodes. The edges were computed from the reachspecs
generated by the internal (proprietary) “Path AI” features of UnRealED. While the
structure of this data is not visible, the UT2004 engine computes the edges using a
nearest neighbor approach. Capturing the nodes and edges in a database facilitated
experimentation with incomplete information and A* heuristic functions.

4.2.5.2 Parser
The parser translates text messages to Java objects and implements message
compression for transmission between GB2004 and the Client/IDE. The parser creates
two threads for each BOT. The first thread implements the communication from GB2004
to the BOT (producing messages for the BOT) and the second one implements the
communication from the BOT to the GB2004 (sending commands to the BOT in
UT2004). A mediator acts as a listener between the parser and client for detecting and
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delivering messages from parser to client and vice versa. The mediator recognizes the
GB2004 protocol.

4.2.5.3 Client/IDE
The client hosts the IDE (client/IDE) which consists of the Pogamut2 libraries and
APIs that are used in the development of the BOT. The libraries and APIs manage the
communication between the BOT’s logic and the UT2004 server through the parser as
described above. The client/IDE also uses the information received from the parser to
build a world model for each BOT executing in the game and updating the model with
information received from the BOT. In our implementation, the parameters that describe
this world model are stored in a database whose access executes in its own thread.
The Client/IDE provides the following services to BOTs’ logic:
•

Communication with the Parser

•

Map representation

•

BOT memory

•

Inventory

•

Access for logic

•

Database access

Pogamut2 provided the IDE for the development of the BOTs that executed under
the GB2004 mutator in Java. The Pogamut2 IDE is shown in Figure 4.7. As shown,
Pogamut2 integrates with UT2004 to provide the virtual world in which the BOTs will
function. The Netbeans™ interface provides a multithreaded interface from which BOT
and player monitoring functions run. The advanced controls link with the UT2004
through the GB2004 interface and the Pogamut2 messaging library. Several
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Figure 4.7. Pogamut2 Netbeans™ IDE

new Pogamut2 classes were developed to allow for Player and BOT monitoring.
The GB2004 provided the plug-in to the UT2004 server, for the export of
information from UT2004 for the Agent. Pogamut2 extends GB2004 to add additional
functionalities for exporting navigation points, ray tracing, and commands for replay
recording. The parser translates the text messages of the GB2004 to Java objects.
The agent library is a package of Java classes which provide:
•

A section of memory storing a variety of sensory information

•

Functional primitives for the control of a BOT’s body

•

An inventory to manage items the agent picks up

•

Methods for movement around the map that are solving navigation issues
including A*
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It was the implementation of A* and the ability to modify and extend this algorithm as
well as substitute a completely new navigation algorithm that led to its use in this
research.
The IDE used for this research was implemented as a plug-in for the NetBeans™
development environment and provides support for development, debugging, and
experimentation. The IDE contains:
•

Scripting of the agent’s behavior (Java, Python)

•

Access to the library of integrated virtual agents

•

Tools for debugging – an inspector of internal agent variables, a viewer of
agent’s memory, viewers for logs, etc.

•

Support for experiments with declarative rules using rule based engine
JBoss rules. This IDE provides a convenient and extensible interface from
which the route planning and navigation experiments can be constructed to
validate the realism of the algorithms [Kadlec, 2007]

The Pogamut2 platform, the main component of the plug-in to Netbeans™
development environment, provides fast prototyping of complex behaviors of virtual
agents through these main features:
•

Connection to a virtual environment,

•

Auxiliary libraries – A*, sensory primitives, memory management, etc.,

•

IDE with agent specific support for debugging,

•

Built-in decision-making system (DMS) POSH [Bryson, 2001],
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•

Support for experiments defined by declarative rules. Pogamut2 was
designed for research projects investigating the behavior of human-like
virtual agents.

BOTs as implemented through the Pogamut2 interface follow the definition of
Wooldridge and Jennings [Wooldridge, 1995]. The BOTs implemented in this research
perceive the game environment and through it a defined set of actions. This data flow
between the BOT and the environment is depicted in Figure 4.8 [Kadlec, 2008].
The BOTs in a FPS are designed to accomplish a large variety of tasks (e.g.,
patrolling, attacking). The objective for which a BOT was designed influences the
structure of its action selection mechanism (ASM). However there are some common
building blocks that can be found in the majority of FPS BOTs. It is convenient to think
about the architecture of a BOT’s ASM in terms of layered design. Common layers of

Figure 4.8. Act Sense loop

Figure 4.9. Conceptual layers of a BOT’s behavior
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this design are shown on Figure 4.9. The BOTs implemented for this research focus on
the movement and navigation actions.
Each layer works on a different level of abstraction and each module is
responsible for a different aspect of the BOT’s behavior:
• Layer 1 is responsible for planning a BOT’s actions. The BOT chooses
from behaviors implemented on the lower level of abstraction. For
example this layer can be responsible for team tactics, long term planning,
knowledge representation, etc. It is in this layer that the route planning
algorithm is implemented.
•

Layer 2 implements functionally homogeneous behaviors. For the
purpose of this research we limited our concern in this area to movement.
Movement is typically the most frequently used behavior that is
responsible for execution of the planned path and also for fluent traversal
along this path.

•

Layer 3 implements the smallest conceptual blocks of BOT’s behavior.
For this research these were:
•

Navigation — the planning of a path from the BOT’s location to
any other place in the map (e.g., to the destination path node).

•

Steering — how to avoid obstacles (players or any other movable
objects in the level) lying in the preplanned path.

This list is not exhaustive, and enumerates only the modules implemented. A
more complete list of modules and possible implementation may be found in [Waveren,
2001].
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4.2.5.4 Oracle 11g Database with Spatial
The database node formed the final component of the simulation environment.
The Oracle 11g database provided two important functions. First, it provided for the
parameter storage and subsequent quantitative analysis of the realism measures collected
through a database thread implemented in the Pogamut2 BOT interface with GB2004 and
UT2004 servers. Second, the spatial module allowed network and spatial analytics to be
applied to the terrain data collected during BOT initiation and to the Player Monitoring
functions discussed in the subsequent section.

4.3

Measuring Realism
The previous section explained the use of the UT2004 based simulation

environment suitable for developing and testing an algorithm used by BOTs that applies
the concept of incomplete information. The algorithm developed from this concept will
be measured for realism to assess its ability to generate or plan routes that more
accurately resemble the routes planned by humans. The next step is to provide a
quantitative approach to measuring route realism in order to assess that this approach
produced more realistic BOT behavior. The UT2004 based simulation environment, the
monitor player class added to the Pogamut2 Core Java Library, and the modifications to
GB2004 provide the capability to record human player and BOT actions during a
simulation run and store them in a data structure for subsequent numerical and statistical
analysis. These features also enable the development of a realism metric that measures
the deviation of BOT actions from those of a human player. By combining the realism
metric with the classic Turing test objective and subjective assessments of the realism of
the specific action being tested are possible.
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4.3.1

Route Attribute Recording and Measurement
A significant challenge in producing quantitative measures was developing an

interface to the UT2004 server that could record the same route attributes from both the
BOT and player executing a scenario in the virtual world as well as a human executing
the same scenario in the physical world. To accomplish this, GB2004 UnrealScript and
the Pogamut2 Core Java Libraries were modified to provide for advanced player
messaging and a new database thread integrated with the Client/IDE. The listings for the
player monitoring classes are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. In addition, an input
mechanism to collect terrain information (pathnodes and reachspecs) from the virtual
environment during BOT execution was developed. Figure 4.12 shows a sequence of
pathnodes that were added to the map in a rectangular grid (Right Panel). The Build AI
Paths was executed to produce the reachspecs (white and green lines). The BOT is then
run in the Client/IDE. During the BOTs initialization the pathnodes and reachspecs are
recorded and stored in the Oracle 11g database as spatial objects. These spatial objects
are used to build a network data model, which consists of nodes derived from the
pathnodes and edges derived from the reachspecs. The network data model is accessed
by the Client/IDE to compute A* routes and the routes generated with incomplete
information.
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/**
* New Pogamut Class for Monitoring Player Parameters during game play
* Class to Create MonitoredPlayer Instance and tie to GB2004 Messages
* @author fabien tence initial code
* @author gregg hanold extended for player and A-star
*/
public class MonitoredPlayer extends Agent {
private String unrealID;
public MonitoredPlayer(String unrealID) {
this.unrealID = unrealID; //needed in initBody can't call super
Agent.instancesAlive += 1;
// init of compounds
initLogging();
initBody(); // preceeds memory, memory needs to register listener in body
initMemory();
initGameMap(); // must be called as the last item !
// uses reference to the memory, body ( For AStar search must know
//where the agent is)
this.body.addTypedRcvMsgListener(this,
MessageType.MAP_FINISHED); }
@Override
protected GameBotConnection initGBConnection(URI gameBots)
throws UnknownHostException {
return new MonitoringConnection(gameBots.getHost(),
gameBots.getPort() == -1 ? 3003 : gameBots.getPort()); }
@Override
protected void initBody() {
this.body = new MonitoredPlayerBody(platformLog, unrealID);
this.body.addRcvMsgListener(this); //GB20004 Messaging
this.body.exceptionOccured.addListener(
new FlagListener<Boolean>() {
public void flagChanged(Boolean changedValue,
int listenerParam) {
if (changedValue) {
platformLog.severe("Exception occured, stopping agent.");
exceptionOccured = true; } } } );
} }

Figure 4.10. MonitoringPlayer Class listing
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/**
* New Pogamut Class for Storing Player Parameters during game play
* Class to Create MonitoredPlayerBody for storing GB2004 Messages
* @author fabien tence initial code
* @author gregg hanold extended for player and A-star
*/
public class MonitoredPlayerBody extends AgentBody {
public MonitoredPlayerBody(Logger logger, String playerUnrealID) {
helloMessage = MessageType.HELLO_MONITORING;
knownObjects = new KnownObjects();
platformLog = logger;
for (MessageType type : MessageType.values()) {
this.typeMessageListeners.put(type,
new ArrayList<RcvMsgListener>()); }
initializer = new MonitoringInitializer(playerUnrealID); } }

Figure 4.11. MonitoringPlayerBody Class listing
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Figure 4.12. UnRealED pathnode properties

CHAPTER 5

ROUTE REALISM METRICS

The previous chapters described the methodology for identifying, recording, and
performing quantitative analysis of the realism of a specific human action as well as an
enhanced simulation environment for the development and testing of the improved
realism that action. In this chapter we detail the development and validation of metrics
by which realism can be quantitatively assessed for the human action of route planning.
Section 5.1 focuses on the identification of the parameters that can be collected
and recorded from the simulation environment. These parameters form the measures
from which the realism metrics are calculated.
In section 5.2 we present a seven step methodology to define the realism metrics
using the route attribute data collected and recorded from the simulation environment.
This methodology can be applied to most simulated human behavior where an assessment
of the realism of such behavior is desired.
In section 5.3 we explain the formal experiment and data collection plan used to
develop the realism metrics and validate their accuracy. This experimental design will
also be used to assess the realism of the new route planning algorithm.
Using this methodology, experimental design, and data collection plan, in section
5.4 we identify the set of metrics that can be used to measure route planning realism and
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detail the process used to validate the effectiveness of the metrics at measuring realism,
and results of that validation.

5.1

Metric Identification
A quantitative analysis of the realism of route planning requires the identification

of metrics which, when applied to the routes generated by humans and the A* algorithm
within the same simulation environment, will consistently distinguish between them at a
rate statistically better than chance. The measurable route attribute data collected during
the simulation runs with human subjects and BOTs provided a suitable sample from
which statistics were tested to produce realism metrics.
BOTs generate routes using the A* algorithm and humans execute the same
action by maneuvering an avatar using the mouse and keyboard within the UT2004 game
environment as previously described. UT2004 (as enhanced for this research) provides
the following measurable and calculated route data:
1. System attributes
•

Observation Time (in system units)

•

Position (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 in game coordinates)

•
•

Velocity (𝑉𝑥 , 𝑉𝑦 , 𝑉𝑧 in game units)

Rotation or Heading (𝑌𝑎𝑤 in game units)

2. Calculated attributes
•

Elapsed Time

•

Delta Time (between observations)

•

Heading (derived from velocity vectors (𝑛 and 𝑛 − 1))
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•

Straight Line Distance (derived using the start and destination
positions)

•

Straight Line Heading (derived using the start and destination
positions)

•

Velocity change (between observation)

•

Total Idle time (𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 < 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)

•
•
•

5.2

Elapsed Time Idle (𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 < 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)

Total Moving Time (𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 >= 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)

Elapsed Time Moving (𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 >= 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)

Application of Methodology
The enhanced UT2004 simulation environment described in earlier was presented

at the MODSIM World 2009 Conference [Hanold, 2009a] [Hanold, 2009b]. The
methodology for the identification of metrics to assess the realism of a defined BOT
action was presented at the 2010 Huntsville Simulation Conference (HSC) [Hanold,
2010]. The enhanced UT2004 simulation environment was verified suitable for
simulation through an initial data collection effort where the system attributes were
recorded from a group of volunteer human subjects attending the 2010 HSC. The HSC
data collection verified the enhanced UT2004 simulation environment, scenarios,
methodology, and provided a sample data recording of the system attributes [Hanold,
2011]. The BOT used in this verification and the subsequent formal experiments
executed the A* algorithm and then followed the generated route using the same start and
end points as the human subjects.
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The HSC data collection process utilized both the enhanced UT2004 simulation
environment and five of the seven steps of the following methodology. The general
methodology for measuring the realism of algorithm-generated BOT behavior, such as
route planning and following, consists of the following seven steps:
1. Create scenarios. Create a scenario 40 (or set of scenarios) that includes
the behavior for which a realism measurement is desired and that can be
executed by both BOTs and human players in the virtual environment.
2. Identify data. Determine the virtual environment data variables that
describe the behavior as it is executed at run time.
3. Execute with humans in virtual environment. Execute the scenario in
the virtual environment with human players, recording the behavior data
during execution.
4. Execute with BOT in virtual environment. Execute the scenario in the
virtual environment with a BOT, recording the behavior data during
execution.
5. Execute with humans in real world. If possible, execute the scenario in
the real world with humans, recording the behavior data during execution.
6. Measure realism. Calculate the realism metric values for the behaviors
of the BOTs and human players in the virtual environment and, if
available, for the humans in the real world.
7. Assess realism. Compare the values of the realism metrics. Using a
suitable statistical hypothesis test, determine if the realism metric values

40

The term scenario used in this context is defined as the combination of the test category, terrain, category
of terrain information available, and the start point and end point.
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for the human players in the virtual environment and the humans in the
real world are distinguishable from those of a BOT in the virtual
environment. The closer the realism metric values of the BOT are to those
of the humans, the more realistic the algorithm-generated behavior is.

5.2.1

Create Scenarios
Initially, we developed three scenarios to account for the potential differences in

routes 41 that result from differing amounts of terrain information available. These
scenarios were categorized as: A (no terrain information), B (incomplete terrain
information), and C (complete terrain information). These categories were executed in
the same terrain and with the same start and end point nodes at the HSC. All three
scenarios required route planning, the realism of which was the subject of the test.

5.2.2

Identify Data
The specific route attributes needed to measure the route realism were determined

to be time, location, heading, and velocity. The route attribute data was recorded during
human subject execution of the defined scenarios and loaded into the database for
subsequent metric identification and analysis. BOT execution of the routes generated by
the A* algorithm from the start point to the end point defined in each of the scenarios was
also recorded and loaded into the database.

5.2.3

Execution with Human Subjects in the Virtual Environment
The volunteer human subjects were instructed that their objective was to navigate

within the virtual environment as they would in the physical world. Because the
41

The term route in this research refers to the path followed by the human subject or BOT from the start
point to the end point. The start and end points are defined by specific search graph nodes on the terrain.
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objective of this test was measuring route realism and not actual game play, prior to data
recording each human subject was given an introduction and demonstration of the
UT2004 navigation controls available: stop, walk, run, backup, strafe left or right, and
turn. All other UT2004 game related controls were turned off. The human subjects were
provided a period of time to familiarize themselves with the game controls and to ask the
experimenter any questions related to the scenario. The familiarization period and the
disabling of non-movement controls reduced the effects of player familiarity with the
game engine on the recorded route data.
All of the human subjects from whom data was collected were unfamiliar with the
specific terrain area before the experiment. The players were randomly assigned to one
of the three scenarios and were provided terrain information consistent with the scenario.
For category A (no terrain information), the human subject was given the
following briefing:
“You are to locate and enter a building with a chain link fence surrounding
it. The fence will have a single gate. The building is green with a black
roof, a single door, and windows on all sides. Once in the building you
are to enter the room with two windows, one above the other. The lower
window will have its view obstructed by a jersey barrier. You will be
given a few minutes to familiarize yourself with the UT2004 Client
controls while the database is initialized for collection”.
The human subject was shown the map in Figure 5.1 which represents a satellite view of
the terrain during the briefing. No map was provided to the human subject during the
execution of the scenario.
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Figure 5.1. Map of the McKenna virtual terrain

For category B (partial terrain information), the human subjects were given the
same briefing as in category A. The map in Figure 5.1 was provided to them, showing
the start and end points, but no routes.
For category C (complete terrain information), the human subjects were given the
same briefing as in category A. As with categories A and B, the map in Figure 5.1 was
provided during the briefing. During scenario execution a display on the computer screen
with the map shown in Figure 5.2 was updated in near-real-time with the player’s current
position similar to a GPS display with path history.
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Figure 5.2. BOT A* route in virtual McKenna

The mechanism for recording the route data within the game engine has been
described earlier. Table 5.1 shows a small sample of the recorded route data for a typical
route. Figure 5.3 illustrates typical routes for each of the three scenarios; they are
identified as “None” (category A), “Partial” (category B), and “Complete” (category C).
5.2.4

Execution with BOT in the Virtual Environment
A BOT followed the route generated by the A* algorithm. The routes generated

by BOTs and human subject are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Table 5.1. Sample route data recording
Time Stamp

X - Coordinate

Y - Coordinate

Z - Coordinate

Velocity - X

Velocity - Y

1288187592014

-8144.53

8358.18

-605.41

100.79

-68.13

1288187592264

-8047.99

8292.91

-603.25

364.52

-246.42

1288187592514

-7957.77

8231.93

-601.60

364.53

-246.41

1288187592796

-7852.70

8160.07

-600.03

357.64

-256.31

1288187592999

-7758.46

8078.95

-597.98

324.40

-297.26

1288187593249

-7670.81

7989.45

-595.45

288.14

-332.54

1288187593499

-7610.44

7912.54

-592.89

269.10

-348.13

1288187593749

-7536.66

7814.22

-589.56

258.49

-356.07

5.2.5

Execution with Human Subjects in the Real World
This step of the methodology remains for future work. Because the terrain used

for the test models the real world McKenna facility, data may be available at some point
in the future.

5.2.6

Measure Realism
The objective of the HSC tests was a validation of the suitability of the enhanced

UT2004 simulation environment to support recording system parameters during
execution of one of the three scenarios by human subjects. The data recordings of the
system parameters confirmed that the enhanced UT2004 simulation environment was
suitable for this research. The methodology and data analysis techniques were verified
using two of the calculated parameters in suitable metrics for the quantitative assessment
of route planning realism. The calculated parameters used to verify the data analysis
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Figure 5.3. Typical routes collected during testing

techniques included: (1) the ratio of route length 42 to straight line distance from the
starting point to the ending point, and (2) the normalized heading change for each route.
Calculating the ratio of route length to straight line distance from the starting
point to the ending point is straightforward. The mean of the ratio of route length to
straight line distance from the starting point to the ending point for each scenario
executed by a human subject or BOT is calculated and a confidence interval computed.
Due to the small sample sizes the confidence interval plot in Figure 5.4 and values in

42

Route length is the sum of the distance travelled between observations. An observation is the discrete
time during the simulation that the route data is recorded.
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Table 5.2 only provide evidence to support further analysis through the formal
experiment defined later.
Calculating the normalized heading change for each route proceeds as follows:
1. Filter out all route segments in which the BOT or human player was not
moving.
2. Convert the individual route headings (𝐻) for each of the route segments,

both BOT and human player, to normalized values (𝐻𝑁 ) as𝐻𝑁 = 𝐻 − 𝐻𝑆𝐿 ,

where 𝐻𝑆𝐿 is the straight line heading from start to destination; all negative
values are converted to positive by adding 360.

3. Calculate the heading change (𝐻𝐶 ) for each route segment 𝑥 as 𝐻𝐶 (𝑥) =

|𝐻𝑁 (𝑥 – 1) – 𝐻𝑁 (𝑥)|, converting to a -180 to 180 degree scale to include

both left and right heading changes under the assumption that a heading
change of 1 to 179 degree was a right heading change and 181 to 359
degrees was a left heading change.

4. Compute the mean, standard error of the mean, and standard deviation of
the heading changes for each of the recorded routes of both BOT and
human subjects.
The results of these calculations are summarized in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.3.
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Table 5.2. Summary of CD metrics
Category

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

BOT
A – Human no terrain information
B – Human partial terrain information

3.234
1.627

1.490
1.165

2.449
1.559
2.354

1.397
1.152
1.364

C – Human complete terrain information
D – Categories A, B
E – Categories B, C
F – Categories A, B, C

Confidence Intervals for Cumulative Distance
3.5
3.234
3

2.449

Mean CD

2.5

2.354

2
1.627
1.5

1.559

1.490

1.397

1.364

1.165
1

A

B

1.152
C

BOT
Category

D

E

F

Figure 5.4. Confidence interval of mean CD by category
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Figure 5.5. Plot of mean and standard deviation of normalized heading change

Table 5.3. Sample BOT and human realism metric calculations
Category

Subject

N

BOT
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
SL

BOTHdg(D)
P5Hdg(D)
P6Hdg(D)
P13Hdg(D)
P16Hdg(D)
P17Hdg(D)
P18Hdg(D)
P7Hdg(D)
P8Hdg(D)
P10Hdg(D)
P14Hdg(D)
P15Hdg(D)
P3Hdg(D)
P4Hdg(D)
SLhdg(D)

255
484
387
397
412
603
564
235
451
400
515
489
118
190
218

N*

Mean

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

13.17
6.06
2.83
1.70
5.93
4.25
4.29
5.99
1.60
1.85
1.96
1.94
4.57
2.53
0.41

SEMean

1.02
0.84
0.25
0.21
0.79
0.39
0.37
1.32
0.34
0.28
0.28
0.44
0.87
0.59
0.18

StDev

16.24
18.52
4.87
4.23
16.03
9.51
8.68
20.26
7.25
5.61
6.24
9.73
9.45
8.10
2.66

Where:
Category is defined by:
BOT – BOT
A – Human no terrain information
B – Human partial terrain information
C – Human complete terrain information
N – number of sample points
N* - number of missing sample points
Mean - Mean of the Heading Parameter collected
SEMean – Standard Error of the Mean of the Heading Parameter
StDev – Standard Deviation of the Heading Parameter
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5.2.7

Assess realism
This step of the methodology requires a formal experiment. The 2010 HSC test

executed the methodology on a single start and end point in the McKenna terrain. The
results of the HSC ad hoc data collection with the Cumulative Distance (CD) metric
analysis shown in Figure 5.4 and the Heading Change metric analysis in Figure 5.5 and
Table 5.3 provided confirmation that the measures obtained from the UT2004 game
engine were sufficient to construct metrics against which the realism of the route
planning and execution action can be quantitatively determined.
The lessons learned from the HSC ad hoc data collection provided sufficient
information to construct the formal data collection plan detailed in section 5.3 and
quantitatively assess the realism using the metrics developed below.

5.3

Data Collection Plan
This section describes the data collection plan to be used in the execution of steps

1-4 of the methodology and the formal experiment that will be used to develop, test, and
validate the realism metrics that measure route realism implemented by the incomplete
information algorithm. The preliminary research executed at the HSC provided sufficient
information to develop this formal data collection plan. The HSC research also indicated
that a second terrain was needed to provide a larger sample of routes.
In addition to McKenna terrain, a second terrain area designated Urban Village
was used. Unlike the McKenna Terrain, the Urban Village terrain is notional and does
not represent an actual location. Figure 5.6 show a map of the Urban Village terrain.
The variation in the routes human generated by the human subjects as terrain information
was provided led to the development of an additional scenario for additional data to
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Figure 5.6. Urban Village terrain map

be used in the assessment of terrain information on human route planning.
The scenarios created for the first step of the methodology outlined in earlier and
in the formal data collection plan are categorized as follows:
Human Category H1 – No Terrain Information
The human subject is presented with a description of the target or
destination. After a short familiarization period with the UT2004
controls, the human subject is placed at one of three start points
with the instructions to find the trophy at the destination as he
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would if dropped off at that location in the McKenna or Urban
Village.
Human Category H2 – Incomplete Terrain Information, Map Only
The human subject is presented with a hardcopy satellite map of
the site, showing the start and end points. After a short
familiarization period with the UT2004 controls, the human
subject is placed at one of the three start points with the
instructions to find the trophy at the destination as he would if
dropped off at that location in the McKenna or Urban Village. The
paper map is available throughout execution for reference by the
human subject.
Human Category H3 – Incomplete Terrain Information, Map and
Preplanned Route
The human subject is presented with a hardcopy satellite map of
the site showing the start and end points. The human subject is
instructed to draw their route to the trophy at the destination on the
hardcopy map. The human subject retains this map during route
execution. After a short familiarization period with the UT2004
controls, the human subject is placed at one of the three start points
with the instructions to find the trophy at the destination as he
would if dropped off at that location in the McKenna or Urban
Village.
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Human Category H4 – Complete Terrain Information, Simulated
GPS View
The human subject is presented with a hardcopy satellite map of
the site, showing the start and end points. The human subject is
instructed to plot their route to the trophy at the destination on the
map. The human retains this map during route execution. During
execution the route being generated by the player is displayed on a
GPS simulation view on the computer screen showing the path
executed in near real time. After a short familiarization period
with the UT2004 controls, the human player is placed at one of the
three start points with the instructions to find the trophy at the
destination as he would if dropped off at that location in the
McKenna or Urban Village.
BOT Category 5 – Complete Terrain Information, A* (shortest path)
The BOT is spawned at one of the three start points and computes
the A* route to the trophy at the destination.
The use of a second terrain reduced the number of human subjects required to
generate sufficient data for realism analysis. With two terrains, each human subject
could execute one of the four categories on each terrain. The human subjects would also
not execute the same category on each terrain.
The two terrains each had three start point and end point pairs to form three route
configurations in each terrain. The term route configuration is defined as the paired start
point and end point in a terrain. Each human subject executed one scenario on each
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terrain. To generate a sufficiently large sample population, each scenario was executed
three times requiring 36 human subjects. The randomized execution table for the first 36
human subjects is shown in Table 5.4. In addition data on the level of experience of the
human subject with game play and UT2004 was collected as part of the scenario brief
before route planning and execution started.

5.4

Metric Identification and Analysis
This section describes the analysis performed on the data captured by the

execution of the formal data collection plan (Table 5.4) to identify the measures required
to develop the realism metrics that will be used to assess the realism of the incomplete
information algorithm. The data collected during the formal experiment was examined
for potential realism metrics in three categories: visual appearance, distance measures,
and heading measures. The selection of distance and heading measures for use in the
realism metrics was a result of the visual and data analysis performed on the HSC data.
The data capture occurred at discrete sampling intervals that were driven by the game
engine. Analysis of the sample interval reveals minor variations around the 250
millisecond rate. The discrete nature of the collection also results in minor variations in
the velocity and distance calculations. These minor variations in sample time and the
velocity and distance calculations are collectively referred to as jitter. Jitter will be
accounted for in the data analysis as a filter condition.
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Table 5.4. Data collection plan

NAME

NAME

NAME

Game
UT2004
Experience Experience
(0-5)
(0-5)
Player Map Start Destination Category Player Map Start Destination Category
1
2
2
2
3
1
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
4
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
4
4
1
3
3
3
4
2
1
1
2
5
1
3
3
4
5
2
1
1
3
6
1
2
2
2
6
2
3
3
1
7
1
1
1
3
7
2
2
2
2
8
2
3
3
2
8
1
1
1
1
9
2
1
1
4
9
1
2
2
3
10
2
2
2
1
10
1
1
1
2
11
2
3
3
4
11
1
2
2
1
12
1
3
3
1
12
2
2
2
4

Game
UT2004
Experience Experience
(0-5)
(0-5)
Player Map Start Destination Category Player Map Start Destination Category
13
2
1
1
3
13
1
3
3
1
14
1
3
3
2
14
2
1
1
1
15
1
2
2
1
15
2
1
1
3
16
2
3
3
1
16
1
2
2
3
17
2
2
2
4
17
1
1
1
2
18
2
1
1
1
18
1
1
1
3
19
1
3
3
3
19
2
2
2
1
20
1
2
2
2
20
2
1
1
4
21
1
1
1
4
21
2
3
3
2
22
2
1
1
2
22
1
3
3
4
23
1
1
1
1
23
2
2
2
2
24
2
3
3
2
24
1
2
2
4

Game
UT2004
Experience Experience
(0-5)
(0-5)
Player
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Map Start Destination Category Player
2
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
1
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
1
1
1
4
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Map Start
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1

3
1
3
2
2
2
2
3
1
3
1
1

Destination Category
3
4
1
4
3
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
4
3
3
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
3

5.4.1

Visual Analysis
The initial analysis of the data began with an x-y scatter plot of the routes planned

and executed by the human subjects and BOTs (executing A*). From these plots, we
determined that there was sufficient variation between humans and BOTs (executing A*)
to develop the realism metric. For example, Figure 5.7 shows the human and BOT routes
for terrains 1 and 2, route 2 and category 1 (See Appendix C for the plots of all routes by
terrain and category).
Visual analysis of the x-y scatter plots for the human subject and BOTs also
provide initial evidence to support the conjecture that as the human subjects were given
more complete information about the terrain their planned routes became more like A*,
i.e., closer to optimal.
5.4.2

Cumulative Distance Metric
The cumulative distance (CD) metric is calculated from the recorded 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧

position parameters returned from the UT2004 game engine at discrete intervals. The CD
metric is calculated by summing the calculated distance traversed by the BOT or human
between the discrete recording intervals. From the visual analysis, the human routes
appeared to be generally longer than both the BOT routes and the straight line distance
between the start and end points of a route configuration. The straight line distance
provides the shortest distance from a given start and end point 43. Using the straight line
distance to normalize the cumulative distance travelled by a BOT or human provides a
standard reference from which any route can be compared. The non-parametric
Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test applied to the sample of the CD measure produces a

43

A route as short as the straight line distance may not be available to any route planning algorithm
because of the intervening impassable terrain.
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Terrain 1-Route 2-Category H1
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Figure 5.7. Route 2 – Terrains 1 and 2 – Human category H1 with BOT
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metric for the quantitative assessment of the distance travelled by a BOT or human
relative to a straight line distance of the route planned and executed. A route assessed for
realism using the CD metric would be evaluated as realistic when the cumulative distance
travelled by a BOT or human statistically falls within the confidence interval calculated
below.
The cumulative distance is computed using the Euclidean distance between all
observations along the route.
𝐶𝐷 = �

𝑛−1
𝑖=1

�(𝑋𝑖+1 − 𝑋𝑖 )2 + (𝑌𝑖+1 − 𝑌𝑖 )2 + (𝑍𝑖+1 − 𝑍𝑖 )2

(5.1)

assuming n observations

The cumulative distance for each human route and BOT run was normalized by
dividing by the straight line distance as computed from the Euclidean distance from the
PlayerStart node to the BotDestinationPath node on each of the six tested routes. The
sample for this metric consisted of 74 human routes and 6 BOT routes with each human
route collected per Table 5.4. The mean, median, standard error of the mean, and
standard deviation for each test category defined earlier was calculated; those values are
summarized in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.8. The mean and median values for each route
category show a difference between the BOT route category and the human route
category making them a candidate measure. With only six samples in the BOT sample
we cannot assume a normal distribution of the means. For the human samples the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test was performed to assess the human route samples
for normality. Figure 5.9 shows the results for the human categories 1 – 4, and Figure
5.10 shows the results for all human categories. The probability plots for human route
categories 1, 2, and 4 and all individual human routes indicate that these samples were
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not normally distributed. From approximate linear shape and p-value > 0.15 the sample
for human route category 3 is normally distributed. The shape of the distribution from
the box plots in Figure 5.11 shows approximate symmetry. Based on the approximate
symmetry of the data, and non-normally distributed samples, the non-parametric

Normalized Cumulative Distance Basic Statistics By Category
4.5
Mean
Median
SEMean

4

StDev

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

H1

H2

H3

H4

BOT
H6
Scenario

H7

H8

H9

H10

H11

Figure 5.8. Summary of CD basic statistics

Table 5.5. Summary of CD measures
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

Sample
18
19
19
18
6
37
38
56
37
56
74

Mean
4.18
2.47
1.93
1.49
1.15
3.30
2.20
2.84
1.71
1.97
2.51
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Median
2.54
2.00
1.87
1.42
1.16
2.31
1.91
2.04
1.49
1.65
1.82

SE Mean
0.80
0.32
0.17
0.09
0.04
0.44
0.18
0.31
0.10
0.13
0.24

StDev
3.39
1.38
0.74
0.39
0.09
2.67
1.13
2.30
0.63
1.01
2.09

Probability Plot of Category 1 Cumulative Distance

Probability Plot of Category 2 Cumulative Distance
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Figure 5.9. Probability plot individual categories – Kolmogorov-Smirnov
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Figure 5.10. Probability plot categories 1-4 – Kolmogorov-Smirnov
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Figure 5.11. Box plot of normalized CD by category

Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test provides the statistical test on the data necessary to derive a
confidence interval about the median.
The realism threshold values for the CD metric were statistically determined by
calculating the confidence interval of the data using the Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test
available in the MINITAB™ statistics software application as follows:
Calculate: W(i) = (Xi + Xj)/2 = all pairwise averages for i ≤ j
Sort W (i) in ascending order
Determine the Z (1-α/2)
Calculate: 𝑑 ≈

𝑛(𝑛+1)
4

− 0.5 − 𝑍(1−𝛼/2) �𝑛

(𝑛+1)(2𝑛+1)
24

Using d as the index for W the lower endpoint of the confidence interval is
W(d+1) and the upper endpoint is W(nw-d) where nw the number of
pairwise averages computed.
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The metric for measuring realism using the normalized CD measures collected
from a sample executing a route planning algorithm was established by calculating the
confidence intervals for each of the human categories and the BOT from the sample of
routes planned and executed. A route is then assessed as realistic if its CD metric value
falls within the upper and lower confidence interval limits of the human route categories.
The Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test confidence interval calculation from MINITAB™
with α = 0.05 applied to the samples for the human categories and a BOT is tabulated in
Table 5.6 and the results are shown in Figure 5.12. The CD metric threshold values
within which a route or sample of routes executed would be statistically evaluated as
human is 1.3 – 5.9.

Table 5.6. Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test confidence interval
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

2.6
1.8

5.9
3.1

1.6
1.3

2.3
1.7

1.1
2.4
1.8
2.2
1.5
1.7
2.0

1.2
4.2
2.6
3.5
1.9
2.2
3.0
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Confidence Intervals for Cumulative Distance
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Figure 5.12. Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test confidence intervals

The CD analysis also provides sufficient data to test the statistical significance of
each human category against the conjecture that, as the human gained more complete
information about the terrain, the medians would approach that of an A* planned route.
We already know that A* will compute the shortest possible path and such a path will
therefore approach a straight line path as obstacles are removed. The Mann-Whitney
Test applied to the following hypothesis assesses the statistical significance of the impact
of terrain information on the CD metric:
H0: Median (Human Route Category) = Median (BOT)
H1: Median (Human Route Category) ≠ Median (BOT)
The results of the Mann-Whitney Test on human route Cumulative Distance
versus BOT route Cumulative Distance are tabulated in Table 5.7 and plotted in
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Figure 5.13. Consistent with the confidence interval determination above, the MannWhitney Test results show that for all human route categories and combinations thereof
we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative and conclude that the routes
generated by the BOTs are statistically different from the human routes for the CD
metric. These results are also consistent with the confidence interval determination
above.
Continuing with this analysis, the human route categories are compared using the
following hypothesis:
H0: Median (Category X) = Median (Category Y)
H1: Median (Category X) ≠ Median (Category Y)
Referring to Table 5.7, for all human categories we reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that the BOT sample is statistically different from the human categories. The
Mann-Whitney Test comparing human categories H1 – H4 shows that we cannot
conclude that samples H1 and H2, H2 and H3, and H3 and H4 are from different
populations. Therefore, we cannot conclude from Table 5.7 that human route CD metric
supports the conjecture that with complete information about the terrain the human routes
approach those of the BOT executing A*.
Conclusion. The CD measurement normalized to the straight line distance
provides sufficient statistical evidence to be used as a metric in the measurement of route
realism. The CD metric can clearly distinguish the human routes from A* routes. The
CD metric does not provide supporting evidence that as the human gains more complete
terrain information, their planned routes increasingly resemble those generated by A*.
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Table 5.7. Summary of Mann-Whitney Test of human vs. BOT route cumulative distance
medians
Comparison
(Category X vs. Category Y)
H1 – No Information vs. BOT

N
Median N
Median p-value Result
(Cat. X) (Cat. X) (Cat. Y) (Cat. Y)
18
2.55
6
1.16 0.0004
Reject

H2 – Partial Information vs. BOT

19

2.00

6

1.16

0.0007

Reject

H3 – Planned Route vs. BOT

19

1.87

6

1.16

0.0083

Reject

H4 – Position Information vs. BOT

18

1.42

6

1.16

0.0150

Reject

H6 – Categories H1, H2 vs. BOT

37

2.31

6

1.16

0.0002

Reject

H7 – Categories H2, H3 vs. BOT

38

1.91

6

1.16

0.0011

Reject

H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3 vs. BOT

56

2.04

6

1.16

0.0004

Reject

H9 – Categories H3, H4 vs. BOT

37

1.49

6

1.16

0.0059

Reject

H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4 vs. BOT

56

1.65

6

1.16

0.0016

Reject

H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4 vs. BOT

74

1.82

6

1.16

0.0007

Reject

H1 vs. H2

18

2.55

19

2.00

0.0977

Accept

H1 vs. H3

18

2.55

19

1.87

0.0078

Reject

H1 vs. H4

18

2.55

18

1.42 <0.0001

Reject

H2 vs. H3

19

2.00

19

1.87

0.2201

Accept

H2 vs. H4

19

2.00

18

1.42

0.0009

Reject

H3 vs. H4

19

1.87

18

1.42

0.0806

Accept

Mann-Whitney Test of Human Routes
Mann-Whitney P - Value

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
H1 vs. H4

H2 vs. H4

H1 vs. H3

H3 vs. H4

Comparisons from Table 7

Figure 5.13. Mann-Whitney Test of human routes
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H1 vs. H2

H2 vs. H3

5.4.3

Heading Measures
Heading is calculated from recorded system attributes. The system attributes that

result in calculated heading are:
•
•
•

Heading from 𝑌𝑎𝑤
Velocity (𝑉𝑥 , 𝑉𝑦 , 𝑉𝑧 )

Position (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)

From these attributes the following measures are derived:
•

Heading calculated (from point 1 to point 2),

•

Change in heading yaw between observations,

•

Change in heading calculated between observations,

•

Difference between heading yaw and heading calculated, and

•

Change in direction.

There are five potential metrics that can be calculated from the measured
parameters: Cumulative Change in Direction (CCD), Mean Change in Direction per Unit
Distance Travelled (MCDD), Normalized Route Direction (NRD), Heading Run Length
(HRL), and Frequency of a Change in Direction (FCD).

5.4.3.1

Cumulative Change in Direction
The CCD measurement quantifies the cumulative magnitude of the directional

changes along a given route by a BOT or human. This magnitude represents the total
angular deviation from start to finish. The minimum value of this measure would be zero
if the BOT or human executed along a straight line. The scenarios, and specifically the
start and end points, selected for this data collection do not include a straight line route.
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The CCD metric provides a quantitative assessment of the directional deviation of
the BOT or human relative to a straight line. For a BOT route to be realistic, the CCD
metric value must be greater than 0 (straight line), and statistically fall within the 95%
confidence interval of the routes planned and executed by humans.
The CCD metric is calculated from the data using the position coordinates at time
�⃗, where 𝐴⃗ is defined as the
𝑡, 𝑡 + 1 and 𝑡 + 2 to produce to direction vectors 𝐴⃗ and 𝐵

�⃗ is defined as the vector formed by
vector formed from the positions at 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 1 and 𝐵
the positions at 𝑡 + 1 and 𝑡 + 2. The selection of 𝑡 + 1 and 𝑡 + 2 account for BOT

movement by selecting the points when the human or BOT velocity is greater than zero.

𝐶ℎ𝐷 =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩

�⃗
⃗ �⃗
𝐴⃗×𝐵
𝐴𝐵𝑆 �𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 � 𝐴⃗∙𝐵�⃗ �� , �𝐴 × 𝐵 ≠ 0
�⃗ > 0
𝐴⃗ ∙ 𝐵
�⃗
⃗ �⃗
𝐴⃗×𝐵
𝐴𝐵𝑆 �𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 � 𝐴⃗∙𝐵�⃗ �� + 𝜋, �𝐴 × 𝐵 > 0
�⃗ < 0
𝐴⃗ ∙ 𝐵
�⃗
⃗ �⃗
𝐴⃗×𝐵
𝐴𝐵𝑆 �𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 � ⃗ �⃗ �� − 𝜋, �𝐴 × 𝐵 > 0
𝐴∙𝐵
�⃗ < 0
𝐴⃗ ∙ 𝐵
�⃗ = 0
𝜋/2, �𝐴⃗ ∙ 𝐵

(5.2)

�⃗ are the segment vectors defined above
where vectors 𝐴⃗ and 𝐵

This measurement calculates the change in direction (𝐶ℎ𝐷) (in radians) of the
human or BOT route using the formula in equation (5.2). The changes in direction are
then summed in equation (5.3) for each route to produce the CCD measurement:
𝐶𝐶𝐷 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐶ℎ𝐷𝑖

(5.3)

where n is the number of observation

This measurement also accounts for jitter by setting a threshold below which the
directional change is not summed. The statistics (mean, standard deviation, and standard
error of the mean) are calculated for jitter thresholds of zero and one degree. The results
are shown in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 and Figure 5.14.
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The two sample t-test of the means was executed on the following hypothesis to
test for the significance of jitter at a threshold of zero and one degrees. From the p-values
shown in Table 5.10, we would accept the null hypothesis:
H0: µ (0° Jitter) - µ (1° Jitter) = 0
H1: µ (0° Jitter) - µ (1° Jitter) ≠ 0
and conclude that a threshold of zero degrees for jitter is acceptable for the CCD metric.
Having determined that CCD jitter caused by minor variations (less than one degree) in
direction change is not significant, analysis of the CCD measurements is performed with
a jitter factor of zero degrees.

Table 5.8. CCD basic statistics - 0° of jitter
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

N

Mean (0° jitter) StDev (0° jitter)

SE Mean (0° jitter)

18
19

131.8
54.84

159
22.46

37.5
5.15

19
18

46.81
31.42

29.71
17.96

6.82
4.23

6
37

14.91
92.3

5.12
117.1

2.09
19.3

38
56

50.82
76.9

26.29
98.7

4.27
13.2

37
56
74

39.32
44.59
65.8

25.58
25.46
88.3

4.21
3.4
10.3
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Table 5.9. CCD Basic Statistics - 1° of jitter
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

N

Mean (1° jitter) StDev (1° jitter)

18
19
19
18
6
37
38
56
37
56
74

125.3
52.42
44.78
29.62
13.92
87.9
48.6
73.3
37.41
42.5
62.65

148
21.78
29
17.76
4.94
109.3
25.59
92.3
25.07
24.86
82.73

Table 5.10. Two sample t-test of means (0° and 1° of jitter)
Category

p-value for
Status
µ(0° Jitter) - µ(1° Jitter) = 0

0.823 Accept
0.739 Accept
0.833 Accept
0.765 Accept
0.741 Accept
0.868 Accept
0.71 Accept
0.842 Accept
0.746 Accept
0.662 Accept
0.823 Accept

H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4
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SE Mean(1° jitter)

34.9
5
6.65
4.19
2.02
18
4.15
12.3
4.12
3.32
9.62

Cumulative Change in Direction
Mean by Category with Jitter
Cumulative Change Direction

140
120
100
80
Mean (0° Jitter)

60

Mean (1° Jitter)
40
20
0
H1 H2 H3 H4 BOT H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 H11
Category

Figure 5.14. CCD – Mean and median by category for movement 0° and 1° of jitter

The mean of the CCD measure in Figure 5.14 shows a difference between the
BOT and human route categories, making the CCD measurement a candidate metric with
a zero degree jitter threshold (all CCD values considered). From Table 5.8, we note that
the sample size for each category is greater than or equal to 18 (with the exception of the
BOT, which is 6). We can assume from the Central Limit Theorem that the large CCD
sample (74 test runs) means of all human routes can be treated as normally distributed.
The BOT was tested for normality using the Anderson-Darling test. Figure 5.15 confirms
that the BOT data approximates a normal distribution.
Having established the normality of the samples, the one-sample t-test of the
mean is applied to CCD samples and the confidence intervals calculated. The confidence
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intervals provide the threshold values for the metric by which realism is measured. The
realism threshold values for the CCD metric are statistically determined using the
confidence intervals of the human route categories. The confidence intervals for each of
the human route categories and the BOT are summarized in Table 5.11 and shown in
Figure 5.16. From Table 5.11 and Figure 5.16, the minimum threshold for the CCD
mean below which the sample of routes executed would statistically be evaluated as not a
human route is 22.49. The maximum threshold for the CCD mean above which the
sample of routes executed would statistically be evaluated as a non-human route is 210.9.
The confidence interval from the t-test of the mean for the BOT A* route does not
include these values, confirming the ability of the CCD metric to quantitatively assess the
realism of a sample of BOT routes.

Figure 5.15. Anderson-Darling test of BOT with 0° of jitter
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Table 5.11. CCD confidence interval - no jitter
Category

Lower Bound Upper Bound

52.8
44.01
32.49
22.49
9.54
53.2
42.18
50.4
30.79
37.77
45.4

H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

210.9
65.66
61.13
40.35
20.28
131.3
59.47
103.3
47.85
51.4
86.3

Confidence Intervals for Mean Cumulative Change in Direction (CCD)
220

210.9

200
180
160
140
Mean CCD
120

131.3

103.3
100

86.3

80
65.7

61.1

59.5

60
40

53.2

44.0

50.4

45.4

42.2
20.3

32.5
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Figure 5.16. CCD confidence interval plot no jitter
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H9

H10

H11

Finally, we examine the results of the t-test of the mean for evidence that supports
our conjecture: as the human gains complete information about the terrain, the human
routes will be more like that of the BOT executing A*. Examining the confidence
intervals calculated for each of the categories, we note that as the human gained more
complete information about the terrain the upper and lower bounds of their confidence
interval would approach the confidence interval generated by the BOT A* routes,
supporting our conjecture.
Conclusion. The CCD measurement provides sufficient statistical evidence to be
used as a metric in the measurement of route realism. The CCD metric can clearly
distinguish the human subject routes from A* routes. The CCD metric also provides
statistical evidence that as humans gain more complete information about the terrain,
their planned routes increasingly resemble those generated by A*.

5.4.3.2

Mean Change in Direction per Unit Distance Travelled
The MCDD quantifies the average magnitude of the directional changes per unit

distance travelled on a route segment by a BOT or human. The directional changes are
divided by the route segment distance normalized to the straight line route length to
quantify the visual indication that human route directional changes relative to the distance
travelled are smaller. For a BOT route to be realistic, the MCDD metric must be greater
than zero, and statistically fall within the 95% confidence interval of the routes planned
and executed by a human.
MCDD calculates the 𝐶ℎ𝐷 (in radians) of the human or BOT route using the

formula in equation (5.2). The normalized distance travelled (𝐷𝑇) between direction
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changes is calculated and multiplied by the direction change. The mean of the MCDD is
then calculated using Equation (5.4).
1

𝑀𝐶𝐷𝐷 = 𝑛 �

𝑛

𝑖=1

�𝐶ℎ𝐷𝑖 ∗ �𝐷𝑇𝑖 /𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑆𝐿)��

(5.4)

This measurement also accounts for directional jitter by setting a threshold above which
the directional change is measured. The statistics mean, standard deviation, and standard
error of the mean for jitter thresholds of zero and one degree are tabulated in Table 5.12
and Table 5.13 and shown in Figure 5.17 and 5.18. The results indicate that as the jitter
threshold is increased the sample mean will decrease. However, the separation between
the human and BOT mean remains significant. Therefore, analysis of the MCDD
measure and the determination of the MCDD metric will use the zero degree jitter
threshold.

Table 5.12. MCDD basic statistics - 0° of jitter
Category
H1 – No Information

Mean
(0° Jitter)

N

StDev
(0° Jitter)

SE Mean
(0° Jitter)

9831

103.28

662.54

6.68

H2 – Partial Information

6384

81.55

643.65

8.06

H3 – Pre-planned Route

5590

60.82

379.62

5.08

H4 – Position Information

4131

53.64

375.84

5.85

805

16.54

49.14

1.73

H6 – Categories H1, H2

16215

94.72

655.23

5.15

H7 – Categories H2, H3

11974

71.87

536.88

4.91

5 - BOT

9721

57.77

378.01

3.83

H9 – Categories H3, H4

21805

86.03

597.01

4.04

H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4

16105

67.20

500.59

3.94

H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

25936

80.87

567.70

3.53

H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
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Table 5.13. MCDD basic statistics - 1° of jitter

Category
H1 – No Information

Mean
(1° Jitter)

N

StDev
(1° Jitter)

SE Mean
(1° Jitter)

6078

136.56

746.67

9.58

H2 – Partial Information

3460

123.55

784.51

13.34

H3 – Pre-planned Route

2769

106.57

502.07

9.54

H4 – Position Information

2041

89.20

448.54

9.93

393

29.54

65.30

3.29

H6 – Categories H1, H2

9538

131.84

760.60

7.79

H7 – Categories H2, H3

6229

116.00

673.74

8.54

H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3

4810

99.20

480.11

6.92

12307

126.15

710.74

6.41

8270

109.39

625.82

6.88

14348

120.90

679.75

5.67

5 - BOT

H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

Mean Change in Direction Per Unit
Distance Travelled
700
600

MCDD

500
400
Mean (0° Jitter)

300

StDev (0° Jitter)

200
100
0
H1 H2 H3 H4 BOT H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 H11
Category from Table 11

Figure 5.17. MCDD basic statistics 0° of jitter
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H1 H2 H3 H4 BOT H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 H11
Category from Table 12

Figure 5.18. MCDD basic statistics 1° of jitter

As with the previous metrics, a confidence interval calculation provides the
thresholds above and below which the sample of routes under analysis would be rejected
as not human. The distribution of the data is analyzed to determine the applicable
formula for determination of the MCDD confidence interval. The MCDD data is
exponentially distributed as shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19. MCDD histogram 0° of jitter

The confidence interval for exponentially distributed data is calculated using the
following formulas:
The probability density function (pdf) of an exponential distribution is:
𝑓(𝑥; 𝜆) = �𝜆𝑒

−𝜆𝑥

, 𝑥 ≥ 0,
0, 𝑥 < 0.

(5.5)

with its mean or expected value determined by:
1

E[𝑋] = λ

(5.6)

Since λ is unknown, the maximum likelihood estimate is used.
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The likelihood function for λ, given an independent and identically distributed
sample x = (x1, ..., xn) drawn from the variable, is:
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝐿(𝜆) = � 𝜆𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜆𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝜆𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑝 �−𝜆 � 𝑥𝑖 � = 𝜆𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜆𝑛𝑥̅ )
1

where 𝑥̅ = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 is the sample mean

(5.7)

The derivative of the likelihood function's logarithm is:
1

⎧> 0 if 0 < 𝜆 < 𝑥̅ ,
⎪
1
𝑑
𝑑
𝑛
(𝑛 ln(𝜆) − 𝜆𝑛𝑥̅ ) = − 𝑛𝑥̅ = 0 if 𝜆 = ,
ln
𝐿(𝜆)
=
𝑥̅
𝑑𝜆
𝑑𝜆
𝜆
⎨
⎪< 0 if 𝜆 > 1 .
𝑥̅
⎩

(5.8)

Consequently the maximum likelihood estimate for the rate parameter is
1
𝜆̂ = 𝑥̅

(5.9)

A simple and rapid method to calculate an approximate confidence interval for the
estimation of λ is based on the application of the Central Limit Theorem. This method
provides a good approximation of the confidence interval limits, for samples containing
at least 15 – 20 elements. Denoting the sample size by N, the upper and lower limits of
the 95% confidence interval are given by:
𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 𝜆̂�1 − 1.96/√𝑁�

(5.10)

λupp = λ��1 + 1.96/√N�

(5.11)
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The confidence intervals for the MCDD route categories are calculated in Table
5.14 and plotted in Figure 5.20. Using Table 5.14 and Figure 5.20, the MCDD metric
thresholds below and above which a sample of routes would be evaluated as not human
are:
Below 105.32 – route samples are evaluated not human
Above 52.01 – route samples are evaluated not human

Table 5.14. MCDD confidence interval 0° of jitter
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

101.24

105.32

79.55

83.55

H3 – Pre-planned Route

59.22

62.41

H4 – Position Information

52.01
15.39
93.27
70.58
56.62
84.89
66.16
79.89

55.28
17.68
96.18
73.16
58.92
87.17
68.23
81.86

5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

Again, we examine the results of the MCDD measure for evidence that supports
our conjecture: as the human gains complete information about the terrain, the human
routes will be more like that of the BOT executing A*. Examining the confidence
intervals calculated for each of the categories and plotted in Figure 5.20, we observe that
as the human gained more complete information about the terrain the upper and lower
bounds of the confidence intervals does not approach that of A*. We therefore cannot
conclude that the MCDD metric supports this hypothesis.
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Confidence Intervals for Mean Change in Direction Per Unit Distance
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Figure 5.20. MCDD confidence interval plot 0° of jitter
Conclusion. The MCDD measurement provides sufficient statistical evidence to
be used as a metric in the measurement of route realism. The MCDD metric can clearly
distinguish the human subject routes from the A* routes. The MCDD metric does not
provide statistical evidence that as the human gains more complete terrain information
their planned routes approach that of A*.

5.4.3.3

Normalized Route Direction
The NRD measurement quantifies the angular distribution of the BOT or human

heading during the execution of a route. The headings are normalized by the straight line
heading calculated from the start point to the end point. Normalization allows different
scenarios on different maps to be equivalently compared. For a BOT route to be realistic,
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the NRD must be greater than zero (straight line), and statistically fall within the 95%
confidence interval of the routes planned and executed by humans.
The NRD measure calculates the headings (direction of motion) normalized by
the straight line heading from the start to destination. In UT2004, heading may be
obtained from three sources: the 𝑌𝑎𝑤 parameter which represents the direction the
human or BOT is facing at the time of the observation through the conversion in

Equation (5.12), the velocity vector components 𝑉𝑥 and 𝑉𝑦 (5.13), and the position

components 𝑥 and 𝑦 (5.14):

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠) = (45 ∗ 𝑌𝑎𝑤 )/8192

𝐻𝑉(𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠) = 180 ∗ 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁(𝑉𝑦/𝑉𝑥)/𝜋

(5.12)
(5.13)

where Vy = velocity y magnitude
Vx = velocity x magnitude

𝐻𝑥(𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠) = 180 ∗ 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁(𝑑𝑦/𝑑𝑥)/𝜋

(5.14)

where dy = y2 – y1
dx = x2 – x1

The heading parameter used in the NRD analysis is obtained directly from the game
engine as 𝑌𝑎𝑤. Due the circular nature of the data, a subfield of statistics known as

circular statistics 44 provides the methods for the descriptive and inferential statistical
analysis of this measure.
Figure 5.21 shows the histogram of the human headings for all routes with the
descriptive statistics: mean, confidence interval of the mean [U, L], resultant vector

44

Circular statistics is devoted to statistical techniques for the use with data on an angular scale. On this
scale, there is no designated zero and, in contrast to a linear scale, the designation of high and low values is
arbitrary [Berens, 2009].
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length (R), standard deviation, skew, and kurtosis. Figure 5.22 shows the same for the
BOTs.

Figure 5.21. Histogram of normalized heading, all human routes

Figure 5.22. Histogram of normalized heading, all BOT routes
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The descriptive statistics for the circular data were computed as follows: we
denote a vector of 𝑁 directional observations 𝛼𝑖 as 𝛼 = (𝛼1 , . . . , 𝛼𝑁 ). The mean of a

sample 𝛼 cannot be computed by simply averaging the data points. To calculate the
mean the samples are transformed to unit vectors in the two-dimensional plane by
𝛼𝑖
𝑟𝑖 = �𝑐𝑜𝑠
�
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼

(5.15)

𝑖

After this transformation, the vectors 𝑟𝑖 are vector averaged by
1

𝑟̅ = 𝑁 ∑𝑖 𝑟𝑖

(5.16)

The resultant vector 𝑟̅ is the mean resultant vector. The mean angular direction 𝛼� is
obtained from the four quadrant inverse tangent transformation of 𝑟̅ [Berens, 2009].

The angular deviation (which is analogous to the linear standard deviation) is

defined as
𝑠 = �2(1 − 𝑅)

(5.17)

𝑅 = ‖𝑟̅ ‖

(5.18)

and the mean resultant vector length 𝑅 is computed by
𝑅 quantifies the measurement of circular spread. The closer 𝑅 is to one, the more
concentrated the data sample is around the mean direction.

The final two descriptive statistics measure the shape of the data. The first, skew
or skewness, provides a measure of symmetry and is defined by
𝑏=

1

𝑁

∑𝑁
�)
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2(𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼

(5.19)

Values of 𝑏 that approach zero indicate more symmetry about the mean.

Kurtosis provides a measure of the peakedness of the angular data and is defined by
𝑘=

1

𝑁

∑𝑁
�)
𝑖=1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2(𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼

(5.20)
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Values of 𝑘 that approach one indicate more peaked data about the mean.

Analysis of the NRD metric using the angular mean 𝑟̅ and the confidence interval

of the angular mean do not provide a suitable metric due to the overlap of the angular

mean of the human routes with the BOT routes, as shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. A
distinct threshold for the angular mean does not exist; however, the angular deviation
does show a clear distinction between the BOT and human NRDs. Normalizing the
heading direction about the straight line heading produced a mean NRD that is close to
zero degrees (as shown in Figure 5.23).
The histograms in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 indicate that 𝑅 varies significantly

between the human and BOT routes. From equation (5.17), 𝑅 is related to the angular
standard deviation which also shows this distinction in Figure 5.23.

The metric for NRD is established by first examining the value of 𝑅 for each

human and BOT sample. Figure 5.25 shows the mean and standard deviations for the run
data in Tables 5.16-5.20. The distribution of 𝑅 for the human and BOT categories is

normal as shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. The confidence interval of the mean is shown
in Figure 5.28. From Figure 5.28, the thresholds above and below which we would
determine the sample to be unrealistic are 0.776 and 0.223, respectively. The NRD
metric with 𝑅 as the measurement is suitable for inclusion in assessment of route realism.
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Normalized Route Direction
Circular Statistics
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Figure 5.23. NRD circular mean, Std Dev

Confidence Intervals Angular Deviation, S by Category
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Figure 5.24. Confidence interval of the NRD angular deviation
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Normalized Route Direction
Resultant Vector Length (R)
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Figure 5.25. Resultant Vector Length statistics

Figure 5.26. Probability plot mean Resultant Vector Length – All humans
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Figure 5.27. Probability plot mean Resultant Vector Length – BOTs

Confidence Intervals Resultant Vector Length, R by Category
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Figure 5.28. Confidence intervals mean Resultant Vector Length
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Table 5.15. NRD mean Resultant Vector Length confidence interval - 0° of jitter
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

0.238

0.436

0.363

0.544

H3 – Pre-planned Route

0.440

0.651

H4 – Position Information

0.574
0.761
0.330
0.432
0.389
0.533
0.495
0.446

0.738
0.939
0.464
0.568
0.505
0.666
0.605
0.550

5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4
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Table 5.16. Descriptive statistics category H1 – No information
Category H1 - No Information
Mean

-0.1887
-0.0292
-0.0713
0.1090
0.0111
0.1037
-0.1033
0.1394
-0.1431
0.6515
0.1314
0.2959
-0.4417
0.0987
2.4034
0.3247
0.0179
-0.1296

StDev

1.1521
0.9642
1.1308
0.9012
0.9492
0.6983
1.0475
1.2277
0.9782
1.3713
1.2721
1.0958
1.3289
1.3879
1.3924
1.2553
1.2080
1.2440

VAR

0.6637
0.4649
0.6393
0.4061
0.4505
0.2438
0.5487
0.7536
0.4784
0.9403
0.8091
0.6004
0.8829
0.9631
0.9694
0.7878
0.7296
0.7738

R

0.3363
0.5351
0.3607
0.5939
0.5495
0.7562
0.4513
0.2464
0.5216
0.0597
0.1909
0.3996
0.1171
0.0369
0.0306
0.2122
0.2704
0.2262

Skew

0.0808
-0.1651
-0.1661
-0.1035
-0.1217
-0.0030
0.0882
0.2299
-0.2380
-0.0503
-0.1925
-0.1906
-0.1173
0.0132
0.0643
-0.0167
0.0460
0.0301
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Kurtosis

0.1167
0.1955
0.0091
0.0761
0.0485
0.4964
0.1407
0.0639
0.0261
0.0109
0.1680
-0.0994
0.0417
-0.0607
-0.1018
0.0603
0.1332
-0.0074

Table 5.17. Descriptive statistics category H2 – Partial information
Category H2 - Partial Information
Mean

0.0128
-0.0448
0.0167
0.1435
0.0469
0.0866
0.0792
0.0209
-0.0945
0.0275
0.1810
0.0913
0.6271
-0.2591
0.0310
-0.1686
0.0914
0.3579
-0.2896

StDev

0.9070
0.8594
0.7666
1.1963
0.8885
1.0850
0.7604
0.9191
0.7287
0.8463
1.2386
1.1586
1.2421
1.1889
1.2972
1.1820
1.0605
1.0629
1.0857

VAR

0.4114
0.3693
0.2938
0.7155
0.3947
0.5886
0.2891
0.4224
0.2655
0.3581
0.7670
0.6712
0.7714
0.7068
0.8414
0.6986
0.5624
0.5649
0.5893

R

0.5886
0.6307
0.7062
0.2845
0.6053
0.4114
0.7109
0.5776
0.7345
0.6419
0.2330
0.3288
0.2286
0.2932
0.1586
0.3014
0.4376
0.4351
0.4107

Skew

-0.0314
0.0534
-0.0083
-0.1050
-0.0061
-0.2431
-0.1278
0.2017
0.0777
-0.0196
-0.2030
-0.2370
-0.3482
0.0007
-0.0678
0.0402
0.1231
-0.0779
0.0423
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Kurtosis

0.3792
0.3213
0.5233
0.0704
0.1695
0.2663
0.5262
0.0838
0.2973
0.0647
-0.1169
0.1612
0.0273
0.0790
-0.1325
-0.0985
0.1002
0.0062
0.3418

Table 5.18. Descriptive statistics category H3 – Preplanned route
Category H3 - Preplanned Route
Mean

0.0275
-0.0490
-0.0755
0.0869
0.0110
0.2176
0.0359
-0.0180
0.1155
-0.2440
-0.0237
0.1154
-0.3462
-0.2151
-0.7565
-0.0345
0.0428
0.0325
0.0190

StDev

0.8621
0.4699
0.7217
1.0732
1.1315
1.1851
0.5319
0.2664
0.6389
1.1903
0.7774
0.9629
1.2381
1.1977
1.1015
1.1458
0.9779
0.9598
0.8173

VAR

R

Skew

0.3716
0.1104
0.2604
0.5759
0.6401
0.7022
0.1414
0.0355
0.2041
0.7084
0.3022
0.4636
0.7664
0.7172
0.6067
0.6564
0.4781
0.4606
0.3340

0.6284
0.8896
0.7396
0.4241
0.3599
0.2978
0.8586
0.9645
0.7959
0.2916
0.6978
0.5364
0.2336
0.2828
0.3933
0.3436
0.5219
0.5394
0.6660

0.0876
-0.0158
-0.0211
-0.4145
-0.1969
-0.3729
-0.1534
-0.0057
-0.1478
-0.0528
-0.1589
-0.4702
-0.0803
-0.0644
-0.0531
-0.0419
-0.0310
0.0440
0.1776
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Kurtosis

0.4187
0.6661
0.4049
0.2359
0.2796
0.2095
0.5623
0.8670
0.5564
0.2236
0.2878
0.2009
0.2836
-0.2744
-0.0154
0.2328
0.4121
-0.0259
0.2234

Table 5.19. Descriptive statistics category H4 – Complete information
Category H4 - Complete Information
Mean

-0.1887
-0.0292
-0.0713
0.1090
0.0111
0.1037
-0.1033
0.1394
-0.1431
0.6515
0.1314
0.2959
-0.4417
0.0987
2.4034
0.3247
0.0179
-0.1296

StDev

1.1521
0.9642
1.1308
0.9012
0.9492
0.6983
1.0475
1.2277
0.9782
1.3713
1.2721
1.0958
1.3289
1.3879
1.3924
1.2553
1.2080
1.2440

VAR

R

Skew

0.6637
0.4649
0.6393
0.4061
0.4505
0.2438
0.5487
0.7536
0.4784
0.9403
0.8091
0.6004
0.8829
0.9631
0.9694
0.7878
0.7296
0.7738

0.3363
0.5351
0.3607
0.5939
0.5495
0.7562
0.4513
0.2464
0.5216
0.0597
0.1909
0.3996
0.1171
0.0369
0.0306
0.2122
0.2704
0.2262

0.0808
-0.1651
-0.1661
-0.1035
-0.1217
-0.0030
0.0882
0.2299
-0.2380
-0.0503
-0.1925
-0.1906
-0.1173
0.0132
0.0643
-0.0167
0.0460
0.0301

Kurtosis

0.1167
0.1955
0.0091
0.0761
0.0485
0.4964
0.1407
0.0639
0.0261
0.0109
0.1680
-0.0994
0.0417
-0.0607
-0.1018
0.0603
0.1332
-0.0074

Table 5.20. Descriptive statistics category 5 -BOT
Category 5 - BOT
Mean

0.0029
0.0267
-0.0024
0.0342
-0.0436
-0.0697

StDev

0.3418
0.4746
0.2839
0.6536
0.6544
0.6328

VAR

R

Skew

0.0584
0.1126
0.0403
0.2136
0.2141
0.2002

0.9416
0.8874
0.9597
0.7864
0.7859
0.7998

-0.0326
-0.0980
-0.0132
-0.0595
-0.0003
-0.0259
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Kurtosis

0.8217
0.8181
0.8480
0.5949
0.4044
0.3810

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 also indicate that the skew and kurtosis may be significant.
The mean values for the skew and kurtosis are plotted in Figure 5.29. As expected, the
small (close to zero) values for skew indicate the NRD measurements are symmetric
about the mean. The probability plots for kurtosis in Figures 5.30 and 5.31 indicate the
means are normally distributed. The confidence interval plots of the skew and kurtosis
are shown in Figure 5.32 and 5.33. The overlap in the confidence intervals of some or all
of the human categories with the BOT makes NRD measurement using skew and kurtosis
unsuitable as a realism metric.

Normalized Route Direction
Skew and Kurtosis
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

NRD

0.4
0.3
0.2

Skew

0.1

Kurtosis

0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
H1

H2

H3

H4 BOT H6

H7

H8

Category

Figure 5.29. NRD Skew and Kurtosis
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Probability Plot of Kurtosis, k for All Humans
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Figure 5.30. Probability plot of Kurtosis - All humans

Probability Plot of Kurtosis, k for BOT
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Figure 5.31. Probability plot of Kurtosis - BOT
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0.2157
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Confidence Intervals Skew, b by Category
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Figure 5.32. Confidence intervals - Skew

Confidence Intervals Kurtosis, k by Category
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Figure 5.33. Confidence intervals - Kurtosis
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Conclusion. The NRD measurement using 𝑅 provides sufficient statistical

evidence to be used as a metric in the assessment of route realism. The NRD metric can
clearly distinguish the human player routes from the A* or non-human routes. The NRD
metric also provides statistical evidence that as the human gains terrain information their
planned routes approach that of A*.
The NRD measurements using skew and kurtosis are not suitable as realism
metrics in the measurement of route realism.

5.4.3.4

Heading Run Length
The HRL measurement examines the variations in distance travelled on a given

route segment. The visual inspection of the routes planned and executed by the humans
indicates a larger number of small heading corrections than those taken by the BOT
executing the A* algorithm. The HRL calculations quantify the visual analysis. For a
BOT route to be realistic, the HRL measurement must be greater than zero and
statistically fall within the 95% confidence interval of the routes planned and executed by
a human.
The HRL measurement is calculated using the velocity and position values. The
path segments are defined by calculating the heading from the x and y velocity measures
using equations (5.21) and (5.22). The path segment start and end points are determined
using equation (5.23). The path segment length 𝑆 is calculated using the Euclidean
distance measured from the points 𝑥(𝑛), 𝑥(𝑛 + 𝑥), 𝑦(𝑛) and 𝑦(𝑛 + 𝑥) in equation

(5.24). The path segment lengths are normalized by dividing 𝑆 by the total distance
traveled by the BOT or human.
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𝐻𝑉(𝑛)(𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠) = 180 ∗ 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁(𝑉𝑦(𝑛)/𝑉𝑥(𝑛))/𝜋

(5.21)

where Vy(n) = velocity y magnitude at time n
Vx(n) = velocity x magnitude at time n

𝐻𝑉(𝑛 + 1)(𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠) = 180 ∗ 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁(𝑉𝑦(𝑛 + 1)/𝑉𝑥(𝑛 + 1))/𝜋 (5.22)
where Vy(n + 1) = velocity y magnitude at time n + 1
Vx(n + 1) = velocity x magnitude at time n + 1

𝑑𝑉(𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠) = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐻𝑉(𝑛) − 𝐻𝑉(𝑛 + 𝑥))

(5.23)

where Vy(n + 1) = velocity y magnitude at time n + x
Vx(n + 1) = velocity x magnitude at time n + x
x is the offset where dV > jitter

𝑆 = �(𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛+𝑥 )2 + (𝑦𝑛 − 𝑦𝑛+𝑥 )2

(5.24)

where x and y are the positions at times n and n + x

The mean and its confidence interval are calculated from 𝑆 for each category of

human routes and the BOT routes with jitter values of 0, 0.005, and 0.01 degrees. The

results are shown in Figures 5.34 – 5.36. The HRL measurement is suitable as a realism
metric with a jitter value of 0.005 degrees. From Figure 5.35, the thresholds above and
below which we would determine the sample to be unrealistic are 0.884 and 0.271
respectively. The HRL metric is suitable for inclusion in the assessment of route
realism.
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Analysis of the HRL metric also provides statistical evidence to support the
hypothesis that as the human gains information of the terrain, their routes will approach
those of the A*. This is evident by the upward shift in the mean and confidence intervals
for categories 1 – 4 in Figures 5.34 – 5.36.

Confidence Intervals for Heading Run Length (0 Deg Jitter)
2.5

Mean HRL x 100

2

1.5
1.291

1
0.716

0.631

0.608
0.5

0.664

0.442
0.344
0.337

0.518

H1

H2

0.380

0.410
0.297

0.225
0

0.506

H3

H4

0.556

0.443

0.392 0.349

BOT H6
H7
Category

0.493 0.451

H8

Figure 5.34. Confidence interval of HRL at 0° jitter
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H9

0.497
0.403

H10 H11

Table 5.21. Confidence intervals of HRL with 0.005° of jitter
Category

Lower Interval Upper Interval

H1 – No Information

0.271

0.451

H2 – Partial Information

0.345
0.504

0.751
0.706

0.626
0.915

0.884
1.703

0.345
0.468

0.569
0.685

0.425
0.596

0.589
0.759

0.549
0.495

0.719
0.640

H3 – Pre-planned Route
H4 – Position Information
5 - BOT
H6 – Categories H1, H2
H7 – Categories H2, H3
H8 – Categories H1, H2, H3
H9 – Categories H3, H4
H10 – Categories H2, H3, H4
H11 – Categories H1, H2, H3, H4

Confidence Intervals for Heading Run Length (0.005 Deg Jitter)
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Figure 5.35. Confidence intervals of HRL at 0.005° of jitter
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Confidence Intervals for Heading Run Length (0.01 Deg Jitter)
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Figure 5.36. Confidence interval of HRL at 0.01° of jitter

Conclusion. The HRL measurement provides sufficient statistical evidence to be
used as a metric in the assessment of route realism. The HRL metric can clearly
distinguish the human player routes from the A* or non-human routes. The HRL metric
also provides statistical evidence that as the human gains more complete information
about the terrain their planned routes approach that of the A* algorithm.

5.4.3.5

Frequency of Changes in Direction
The FCD measurement calculates the frequency of which the human or BOT

changes the direction they are heading. The visual analysis of the routes indicates a
potential difference in length of time between the changes in direction the human makes
and those of the BOT executing A*. The FCD calculations quantify the visual analysis.
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For a BOT route to be realistic, the FCD must be greater than zero and statistically fall
within the 95% confidence interval of the routes planned and executed by a human.
The FCD measurement is calculated using the velocity and position values. The
traversal time for a path segment is defined by calculating the heading from the 𝑥 and 𝑦

velocity values using Equations (5-21) and (5-22). The start and end points for each path
segment are determined using Equation (5-23). The path segment time 𝐷𝑇𝑆 is calculated
using equation (5-29)

𝐷𝑇𝑆 = 𝑇𝑆𝑛+𝑥 − 𝑇𝑆𝑛

(5.29)

where 𝑇𝑆𝑛 and 𝑇𝑆𝑛=𝑥 are the time stamps at 𝑛 and 𝑛 + 𝑥

The mean and confidence interval of the mean are calculated on the path segment times
for each category of human and BOT routes. The results are shown in Figure 5.37. The
confidence interval of the mean path segment times defines the FCD metric. From
Figure 5.37 there is no threshold above and below which we would determine the sample
to be unrealistic. The FCD metric is not suitable for inclusion in the measurement of
route realism.
Conclusion. The FCD metric is not suitable for inclusion in the measurement of
route realism.
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Confidence Intervals for Frequency of Change in Direction
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Figure 5.37. Confidence interval of FCD

5.4.4

Realism Metrics Summary
From the analysis above the realism of routes planned and executed within a

game engine such as UT2004 can be quantitatively measured. Five metrics were
evaluated as suitable for quantitatively distinguishing the realism of route planning and
execution (summarized in Table 5.22). Three metrics were evaluated as unsuitable as
summarized in Table 5.23.
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Euclidean
Distance
normalized to
straight line

Angular
Variation

CD

CCD

Normalized
Headings

Route Segment
Euclidean
Distance

NRD

HRL

MCDD Angular
Variation

Measure

Metric

Wilcoxon
Sign Rank
Confidence
Interval

Test

t-test
Confidence
Interval
Mean
Confidence
Interval
(exponential
distribution)
Circular Statistics, t-test
Mean Resultant
Confidence
Vector Length
Interval
Mean
t-test
Confidence
Interval

Mean

Median

Statistic

Table 5.22. Suitable metric summary

Segment
Distance
Travelled

Route
Headings

Angular
Variation in
Heading
Angular
Variation per
route segment

Cumulative
Distance
Traveled

Realism
Characteristic

Yes

No

No

No

No

Jitter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Suitable Metric
(Route Realism)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Suitable Metric
(Terrain Information)
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Measure

Path Segment
Time

Normalized
Headings

Normalized
Headings

Metric

FCD

NRD

NRD

Test

t-test
Confidence
Interval
Circular Statistics, t-test
Skew
Confidence
Interval
Circular Statistics, t-test
Kurtosis
Confidence
Interval

Mean

Statistic

Table 5.23. Unsuitable metric summary

Route
Headings

Route
Headings

Segment Time

Realism
Characteristic

No

No

No

Jitter

No

No

No

Suitable Metric
(Route Realism)

5.4.5

Realism Metric Validation
Validation of the realism metrics required a second independent data collection.

The data collection plan in Table 5.4 was executed by a new set of 84 random
independent human subjects. The human subjects in the validation data collection
received the same briefings as the participants in the metric data collection. The same
two terrains were used with three new start and end points to form different six scenarios.
Each of the six scenarios was also executed by the BOT. The new scenarios and different
human subjects were chosen to ensure the realism metric evaluation was influenced by
the scenarios and subjects used to construct the metrics.
Validation of the realism metrics used three tests. The first test was a visual
inspection of the routes plotted by category to determine that they were complete from
the start point to the end point and that the data collection module recorded the values
used to construct the metric. For example, Figure 5.38 confirms that the routes taken by
the human subjects and BOTs followed the scenario in each terrain. See Appendix C for
the remainder of scenarios in each terrain. The source data used in to construct the plot in
Figure 5.38 also verified that the route attributes used to compute the metrics were
properly recorded.
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Figure 5.38. Route 1 – Terrains 1 and 2 – Human category H1 with BOT
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The second and third tests calculated the measures used in the metrics utilizing
the output from the validation data collection. In the second test, the measures were
compared with the results used to determine the metric using a two sample t-test to
determine if the validation measures calculated from the human subjects and BOTs were
statistically from the same population. The third test was to ensure that the human
subjects would evaluate as human and the BOTs as non-human using the collected
metrics.

5.4.5.1

Cumulative Distance Metric
The CD metric sample analysis indicates that the human subject test categories

from the first (metric) data collection and the second (validation) data collection are
statistically the same. Table 5.24 summarizes the two sample t-tests of the means by test
category. The numbers in the cells of Table 5.24 are the p-values returned from the two
sample t-test of the means. The blue cells indicate that two sample t-tests of the means
was comparing the same test categories from the metric data collection and the validation
data collection and in all cases the p-values were greater than α = 0.05 indicating the
samples were statistically from the same population. The green cells indicate that the pvalues returned from the two sample t-test of the means was greater than α = 0.05
indicating that the samples from the two different categories being compared were
statistically from the same population. The red cells indicate that the p-values returned
from the two sample t-test of the means were less than α = 0.05 indicating that the
samples from the two different categories being compared were statistically not from the
same population.
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A comparison of the human subjects by category and BOTs is summarized in
Table 5.25. From these results, we can conclude that the CD metric provides sufficient
differentiation between human and non-human routes. We can also conclude that the
amount of information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the
distinction between human and non-human routes. A human subject provided with
complete information (position information) about the terrain will be incorrectly
classified as not human more times than if the same human subject were provided no
such information. Thus, the validation of CD also confirms the conjecture that as human
subjects gain complete information about the terrain their routes will begin to approach
that of an A* route.

Table 5.24. CD Metric Sample Validation
Metric Data Collection

Validation Data Collection

•
H1 – No
Information
H2 – Partial
Information
H3 – Planned
Route
H4 – Position
Information
5 - BOT

H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

H4 – Position
Information

5BOT

All
Humans

0.20

0.17

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

0.15

0.22

0.69

0.01

<0.01

0.10

0.35

0.10

0.03

0.98

0.29

<0.01

<0.01

0.53

<0.01
0.45

All Humans
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Table 5.25. CD validation of subject classification
Evaluated as
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Planned Route
H4 – Position Information
All Humans
BOTs

5.4.5.2

# Non Human
1
1
3
7
12
5

# Human
20
22
19
11
72
1

Cumulative Change in Direction Metric
The CCD metric sample analysis indicates that the human subject test categories

are statistically the same. Table 5.26 summarizes the results of the two sample t-test of
the means by test category. The numbers in the cells of Table 5.26 are the p-values
returned from the two sample t-test of the means. The blue cells indicate that two sample
t-tests of the means was comparing the same test categories from the metric data
collection and the validation data collection and in all cases the p-values were greater
than α = 0.05 indicating the samples were statistically from the same population. The
green cells indicate that the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means
were greater than α = 0.05 indicating that the samples from the two different categories
being compared were statistically from the same population. The red cells indicate that
the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means were less than α = 0.05
indicating that the samples from the two different categories being compared were
statistically not from the same population.
A comparison of the human subjects by category and the BOTs is summarized in
Table 5.27. From these results, we can conclude that the CCD metric provides sufficient
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differentiation between human and non-human routes. We can also conclude that the
amount of information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the
distinction between human and non-human routes. A human subject provided with
complete information (position information) about the terrain will be incorrectly
classified as not human more times than if the same human subject were provided no
such information. Thus, the validation of CCD also confirms the conjecture that as
human subjects gain complete information about the terrain their routes will begin to
approach that of an A* route.

Table 5.26. CCD metric sample validation
Metric Data Collection

Validation Data Collection

•
H1 – No
Information
H2 – Partial
Information
H3 – Planned
Route
H4 – Position
Information
5 - BOT

H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

H4 – Position
Information

5BOT

All
Humans

0.12

0.42

0.20

0.02

<0.01

0.93

0.32

0.91

0.02

<0.01

0.12

0.80

0.17

0.01

0.36

0.17

0.05

<0.01

0.16

<0.01
0.13

All Humans
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Table 5.27. CCD validation of subject classification
Evaluated as
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Planned Route
H4 – Position Information
All Humans
BOTs

5.4.5.3

# Non Human
2
2
8
11
12
4

# Human
19
21
14
7
72
2

Mean Change in Direction per Unit Distance Metric
The MCDD metric sample analysis indicates that the human subject test

categories are statistically the same. Table 5.28 summarizes the two sample t-test of the
means by test category. The numbers in the cells of Table 5.28 are the p-values returned
from the two sample t-test of the means. The blue cells indicate that two sample t-tests of
the means were comparing the same test categories from the metric data collection and
the validation data collection and in all cases the p-values were greater than α = 0.05
indicating the samples were statistically from the same population. The green cells
indicate that the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means were greater
than α = 0.05 indicating that the samples from the two different categories being
compared were statistically from the same population. The red cells indicate that the pvalues returned from the two sample t-test of the means were less than α = 0.05 indicating
that the samples from the two different categories being compared were statistically not
from the same population.
A comparison of the human subjects by category and the BOTs is summarized in
Table 5.29. From these results, we can conclude that the MCDD metric can differentiate
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Table 5.28. MCDD metric sample validation
Metric Data Collection

Validation Data Collection

•
H1 – No
Information
H2 – Partial
Information
H3 – Planned
Route
H4 – Position
Information
5 - BOT

H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

H4 – Position
Information

5BOT

All
Humans

0.21

0.92

0.81

0.01

<0.01

0.29

0.91

0.80

0.01

<0.01

0.26

0.46

0.09

<0.01

0.84

0.16

<0.01

0.16

0.30

<0.01
0.59

All Humans

Table 5.29. MCDD validation of subject classification
Evaluated as
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Planned Route
H4 – Position Information
All Humans
BOTs

# Non Human
11
15
18
13
57
6

# Human
10
8
4
5
27
0

between human and non-human routes. The large number of misclassifications of the
human subjects, however, invalidates the metric.
5.4.5.4

Normalized Route Direction Metric
The NRD metric sample analysis indicates that the human subject test categories

are statistically the same. Table 5.30 summarizes the results of the two sample t-test of
the means by test category. The numbers in the cells of Table 5.30 are the p-values
returned from the two sample t-test of the means. The blue cells indicate that two sample
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t-tests of the means was comparing the same test categories from the metric data
collection and the validation data collection and in all cases the p-values were greater
than α = 0.05 indicating the samples were statistically from the same population. The
green cells indicate that the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means
were greater than α = 0.05 indicating that the samples from the two different categories
being compared were statistically from the same population. The red cells indicate that
the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means were less than α = 0.05
indicating that the samples from the two different categories being compared were
statistically not from the same population.
A comparison of the human subjects by category and BOTs is summarized in
Table 5.31. From these results, we can conclude that the NRD metric provides sufficient
differentiation between human and non-human routes. We can also conclude that the
amount of information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the
distinction between human and non-human routes. A human subject provided with
complete information (position information) about the terrain will be incorrectly
classified as not human more times than if the same human subject were provided no
such information. Thus, the validation of NRD also confirms the conjecture that as
human subjects gain complete information about the terrain their routes will begin to
approach that of an A* route.
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Table 5.30. NRD metric sample validation
Metric Data Collection

Validation Data Collection

•
H1 – No
Information
H2 – Partial
Information
H3 – Planned
Route
H4 – Position
Information
5 - BOT

H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

H4 – Position
Information

5BOT

All
Humans

0.72

0.00

0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

0.25

0.40

0.00

<0.01

0.25

0.53

0.03

<0.01

0.53

0.60

<0.01

<0.01

0.96

<0.01
0.72

All Humans

Table 5.31. NRD validation of subject classification
Evaluated as
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Planned Route
H4 – Position Information
All Humans
BOTs

5.4.5.5

# Non Human
5
2
3
6
16
5

# Human
16
21
19
11
68
1

Heading Run Length Metric
The HRL metric sample analysis indicates that the human subject test categories

are statistically the same. Table 5.32 summarizes the results of the two sample t-test of
the means by test category. The numbers in the cells of Table 5.32 are the p-values
returned from the two sample t-test of the means. The blue cells indicate that two sample
t-tests of the means was comparing the same test categories from the metric data
collection and the validation data collection and in all cases the p-values were greater
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than α = 0.05 indicating the samples were statistically from the same population. The
green cells indicate that the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means
were greater than α = 0.05 indicating that the samples from the two different categories
being compared were statistically from the same population. The red cells indicate that
the p-values returned from the two sample t-test of the means were less than α = 0.05
indicating that the samples from the two different categories being compared were
statistically not from the same population.
A comparison of the human subjects by category and the BOTs is summarized in
Table 5.33. From these results, we can conclude that the HRL metric provides sufficient
differentiation between human and non-human routes. We can also conclude that the
amount of information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the
distinction between human and non-human routes. A human subject provided with
complete information (position information) about the terrain will be incorrectly
classified as not human more times than if the same human subject were provided no
such information. Thus, the validation of HRL also confirms the conjecture that as
human subjects gain complete information about the terrain their routes will begin to
approach that of an A* route.
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Table 5.32. HRL metric sample validation
Metric Data Collection

Validation Data Collection

•
H1 – No
Information
H2 – Partial
Information
H3 – Planned
Route
H4 – Position
Information
5 - BOT

H1 – No
Information
0.06

H2 – Partial
Information
<0.01

H3 – Planned
Route
<0.01

H4 – Position
Information
<0.01

5BOT
<0.01

All
Humans
<0.01

0.54

0.47

0.01

<0.01

0.36

0.73

<0.01

<0.01

0.50

0.24

<0.01

0.12

0.42

0.01
0.11

All Humans

Table 5.33. HRL validation of subject classification
Evaluated as
Category
H1 – No Information
H2 – Partial Information
H3 – Planned Route
H4 – Position Information
All Humans
BOTs

5.5

# Non Human
4
1
6
8
19
6

# Human
17
22
16
10
65
0

Realism Metric Summary
The CD metric provides sufficient statistical evidence that the cumulative distance

traveled is a characteristic of route realism. The CD metric also provides statistical
evidence that as a human gains terrain information their planned routes approach that of
an A* route.
The CCD metric provides sufficient statistical evidence that the cumulative
angular variation in heading is a characteristic of route realism. The CCD metric also
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provides statistical evidence that as a human gains terrain information their planned
routes approach that of an A* route.
The MCDD metric provides sufficient statistical evidence that the mean angular
variation in heading is a characteristic of route realism. The MCDD metric does not
provide statistical evidence that as a human gains terrain information their planned routes
approach that of an A* route.
The NRD metric provides sufficient statistical evidence that the mean resultant
vector length 𝑅 is a characteristic of route realism. The NRD metric also provides
statistical evidence that as a human gains terrain information their planned routes

approach that of an A* route. The NRD metric does not provide sufficient statistical
evidence that the skew or kurtosis is a characteristic of route realism. The NRD
measurements using skew and kurtosis were not suitable as a metric in the measurement
of route realism.
The HRL metric provides sufficient statistical evidence that variations in distance
travelled on a given path segment are a characteristic of route realism. The HRL metric
also provides statistical evidence that as a human gains terrain information their planned
routes approach that of an A* route.
The FCD metric confidence interval of the mean did not produce a distinction
between human and BOT routes, making it unsuitable for assessing route realism.
We have defined and validated five quantitative metrics suitable for assessing
route realism. The suitable metrics, when applied to a collection of routes generated by
BOTs executing a route planning algorithm, provide a quantitative assessment of route
planning characteristics indentified in the analysis as producing more realistic routes.
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CHAPTER 6

INCOMPLETE INFORMATION A* ALGORITHM

The previous chapter described several quantitative metrics suitable for assessing
the realism of routes 45 executed by BOTs in the UT2004 simulation environment. This
chapter develops an improved route planning algorithm based on A*, that has been
designed for realism.

6.1

A* Algorithm
A* is a best-first search algorithm that finds the least-cost path from a given start

pathnode to an end pathnode. Cost in A* is an attribute of the graph edges and pathnodes
included in the path. The cost values are defined as corresponding to a desired property
of the real-world terrain the graph represents. In UT2004, the value of the cost is
determined by the map designer. Later, in our realistic design we will show how to
change this value to allow dynamic calculation of cost based on the environment.
As previously noted, A* is a well researched and documented algorithm, e.g.,
[Van Brackle, 1993] [Petty, 1994] [Reece, 2000] [Beeker, 2004]. The pseudo-code is
shown in Figure 6.1. Execution of A* begins with the identification of the start and the

45

We are assessing the realism of the routes produced by a realistic route planning algorithm, not the
realism of the route planning algorithm. Route realism is not concerned with the realism of the route
planning algorithm in terms of cognitive modeling versus behavior emulation, nor is it concerned with the
realism of the physical behavior of moving along the route.
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goal pathnode. Working partial paths are assembled from the start pathnode along the
edges connecting surrounding pathnodes towards the goal pathnode. This process of
following the edges from pathnode to pathnode is repeated, adding pathnodes to the
partial paths until one reaches the goal pathnode. A heuristic function, denoted as 𝑓(𝑥)
(where 𝑥 is the end pathnode of a partial path currently being considered) is used to
calculate the next pathnode of the graph to extend the path to.

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑔(𝑥) + ℎ(𝑥)
where: 𝑔(𝑥) is the total cost of the partial path
ℎ(𝑥) is the distance from 𝑥 to the goal

(6.1)

For A* to be optimal, the distance function ℎ(𝑥) must underestimate the distance

to the goal. The Pogamut2 implementation of A* used in this research computes ℎ(𝑥) as

the straight-line (Euclidean) distance to the goal pathnode, guaranteeing the
underestimate (admissibility) criteria is met.

The Pogamut2 implementation of A* multiplies an edge cost value determined by
the level or map designer with the edge length to calculate the cost variable (𝑔(𝑥)). The
value of the edge cost is always greater than or equal to one, to ensure admissibility of the
heuristic function ℎ(𝑥).
6.2

Incomplete Information A* Algorithm
From the preceding discussion, two limitation of A* with respect to the

generation of realistic routes can be identified. First, A* generates an optimal route with
respect to the heuristic ℎ(𝑥), which in most cases and for this research is the distance to

the goal, thereby finding the shortest possible route. As shown earlier, such routes are

generally not realistic and can be readily distinguished from human-generated routes by
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quantitative metrics. Secondly, A* does not dynamically adjust its heuristic in response
to the changes in the environment.
Our primary objective in this part of the research was to address the first
limitation of A*, i.e., to develop a route planning algorithm that generates realistic routes
that are, at a minimum, more realistic than A*-generated routes, and ideally,
indistinguishable from human-generated routes in terms of realism, where realism is now
measured by the metrics described in the previous chapter. How can this be
accomplished? As described in the previous chapter, we observed that human routes
became increasingly similar to A* routes as the humans were given more complete
information about the terrain. Reversing this observation leads to the central conjecture
of this part of the research: algorithm-generated routes may be more realistic if the
terrain information available to the route planning algorithm is limited in some way. Of
course, this raised the question of how the terrain information is limited; simply
withholding random portions of the terrain data from the algorithm seemed unjustifiable.
After considering the manner in which humans might plan and re-plan a route as they
moved through unfamiliar terrain, we conjectured that the terrain information available to
the route planning algorithm should be limited to the portions of the terrain that would be
visible to a human or BOT as they move through the terrain. Of course, the visible
portion of the terrain changes as the human moves, e.g., rounding a corner brings a new
street into human or BOT view. This implies that the desired algorithm would repeatedly
re-plan a route as the human or BOT moved and more of the terrain became visible,
integrating route planning and route navigation. This dynamic re-planning is both a
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change from the conventional A* algorithm and coincidently a means of addressing the
second limitation of A* identified earlier.
Having determined that the route planning algorithm would be given limited
terrain information and that it would dynamically re-plan a route as more terrain
information became available, it remained to either develop a new route planning
algorithm that would operate in that manner or modify an existing algorithm to do so.
We chose the latter, and in particular to modify the familiar A* algorithm to produce a
new algorithm designated the Incomplete Information A* (IIA*) algorithm.

6.2.1

Incomplete Information A* Development
Previous research introduced the concept of a two pass route planning

modification to A* [Shen 2006]. The first pass would identify the general path to the
destination and the second would provide the detailed path between the general path
nodes. In this approach, it is necessary to add custom pathnode actors to the terrain that
would identify a general path to the destination and detailed pathnodes for the specific
navigation paths to each general point. As with A*, the planned route from start point to
end point will always be the same and based on the placement of the custom pathnodes
and its realism will be affected by and subject to the realism shortcomings of A*.
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def pathfindAStar(graph, start, end, heuristic):
# This structure is used to keep track of the
# information we need for each node
struct NodeRecord:
node
connection
costSoFar
estimatedTotalCost
# Initialize the record for the start node
startRecord = newNodeRecord()
startRecord.node = start
startRecord.connection = None
startRecord.costSoFar = 0
startRecord.estimatedTotalCost = heuristic.estimate(start)
# Initialize the openand closed lists
open = PathfindingList()
open += startRecord
closed = PathfindingList()
# Iterate through processing eac hnode
while length(open) > 0:
# Find the smallest element in the open list (usingtheestimatedTotalCost)
current = open.smallestElement()
# If it is the goal node, then terminate
if current.node == goal: break
# Otherwise get its outgoing connections
connections=graph.getConnections(current)
# Loop through each connection in turn
for connection inconnections:
# Get the cost estimate for the end node
endNode = connection.getToNode()
endNodeCost = current.costSoFar + connection.getCost()
# If the node is closed we may have to skip,or remove it from the closed list.
if closed.contains(endNode):
# Here we find the record in the closed list corresponding to the end Node.
EndNodeRecord = closed.find(endNode)
# If we didn’t find a shorter route, skip
If endNodeRecord.costSoFar <= endNodeCost:
continue;

Figure 6.1. Pseudo-code listing of the A* algorithm [Millington, 2009]
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# Otherwise remove it from the closed list
closed -= endNodeRecord
# We can use the node’s old cost values to calculate its heuristic
# without calling the possibly expensive heuristic function
endNodeHeuristic = endNodeRecord.cost - endNodeRecord.costSoFar
# Skip if the node is open and we’ve not found a better route
else if open.contains(endNode):
# Here we find the record in the open list corresponding to the end Node.
endNodeRecord = open.find(endNode)
# If our route is no better, then skip
If endNodeRecord.costSoFar <= endNodeCost:
continue;
# We can use the node’s old cost values to calculate its heuristic
# without calling the possibly expensive heuristic function
endNodeHeuristic = endNodeRecord.cost - endNodeRecord.costSoFar
# Otherwise we know we’ve got an unvisited node, so make a recordfor it
else:
endNodeRecord = newNodeRecord()
endNodeRecord.node = endNode
# We’ll need to calculate the heuristic value using the function,
# since we don’t have an existing record to use
endNodeHeuristic=heuristic.estimate(endNode)
# We’re here if we need to update the node
# Update the cost, estimate and connection
endNodeRecord.cost = endNodeCost
endNodeRecord.connection = connection
endNodeRecord.estimatedTotalCost = endNodeCost+endNodeHeuristic
# And add it to the open list
If not open.contains(endNode):
Open += endNodeRecord
# We’ve finished looking at the connections for the currentnode,
# so add it to the closed list and remove it from the open list
open -= current
closed += current

Figure 6.1. Pseudo-code listing of the A* algorithm (continued)
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# We’re here if we’ve either found the goal, or if we’ve
# no more nodes to search, find which.
If current.node != goal:
# We’ve run out of nodes without finding the goal, so there’s no solution
return None
else:
# Compile the list of connections in the path
path=[]
# Work back along the path, accumulating connections
While current.node != start:
path += current.connection
current = current.connection.getFromNode()
# Reverse the path, and return it
return reverse(path)

Figure 6.1. Pseudo-code listing of the A* algorithm (continued)

In earlier work intended to address the limitations of A* in its two pass
implementation, we developed procedures to limit the available pathnodes for planning
and methods to dynamically collect environmental parameters during execution [Hanold
2009]. The procedures to limit the available pathnodes are implemented in the database
component added to the Pogamut2 architecture. The dynamic collection of
environmental parameters (including BOT, player, and game parameters) use the
modifications to the Pogamut2 Core Java Libraries to retrieve the values of these
parameters and the database component to store and update them dynamically (see
section 4.2.5 for a discussion of the architecture). The Incomplete Information A* (IIA*)
algorithm developed in this research provides a solution to the first limitation of A* by
limiting the available pathnodes and edges. We eliminate the requirement for custom
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pathnodes and single route (for a given start point and end point) found in the two pass
implementation of A* through a spatial network model of the pathnodes in the terrain.
To limit the available pathnodes to those that are visible to the moving human or
BOT, a network model of the UT2004 pathnodes and calculated edges is constructed at
BOT initialization using the Oracle 11g database with Spatial Data Objects (SDO). The
network model and SDO enables expanding the pathnode and edge density to more
closely approximate the possible paths a human player might execute. The
SDO_FILTER function (equation (6.2)) restricts the nodes and edges available to the
IIA* for its route calculation.
SDO_FILTER( p.geom, boundingbox)
where p.geom is the SDO geometry column
of the NavPoints Table, and
boundingbox is the SDO geometry of the area
visible to the BOT

(6.2)

The IIA* algorithm mimics the route planning of a human player through three
distinct operations. First, the IIA* algorithm computes a sequence of route segments
using the A* algorithm for each segment. Second, the pathnodes available for each A*
calculated route segment are restricted by the bounding box as shown in Figure 6.3. The
bounding box is the area denoted “BOT field of view” not including “Occluded area” in
Figure 6.3. Third, the destination pathnode is randomly selected from the available
pathnodes returned by the SDO_FILTER function until the target pathnode is within the
bounding box. The pseudo code for the IIA* algorithm is shown in Figure 6.4.
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SELECT n.unrealid
FROM navpoints n
WHERE SDO_FILTER(n.geom,
SDO_BB(player) ) = 'TRUE';

//returns unrealid of navigable points
//navpoints table constructed at BOT init
//SDO_BB(player) returns Geometry of player
// location

Figure 6.2. SQL listing for bounded pathnodes

Figure 6.3. SDO_FILTER bounding box
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/* Initialization Parameters – Set when BOT is spawned in UT2004*/
set TD = maximum distance from BOT where target is visible
set FOV = number of degrees relative to BOT heading that pathnodes are visible
set INC = distance bounding box extents are expanded by
set RL = initial minimum route segment length
set PN = array of all pathnodes in terrain
set TPN = distance from start pathnode to destination pathnode
set H = heading in degrees from start pathnode to destination pathnode
/* Initialize Network Model (NM) of the Terrain from pathnodes */
/* Initialized when BOT is spawned in UT2004*/
set NM=INIT_NM(PN)
/* Initialize bounding box (BB) and visible pathnode array (VPN) and route segment*/
set BB = Function_Get_BB(INC, FOV, start pathnode, NM)
set VPN = Function_Get_VPN(BB, NM)
select initial target pathnode from VPN
compute A* route from current pathnode to target pathnode
set BOT route to A*
start walking
/* BOT logic loop implements IIA. Each loop:
checks if BOT route is to destination
checks if destination visible
continues on route or computes new route
*/
if (target pathnode != destination pathnode)
if (TPN > TD)
set TPN = distance from current pathnode to destination pathnode
if (route segment complete)
stop walking
set BB = Function_Get_BB(INC, FOV, current pathnode, NM)
set VPN = Function_Get_VPN(BB, NM)
select new target pathnode from VPN
compute A* route from current pathnode to target pathnode
set BOT route to A*
set INC = INC ++
start walking
else (continue on current route segment)
else
stop walking
compute A* route from current pathnode to destination pathnode
set BOT route to A*
set target pathnode = destination pathnode
start walking
else (continue to destination pathnode)

Figure 6.4. Pseudo-code listing for new IIA* algorithm
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The IIA* algorithm was implemented in the enhanced UT2004 game environment. The
Pogamut2 Core Java Libraries were expanded to include an IIA* class that implemented
the pseudo-code listed in Figure 6.4. See Appendix B for the Java source code listings
that implemented the IIA* algorithm in a Pogamut 2 BOT.

6.2.2

Incomplete Information A* Tuning
The IIA* algorithm has three tuning parameters: TD (maximum distance from

BOT where target is visible), FOV (number of degrees relative to BOT heading that
pathnodes are visible), and INC (distance the bounding box extents are expanded with
each new calculation of an IIA* route). During testing of the IIA* algorithm, these
parameters were manually tuned to produce random routes that visibly mimicked the
observed routes of the human subjects.
The initial settings for TD, FOV and INC we set to 20,000 (extent of terrain), 360
degrees, and zero respectively. These settings forced the IIA* algorithm to compute a
single route segment from the start pathnode to the destination pathnode, which is exactly
how that standard A* algorithm operates. Thus A* is a special case of the more general
IIA* algorithm. Figure 6.5 confirms the single A* route result.
The TD variable sets the distance from the target that the IIA* algorithm will
compute the final route segment. Without this variable, the IIA* algorithm would not
reach the destination pathnode due to the random selection of the target pathnodes from
the array of visible pathnodes for each route segment.
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Figure 6.5. IIA* algorithm route (TD = 10,000, FOV = 360°, INC = 0)

The TD parameter is terrain and target location dependent. For targets located
outside of buildings the value was set to 4500 unreal units (the maximum distance that
the destination features described in the scenario would be visible to the human in open
terrain). When the target was located inside a building the TD variable was set to the
maximum distance from the target to the outer wall plus 2000 unreal units (the maximum
distance from which the building features described in the scenario would be visible to
the human in open terrain). The FOV and INC variables remained 360 and 0 degrees
respectively during the tuning of the TD variable. As shown in Figure 6.6, the IIA*
algorithm computes random route segments until the BOT is within TD units of the
target. Once with visible range of the target IIA* will compute a final A* route segment
to the destination pathnode.
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Figure 6.6. IIA* algorithm route (TD = 4,000, FOV = 360°, INC = 0)

The FOV parameter allows the IIA* algorithm to restrict the target pathnode
selected as the target of the route segment. Setting this parameter to 105 degrees
produced route segments with the turns from one segment to the next almost always less
than 105 degrees (Figure 6.7).
The INC parameter allows the IIA* route segment lengths to be adjusted to
produce a random sequence of route segments of increasing lengths until the destination
pathnode is visible. This resulted in the IIA* algorithm computing route segments of
increasing random lengths (greater than RL + INC) and direction until the destination
pathnode was within visible range. As shown in Figure 6.8, the tuned IIA* algorithm
will produce routes from the start pathnode to the destination pathnode with increasing
route segment lengths and turns almost always less than 105 degrees.
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Figure 6.7. IIA* algorithm route (TD = 4,000, FOV = 105°, INC = 0)

Figure 6.8. IIA* algorithm route (TD = 4,000, FOV = 105°, INC = 400)
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6.3

Realism assessment of IIA* routes
The realism of routes generated by the IIA* algorithm was assessed using two

distinct methods: the quantitative realism metrics defined and validated earlier; and to
provide independent corroboration, a Turing test.

6.3.1

Cumulative Distance Metric
The CD metric sample analysis indicates that the IIA* algorithm routes and

metric data collection human subject routes for test categories H1, H2, and All Humans
are statistically from the same population. Table 6.2 summarizes the results of the two
sample t-test of the means for the CD metric values that was used to determine if the
sample from the IIA* routes and the sample from each of the human subject test category
routes and the A* routes as denoted by the column header were statistically from the
same population. The green cells show where the p-value was greater than α = 0.05
confirming samples tested were from the same population. The red cells indicate they
were from statistically different populations.
Analysis of the IIA* algorithm routes for IIA* CD metric values against the CD
metric confidence interval threshold values established earlier is shown in Table 6.3.
From these results, we note that the number of routes assessed as human is greater than
those that evaluate as not and we can conclude that the IIA* planned routes are more
realistic than those of the A* algorithm. We can also conclude that the amount of
information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the sample analysis.
The routes generated by the IIA* algorithm are statistically as the sample of human
subjects that were provided no or partial information about the terrain. The sample of
human subjects that were provided more complete information about the terrain,
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however, evaluate as statistically different. From this we can conclude that there is
evidence to support the conjecture that as humans are given more complete information
about the terrain their routes will begin to approach A* routes.

Table 6.1. CD IIA* sample validation
H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

0.27

0.08

<0.01

IIA*

H4 – Position
Information
<0.01

All
Humans

BOT

0.06

<0.01

Table 6.2. CD Validation of IIA* Classification
Evaluated as
Category
IIA*

6.3.2

# Non Human

# Human

6
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Cumulative Change in Direction Metric
The CCD metric sample analysis indicates that the IIA* algorithm routes and

metric data collection human subject routes for test categories H1, H2, H3, and All
Humans are statistically from the same population. Table 6.3 summarizes the results of
the two sample t-test of the means for the CCD metric values that was used to determine
if the sample from the IIA* routes and the sample from each of the human subject test
category routes and the A* routes as denoted by the column header were statistically
from the same population. The green cells show where the p-value was greater than α =
0.05 confirming samples tested were from the same population. The red cells indicate
they were from statistically different populations.
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Analysis of the IIA* algorithm routes for IIA* CCD metric values against the
CCD metric confidence interval threshold values established earlier is shown in Table
6.4. From these results, we note that the number of routes assessed as human is greater
than those that evaluate as not and we can conclude that the IIA* planned routes are more
realistic than those of the A* algorithm. We can also conclude that the amount of
information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the sample analysis.
The routes generated by the IIA* algorithm are statistically as the sample of human
subjects that were provided no or partial information about the terrain. The sample of
human subjects that were provided more complete information about the terrain,

Table 6.3. CCD IIA* sample validation
H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

0.07

0.44

0.14

IIA*

H4 – Position
Information
<0.01

All
Humans

BOT

0.73

<0.01

Table 6.4. CCD validation of IIA* classification
Evaluated as
Category
IIA*

# Non Human

# Human

7
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however, evaluate as statistically different. From this we can conclude that there is
evidence to support the conjecture that as humans are given more complete information
about the terrain their routes will begin to approach A* routes.
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6.3.3

Normalized Route Direction Metric
The NRD metric sample analysis indicates that the IIA* algorithm routes and

metric data collection human subject routes for test categories H1 and H2 are statistically
from the same population. Table 6.5 summarizes the results of the two sample t-test of
the means for the NRD metric values that was used to determine if the sample from the
IIA* routes and the sample from each of the human subject test category routes and the
A* routes as denoted by the column header were statistically from the same population.
The green cells show where the p-value was greater than α = 0.05 confirming samples
tested were from the same population. The red cells indicate they were from statistically
different populations. The summary of circular statistics for the IIA* test subjects is
shown in Figure 6.9. The histogram and summary indicate that the human with no terrain
information will have a more dispersed distribution of heading.
Analysis of the IIA* algorithm routes for IIA* NRD metric values against the
NRD metric confidence interval threshold values established earlier is shown in Table
6.6. From these results, we note that the number of routes assessed as human is greater
than those that evaluate as not and we can conclude that the IIA* planned routes are more
realistic than those of the A* algorithm. We can also conclude that the amount of
information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the sample analysis.
The routes generated by the IIA* algorithm are statistically as the sample of human
subjects that were provided no or partial information about the terrain. The sample of
human subjects that were provided more complete information about the terrain,
however, evaluate as statistically different. From this we can conclude that there is
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evidence to support the conjecture that as humans are given more complete information
about the terrain their routes will begin to approach A* routes.

Table 6.5. NRD IIA* sample validation
H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

0.28

0.34

0.02

IIA*

Table 6.6. NRD validation of IIA* classification
Evaluated as
Category
IIA*

# Non Human

# Human

11

26

Figure 6.9. IIA* circular statistics summary
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H4 – Position
Information
<0.01

All
Humans

BOT

0.03

<0.01

6.3.4

Heading Run Length Metric
The HRL metric sample analysis indicates that the IIA* algorithm routes and

metric data collection human subject routes for test categories H2 and All Humans are
statistically from the same population. Table 6.7 summarizes the results of the two
sample t-test of the means for the HRL metric values that was used to determine if the
sample from the IIA* routes and the sample from each of the human subject test category
routes and the A* routes as denoted by the column header were statistically from the
same population. The green cells show where the p-value was greater than α = 0.05
confirming samples tested were from the same population. The red cells indicate they
were from statistically different populations.
Analysis of the IIA* algorithm routes for IIA* HRL metric values against the
HRL metric confidence interval threshold values established earlier is shown in Table
6.8. From these results, we note that the number of routes assessed as human is greater
than those that evaluate as not and we can conclude that the IIA* planned routes are more
realistic than those of the A* algorithm. We can also conclude that the amount of
information about the terrain provided to the human subject affects the sample analysis.
The routes generated by the IIA* algorithm are statistically as the sample of human
subjects that were provided partial information about the terrain. The sample of human
subjects that were provided no information or more complete information about the
terrain, however, evaluate as statistically different. From this we can conclude that there
is evidence to support the conjecture that as humans are given more complete information
about the terrain their routes will begin to approach A* routes.
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Table 6.7. HRL IIA* sample validation
H1 – No
Information

H2 – Partial
Information

H3 – Planned
Route

0.04

0.52

0.04

IIA*

H4 – Position
Information
<0.01

All
Humans

BOT

0.09

<0.01

Table 6.8. HRL validation of IIA* classification
Evaluated as
Category
IIA*

6.3.5

# Non Human

# Human

7
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Turing Test Validation of the IIA* Algorithm
The method of validating the realism of IIA* generated routes was patterned after

the Turing test. Turing's original concept of the Turing test was a method to determine if
a computer had achieved intelligence [Turing, 1950]. His test consisted of human
subjects who would pose questions and receive answers from two hidden respondents;
the respondents could be either human or a computer system. The human subjects’ goal
was to determine which of the respondents was male and which was female. The
computer system would pass the Turing test if the human subject was no more likely to
identify the male respondent from the female respondent when one of the respondents
was a computer vice when both were humans. The more widely known variation of the
original Turing test specifies that the goal of the human subject is to determine if a single
respondent is a computer system or a human. It is this form of the test that was used to
measure the ability of the IIA* algorithm to generate realistic routes. This test would
determine whether human subjects were able to distinguish a set of routes planned by the
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IIA* algorithm from a set of routes planned by humans in the UT2004 simulation
environment.
The test consisted of 36 routes planned by the human subjects executing scenario
H1 (no information) from both the metric development and validation data collections, on
each of the terrains and 36 routes generated by the IIA* algorithm in the same terrains.
The 72 routes were randomly ordered and shown to a group of 20 human subjects
(The subjects were students attending a course on database administration and were
volunteers). The routes are listed in Appendix D along with the test instructions provided
to the human subjects. Per the test instructions, the human subjects were asked to attempt
to identify the source of each route, human or computer. Their selection results are
presented in Table 6.9. Column one gives an identifying code for each human subject.
Column two lists the number of responses (out of 72) that each human subject provided;
as can be seen, every subject provided a response for each of the 72 routes. The third
column lists the number of correct routes identified. The fourth column lists the
percentage of correct responses for the subject.
To analyze the Turing test results of Table 6.9, we compare the number of correct
identifications to the expected number of successes by purely guessing the results. The
expected number of successes (𝑆) 46 from purely guessing can be represented by a
45F

Bernoulli calculation [Brase, 2012].
𝑆 = 𝑛𝑝

(6-3)

Equation 6.3 represents this calculation where 𝑆 is the expected number of

successes, 𝑛 is the number of trials (72) ∗ (20) = 1440, and 𝑝 is the probability of

success. For all trials, it is assumed that each human subject had a fifty percent
46

Success is defined as correctly identifying the source of the route.
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probability of guessing correctly. Therefore, the expected number of successes from
purely guessing is (1440) ∗ (0.5) = 720. The number of correct identifications

produced by the human subjects, 635, is fewer than the number to be expected from
random guessing. These results indicate that the human subjects were unable to
distinguish human-generated and IIA* routes at a rate better than chance. IIA* thereby
passes the Turing test and IIA* routes are assessed to be realistic. This assessment
corroborates the results of applying the route realism metrics.

Table 6.9. Turing test results

Human Subject

Number of
Responses

Number of
Correct responses

Percent Correct

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
Total

72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
1440

34
27
26
20
14
6
44
55
42
23
61
31
50
13
12
11
17
57
50
42
635

47%
38%
36%
28%
19%
8%
61%
76%
58%
32%
85%
43%
69%
18%
17%
15%
24%
79%
69%
58%
44%
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6.4

Summary
The metric analysis of the realism of the IIA* algorithm assessed the IIA* routes

as realistic. From these results, we can conclude that the IIA* algorithm, which limits the
terrain data available to the algorithm in a reasonable way, produces routes that are more
realistic than A* routes and often indistinguishable from human routes. The Turing test
results provided sufficient indication that the IIA* could not be distinguished from a
route generated by a human subject with greater than a chance probability.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

This research was motivated by the need to provide a simulation environment
representative of the physical world in which human subjects can operate against the
asymmetric threats exposed as a result of 911. Game engines such as UT2004 provide a
simulation environment in which the physical world can be rapidly modeled. To be
useful as a training environment, a method for measuring the realism of BOT actions
developed for these game engines was needed.
As a result, this research developed a methodology for measuring the realism of
BOT actions in the game environment. The methodology was applied to the IIA*
algorithm developed to mimic human route planning. The results successfully
demonstrated the application of methodology for measuring realism of BOT actions and
confirmed the conjecture that incomplete information applied to A* would produce more
realistic routes.
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7.1

Future Work
This research is significant in that it provides a quantitative methodology for the

assessment of the realism algorithm-generated routes implemented in BOTs that execute
in a game environment. In addition, this research provides a foundation for further study
in several areas. These areas include:
1. Adding game variables to the heuristic cost function. The heuristic cost
function implemented in the IIA* algorithm used minimum distance as the
heuristic. The game environment has the potential to provide additional
variables to the heuristic cost function. These include: cover, terrain type,
slope, doors, and windows. A potential modification to the IIA* algorithm
(equations (7.1) and (7.2)) would alter the A* heuristic function cost variable
𝑔(𝑥) to provide dynamic calculations using these additional cost variables.
𝑔’(𝑥) = 𝑤1 ∗ 𝑔(𝑥) + 𝑤2 + 𝑤3 + … 𝑤𝑛
where: 𝑤1 is the length cost factor
𝑤2 – 𝑤𝑛 are cost factors determined
from BOT, Player and environment

(7.1)

The modified heuristic function would be:
𝑓’(𝑥) = 𝑔’(𝑥) + ℎ(𝑥)
where 𝑔’(𝑥) > 𝑔(𝑥)

(7.2)

2. Adding a smoothing function to BOT turns. BOT navigation using the
IIA* algorithm does not provide smoothing during the execution of the turns.
Smoothing is a term used to define a gradual turn over time versus the
instantaneous turn or change in direction. The realism of the BOT navigation
may be improved by adding a smoothing function to the turn execution.
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3. Assess the realism IIA* algorithm against actual human routes planned
and executed at the McKenna MOUT facility. The McKenna terrain used
in this research is a model of the actual MOUT site located on Fort Benning.
This physical site is used for training in MOUT and is fully instrumented.
The scenarios executed by human subjects in UT2004 could be repeated at the
McKenna MOUT site to further validate the metrics and realism of the IIA*
algorithm against human subjects in the physical world.
4. Assess the realism IIA* algorithm against actual human routes planned
and executed in non-urban terrain. The two terrains used in this research to
implement and validate the IIA* Algorithm model urban areas where humans
would navigate. The IIA* Algorithm could also be tested with BOTs
navigating in non-urban terrains such as a rural village, desert, mountains, or
an island.
5. Assess the realism IIA* algorithm using other game engines. The IIA*
algorithm is implemented and validated with the UT2004 game engine. Since
this writing a new and more advanced version of the Unreal Tournament™
game engine has been released. This IIA* algorithm could be implemented
and assessed for realism in this new release or another game engine such as
the open source Delta 3D™ and Unity™ or the commercial Half-Life™ game
engine.
6. Calculate the realism metrics using multivariate methods. The realism
metrics used to assess route realism were considered singularly (univariate)
but considering them jointly (multivariate) may increase the metrics’ ability to
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distinguish human and non-human routes. Two potential methods
multivariate methods that have been studied are the Bonferroni correction for
multiple joint confidence intervals [Petty, 2013] and Scheffé confidence
intervals (also known as Roy-Bose intervals) [Charnes, 1995].
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APPENDIX A

CONVERSION PROCEDURE

A.1 Overview
Porting the ARL McKenna MOUT Map from Ravenshield UnRealED to
UnRealED v3.0 requires conversion of the terrain height map, static meshes, and
textures.

A.2 Terrain Elevation Model
Starting with the top view of the McKenna MOUT Terrain (Figure A.1) the
structures are removed to provide a textured view of the terrain that is built by UnRealED
in an UnReal Proprietary format using 16 bit heightmaps. In computer graphics, a
heightmap is a raster image used to store values, such as surface elevation data, for
display in 3D computer graphics. In the UnRealED Terrain Editor the height map is used
to calculate the actual geometric position of points over the textured surface to form a 3D
mesh. The height map used (Figure A.2) was developed by ARL [Scribner 2009] and
provided with permission for use in this research.
When the terrain is built and textured in UnRealED, a triangular grid pattern is
produced. Figures A.3 and A.4 illustrate the McKenna MOUT top view in the wireframe
mode which clearly illustrates the polygon (triangular) grid. The UnRealED terrain
model works on the vertices of the triangular pattern and does provide a mechanism to
extract their centroid for use in building the terrain graph nodes. A procedure for
building the terrain graph required for route planning and navigation by the UT2004 path
AI is presented later.
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Figure A.1. Top View McKenna MOUT terrain

Figure A.2. 16 Bit grey scale heightmap
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Figure A.3. McKenna MOUT terrain (wire frame model)

Figure A.4 zooms in on the upper right corner of the height map with the vertex
selection tool enabled. From this view you can modify the height map (Figure A.2). The
height map provided by ARL required no modification and was exported directly as .tga
and .bmp files for importing into the UT2004 UnRealED. The next step in the
conversion is the export of the McKenna MOUT map from Ravenshield™ to an UnReal
text file which can be imported into the UnRealED. In addition to the export of the map
itself, all textures and static meshes that make up the maps virtual structures must be
converted. This process is described next.

Figure A.4. Terrain view of height map
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A.3 Static Mesh Conversion
To open the Ravenshield™ UnRealED, double click the
shown in Figure A.5 indicates the editor is starting.

icon. The splash page

Figure A.5. Ravenshield™ splash page

Open the Static Mesh Tab From the Master Browser. Open the
McKenna_SM.utx package. You then click each static mesh. Then from the Edit menus
click “Add to Level” (Figure A.6).

Figure A.6. Static mesh edit view
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With the static mesh loaded, right click the added wireframe and select convert/To Brush
(Figure A.7). This places the textured mesh in a format that can be exported to an
UT2004 text file format for later import. With the Brush Highlighted in the Top View,
export the Brush by clicking on the Brush/Export… Menu item (Figure A.8).

Figure A.7. Convert to brush view

Figure A.8. Export brush view
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In the Dialog Box, enter the folder (e.g., Building) and filename (name of Static Mesh i.e.
A3) (Figure A.9).

Figure A.9. Save exported brush

When all static meshes in a particular group have been exported as Brushes, then in the
native UnReal 3.0 Editor, reverse the process. From the Brush/Import… Menu, import
the *.t3d Brush previously exported (Figure A.10). Right click on the Imported Brush
and select Convert/To Static Mesh (Figure A.11). In the Static Mesh Dialog enter: e.g.
Package “McKenna_SM, Group “Building” Name “A3” and click OK (Figure A.12)
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Figure A.10. Import brush view

Figure A.11. Convert to Static Mesh View

When all Static Meshes have been converted that are used in the McKenna
MOUT Ravenshield MOD, then export the Map from the Ravenshield UnRealED to a
.t3d text format. This file is then imported into UnRealED for UT2004, built and saved.
The map conversion is now complete with the exception of Unreal Script and movers
such as doors. While important to game play, these conversions do not impact this
research and are therefore left for future work.
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Figure A.12. Static mesh dialog view

The final step in the conversion is to adjust the scale. The scale in the McKenna
virtual world is different from native UT2004. Fortunately, UnRealED provides a scaling
utility. Using the scaling utility the McKenna virtual map is scaled by a factor of .6.
With the environment now physically smaller, the visual appearance was more
representative of the physical world. The animations also had to be adjusted for slower
movement.
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APPENDIX B

IIA* ENABLED POGAMUT2 BOT JAVA SOURCE LISTINGS
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.Agent;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.GameMapSettings;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.PathTypes;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.RcvMsgEvent;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.RcvMsgListener;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.AddWeapon;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Ammo;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Health;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Item;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.ItemType;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.MessageType;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Mover;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NavPoint;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Path;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Player;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.PlayerKilled;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Triple;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Weapon;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.communication.CommunicationState;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.exceptions.CantWriteException;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.introspection.PogProp;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.exceptions.PogamutException;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.server.UTServer;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.server.UTServerState;
import cz.cuni.utils.FlagListener;
import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileWriter;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.net.URI;
import java.sql.Connection;
import java.sql.SQLException;
import java.sql.Statement;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Random;
import java.util.Set;
import java.util.concurrent.CountDownLatch;
import java.util.logging.Level;
import java.util.logging.Logger;
import oracle.spatial.network.Network;
/**
* @author Gregg Hanold
*/

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class
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PathManager2 pathManager;
Random rand = new Random(100);
dbConn db;
Connection cn;
Statement stmt;
SearchGraph sg;
PhDAstarDB v_pdb;
FileWriter FW;
BufferedWriter BW;
String fileName =
"E:\\pogamut2working\\project\\PhDJavaBot_1\\logs\\log.txt";
UTServer server;
double pathdistance = 0;
public static UTServer s;
double rdist;
Triple botcurrent;
Triple botprevious;
boolean DEBUG = true;
int stuckcount = 0;
/** Creates a new instance of agent. */
public void doLogic() {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("Overide of doLogic");
botcurrent = this.memory.getAgentLocation();
//Update distance travelled
pathdistance = pathdistance +
Triple.distanceInSpace(botprevious, botcurrent);
// Check distance travelled.
// If true continue on current path.
// If false, compute new path
if (pathdistance < rdist || pathManager.roamTargetNP.ID ==
pathManager.DestinationNP.ID){
try {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("Step 1");
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "BOT Path, Time, " +
System.currentTimeMillis() + ", currentNP, " +
pathManager.currentNP.UnrealID);
pathManager.previousNP =
pathManager.getPrevNavPointOfPath();
if (!action_run_roamAround()) {
if (pathManager.walking >
PhdGameMapSettings.maxWalkingAttempts - 2){
if (DEBUG) writeLog(
"BOT is Stuck Get Calculate new path");
// Invalidate Edge
if(pathManager.nextNavPointIndex <
pathManager.edgeToRunAlong.length)

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "Step 1 after action
roam to run around, " +
System.currentTimeMillis() +
", botcurrent " + botcurrent.toString() );
botprevious = botcurrent;
pathManager.previousNP =
pathManager.getPrevNavPointOfPath();
pathManager.currentNP =
pathManager.getCurrentNavPointOfPath();
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "BOT Path, Time, " +
System.currentTimeMillis() +
", PlayerStartNP, " +
pathManager.currentNP.UnrealID);
}
} catch (Exception ex) {
log.warning("err:" + ex.getClass() + ":" +
ex.getMessage() + ":" + ex.getStackTrace()[0]);
}
} else {
body.stop();
if (DEBUG) writeLog("do logic else
distance met on current path");
pathdistance = 0;
Random r = new Random();
rdist = rdist + PhdGameMapSettings.pathIncrement;
if (DEBUG) writeLog("rdist = "+ rdist);
// Get First Roam to Target Point
if( !pathManager.getTargetPointOfPath(
pathManager.getCurrentNavPointOfPath(),rdist))
writeLog("No Target Navpoint found");
// Compute next Astar path - set path restart to true.
pathManager.restart = true;
if (!action_run_roamAround()){
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "BOT Path, Time, " +
System.currentTimeMillis() + "No Path FOUND " );
} else {
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "BOT Path, Time, " +
System.currentTimeMillis() + ", pathtorunalong " +
pathManager.pathToRunAlong.toString() +
", Current NavPoint, " +
pathManager.currentNP.UnrealID );
botprevious = botcurrent;
}
}
}
@PogProp
public long lastTimeShielded;
public int changeWpnCooldown;
public Player enemy;
public Triple roamTargetLoc;
public static final int RUNACTION_ROAM = 0;

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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public void initAfterSpawn() throws SQLException,
IOException, InterruptedException {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("initAfterSpawn()");
db = new dbConn(this);
cn=db.dbConnOpen();
if (DEBUG) writeLog("cn = " + cn.toString());
stmt = cn.createStatement();
pathManager = new PathManager2(this, gameMap,memory);
if (DEBUG) writeLog("pathManager constructed");
sg = new SearchGraph(this,gameMap,memory);
v_pdb = new PhDAstarDB(PhdGameMapSettings.spath, log);
if (DEBUG) writeLog("v_pdb node count: " +
v_pdb.pnet.getNoOfNodes());
Random r = new Random();
rdist = PhdGameMapSettings.minPathDistance;
// Get First Roam to Target Point
if (PhdGameMapSettings.ASTAR){
pathManager.roamTargetNP = pathManager.DestinationNP;
botprevious = pathManager.currentNP.location;
if (DEBUG) writeLog("AStar True start " +
pathManager.currentNP.ID + ", end " +
pathManager.roamTargetNP.ID );
try {
Thread.sleep(15000);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
} else {
if(pathManager.getTargetPointOfPath(
pathManager.currentNP,rdist))
writeLog("No Target NavPoint found");
botprevious = pathManager.currentNP.location;
if (DEBUG) writeLog("AStar Path: " +
pathManager.pathToRunAlong);
lastRunAction = -1;
try {
Thread.sleep(15000);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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public boolean action_run_roamAround() {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("action_run_roamAround()");
if (lastRunAction != RUNACTION_ROAM) {
lastRunAction = RUNACTION_ROAM;
if (DEBUG) writeLog("action_run_roamAround - " +
lastRunAction);
}
if (DEBUG) writeLog(pathManager.roamTargetNP.UnrealID);
if (!followWaypoints(pathManager.roamTargetNP, null)) {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("action_run_roamAround");
return false;
}
return true;
}
class Listener implements RcvMsgListener {
@Override
public void receiveMessage(RcvMsgEvent e) {
if (e.getCommunicationState() != CommunicationState.BOT_RUNNING)
{
return;
}
switch (e.getMessage().type) {
case PLAYER_KILLED:
PlayerKilled msg = (PlayerKilled) e.getMessage();
if (msg.killerID == memory.getAgentID() &&
enemy != null && msg.playerID == enemy.getID()) {
enemy = null;
}
break;
case SPAWN:
try {
try {
initAfterSpawn();
} catch (IOException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} catch (InterruptedException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
break;
case PATH:
pathManager.newGBPathReceived((Path) e.getMessage());
break;
case PLAYER:
Pl
(Pl
)
tM
()

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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public boolean followWaypoints(Triple location, Triple lookat) {
if (!pathManager.checkPath(PathTypes.NAVPOINT, location)) {
pathManager.preparePath(PathTypes.NAVPOINT, location, true);
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "follow Waypoints 1 location false
AStar Path: " + pathManager.pathToRunAlong);
return true;
} else {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("followWaypoints checkpath main true");
return runAlongPath2(lookat);
}
}
public boolean followWaypoints(NavPoint location, Triple lookat) {
if (!pathManager.checkPath(PathTypes.NAVPOINT, location)) {
pathManager.preparePath(PathTypes.NAVPOINT, location, true);
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "follow Waypoints 2 location false
AStar Path: " + pathManager.pathToRunAlong);
return true;
} else if (pathManager.restart){
pathManager.preparePath(PathTypes.NAVPOINT, location, true);
if (DEBUG) writeLog(BW, "follow Waypoints 2 restart true
AStar Path: " + pathManager.pathToRunAlong);
return true;
} else {
return runAlongPath2(lookat);
}
}
public boolean runAlongPath2(Triple lookat) {
if (pathManager.pathToRunAlong == null) {
platformLog.warning("procedure called when the
variables were not properly initialized!");
return false;
}
// end of the path
if (pathManager.getCurrentNavPointOfPath() == null) {
platformLog.fine("runAlongPath - PATH END : " +
pathManager.pathToRunAlong);
return false;
}
NavPoint nav1 = pathManager.getCurrentNavPointOfPath();
if ((pathManager.getNextNavPointOfPath() == null) &&
(pathManager.nextNavPointIndex <
pathManager.pathToRunAlong.size()) &&
(Triple.distanceInSpace(
this.memory.getAgentLocation(),
nav1.location) <
GameMapSettings.lastNavigationPointOfPathPrecision))

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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if ((Triple.distanceInSpace(this.memory.getAgentLocation(),
nav1.location) < GameMapSettings.switchingDistance))
{
platformLog.info("Switching to another navigation point 1.
Last point: " + nav1.UnrealID);
pathManager.walking = 0;
++pathManager.nextNavPointIndex;
return true;
}
}
if (nav1 == null || nav1.UnrealID == null) {
++pathManager.nextNavPointIndex;
platformLog.info("Navpoint is null");
return true;
}
if (pathManager.getNextNavPointOfPath() != null) {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("getNextNavPointofPath not null
execute nav2");
NavPoint nav2 = pathManager.getNextNavPointOfPath();
try {
moveToNavPoint(1.0,nav1, nav2);
return stuckCheck2();
} catch (NullPointerException e) {
platformLog.warning("Null pointer exception in
run along path " + e.getMessage());
}
} else {
if (pathManager.nextNavPointIndex <
pathManager.pathToRunAlong.size()) {
if(pathManager.nextNavPointIndex<
pathManager.edgeToRunAlong.length)
pathManager.edgeToRunAlong[
pathManager.nextNavPointIndex].setState(false);
moveToNavPoint(nav1, lookat);
return stuckCheck2();
}
}
// fail - nowhere to go
return false;
}
int lookState = 0;

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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public void moveToNavPoint(NavPoint nav1, Triple lookat) {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("moveToNavPoint()");
if (lookat == null) {
Triple dir = Triple.subtract(nav1.location,
memory.getAgentLocation());
dir.z = 0;
dir.normalize();
Triple normal = new Triple(-dir.y, dir.x, 0);
if (DEBUG) writeLog("lookstate: " + lookState);
if (lookState < 3) {
normal = Triple.multiplyByNumber(normal, 5.0);
} else {
normal = Triple.multiplyByNumber(normal, -5.0);
}
lookState++;
if (lookState >= 6) {
lookState = 0;
}
dir = Triple.multiplyByNumber(dir, 10.0);
if(pathManager.nextNavPointIndex<
pathManager.edgeToRunAlong.length)
pathManager.edgeToRunAlong[
pathManager.nextNavPointIndex].setState(false);
body.runToNavPoint(nav1);
} else {
body.strafeToLocation(nav1.location, lookat);
}
}
public boolean stuckCheck2() {
// check whether agent is stucked - yet in the rough testing
boolean stucked =
gameMap.antiStuckCheck(
pathManager.getCurrentNavPointOfPath().location);
if (DEBUG) writeLog("stucked = "+ stucked);
boolean attempts = false;
++pathManager.walking;
// it has 15 attempts to reach the navPoint,
// if it fails,
return false
if (pathManager.walking > GameMapSettings.maxWalkingAttempts) {
attempts = true;
}
if (attempts && stucked) {
attempts = false;
if (DEBUG) writeLog("REPLAN because bot reached
max ATTEMPTS and was STUCKED");
return false;
}

Figure B.1. Pogamut 2 IIA* enabled BOT listing: Main Class (Continued)
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protected void prePrepareAgent() throws PogamutException {
GameMapSettings.maxWalkingAttempts = 15;
GameMapSettings.switchingDistance=80;
GameMapSettings.lastNavigationPointOfPathPrecision=10;
try {
FW = logopen(fileName);
BW = logwriteropen(FW);
} catch (IOException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
body.configureName("BOT");
}
protected void postPrepareAgent() throws PogamutException {
if (DEBUG) writeLog("postPrepareAgent()");
body.addRcvMsgListener(new Listener());
body.initializer.setBotSkillLevel(3);
body.setWalk();
try {
this.sendMessageToGB("GETPLRS");
if (DEBUG) writeLog("Sending GETPLRS");
} catch (CantWriteException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
}
protected void shutdownAgent() throws PogamutException {
// Clean up after the end of simulation of agent
if (DEBUG) writeLog("shutdownAgent()");
try {
logwriterclose(BW);
logclose(FW);
} catch (IOException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(Main.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
}
public void writeLog(BufferedWriter writer, String line ) {
try {
writer.write(line);
writer.newLine();
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
public void writeLog(String line){
try {
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public FileWriter logopen(String filename) throws IOException{
return new FileWriter(filename,true);
}
public BufferedWriter logwriteropen(FileWriter fw){
return new BufferedWriter(fw);
}
public void logwriterclose(BufferedWriter bw) throws IOException{
bw.close();
}
public void logclose(FileWriter fw) throws IOException{
fw.close();
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
/*
DON'T DELETE THIS METHOD, IF YOU DELETE IT NETBEANS
WON'T LET YOU RUN THIS BOT. HOWEVER THIS METHOD IS
NEVER EXECUTED, THE BOT IS LAUNCHED INSIDE THE
NETBEANS BY A CUSTOM ANT TASK (see build.xml).
*/
}
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

cz.cuni.astar.AStarResult;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.Agent;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.AgentMemory;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.GameMapSettings;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.PathTypes;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.RcvMsgEvent;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.RcvMsgListener;
cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.GameMap;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Item;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NavPoint;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Path;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Player;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Triple;
java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.sql.SQLException;
java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.HashMap;
java.util.Set;
java.util.logging.Level;
java.sql.Connection;
java.sql.ResultSet;
java.sql.Statement;
java.util.Iterator;
java.util.List;
java.util.Random;
java.util.logging.Logger;
oracle.spatial.network.Network;
oracle.spatial.network.NetworkManager;
oracle.spatial.network.lod.LODNetworkManager;
oracle.spatial.network.lod.NetworkAnalyst;
oracle.spatial.network.lod.NetworkIO;
oracle.spatial.network.*;
phd.uah.db.dbConn;
phd.uah.Bot.PhDAstarDB;

/**
* @author Pogamut 2 Ondra
* @author Modified by Gregg Hanold for IIA* BOT Route Planning
*/
public class PathManager2 {
protected HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<NavPoint>> collectedPaths =
new HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<NavPoint>>(32);
/** path to next item - array of nav points */
public ArrayList<NavPoint> pathToRunAlong = null;
public Link [] edgeToRunAlong = null;
/** List of all NavPoints in the map */
public ArrayList<NavPoint> allpts = null;
protected boolean restart = false;
protected HashMap<PathTypes, Boolean> pathReady =
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public NavPoint previousNP;
public NavPoint roamTargetNP;
public NavPoint currentNP;
public NavPoint PlayerStartNP;
public NavPoint DestinationNP;
public NavPoint roamTargetNP;
public NavPoint currentNP;
public NavPoint PlayerStartNP;
public NavPoint DestinationNP;
public NavPoint previousNP;
protected AgentMemory memory = null;
public boolean checkPath(PathTypes type, Object target) {
if (!type.equals(actualPathType)) {
pathReady.put(type, false);
pathReady.put(actualPathType, false);
actualPathType = type;
restart = true;
}
if (!target.equals(targets.get(type))) {
pathReady.put(type, false);
targets.put(type, target);
restart = true;
}
return pathReady.get(type);
}
public void restartPathReady() {
Set<PathTypes> keySet = pathReady.keySet();
for (PathTypes al : keySet)
pathReady.put(al, false);
}
protected void restartPathVariables() {
restart = false;
pathToRunAlong = null;
isUpOnTheLift = false;
pathRequestSent = false;
collectedPaths = new HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<NavPoint>>();
nextNavPointIndex = 0;
walking = 0;
isUpOnTheLift = false;
}
public void preparePath(PathTypes type, Object target,
boolean useAStar) {
if (main.DEBUG) main.writeLog(this.main.BW,
"preparePath restart = "+ restart );
if (restart)
restartPathVariables();
boolean result = false;
if (main.DEBUG) main.writeLog("preparePath type = "+ type);
switch (type) {
case ITEM:
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case LOCATION:
result = obtainPathGB((Triple) target);
break;
case PLAYER:
result = obtainPathGB(((Player) target).location);
break;
case NAVPOINT:
if (useAStar) {
try {
if (main.DEBUG) main.writeLog(this.main.BW,
"NAVPOINT current point: "+ currentNP.UnrealID);
//Initial Path
if (currentNP.UnrealID.contains("Start")){
result = obtainPathDB();
//Check can we see Destination
} else if (checkDestination(currentNP)) {
restartPathVariables();
roamTargetNP=DestinationNP;
result = obtainPathDB(currentNP,roamTargetNP);
} else {
result = obtainPathDB(currentNP,roamTargetNP);
}
if (main.DEBUG) main.writeLog("NAVPOINT case result:
" + result);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PathManager2.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} catch (NetworkDataException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PathManager2.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
if (result){
Iterator<NavPoint> iter =
this.pathToRunAlong.iterator();
while (iter.hasNext()){
NavPoint np = iter.next();
}
}
if (main.DEBUG) main.writeLog("case
NAVPOINT obtainPathAStar = " + result);
} else {
try {
result = obtainPathDB();
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PathManager2.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} catch (NetworkDataException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PathManager2.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
}
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/**
* Obtain path from gamebots
*/
protected int counterPathID = 10000;
protected int pathID = 0;
protected boolean pathRequestSent = false;
/**
* Check if Destination in Field of View.
*/
protected boolean checkDestination(NavPoint cnp){
double dist = Triple.distanceInSpace(cnp.location
DestinationNP.location);
if (dist < PhdGameMapSettings.minDistanceToTargetVis)
return true;
return false;
}
protected ArrayList<NavPoint> getPathToLocation(Triple location) {
if (pathRequestSent) {
if (collectedPaths.get(pathID) == null)
return null;
return collectedPaths.get(pathID);
}
++counterPathID;
if (counterPathID == Integer.MAX_VALUE)
counterPathID = 10000;
pathID = counterPathID;
this.gameMap.sendGetPathToLocation(pathID, location);
pathRequestSent = true;
return null;
}
/**
* obtain path from Database using "BOT_PATHS" spatial Network
* Network placed in oracle.spatial.network.LOD.Network object
*/
protected boolean obtainPathDB() throws SQLException,
NetworkDataException {
dbConn my_conn = new dbConn();
Connection my_c;
my_c = my_conn.dbConnOpen();
String networkName = PhdGameMapSettings.spath;
NetworkIO my_networkio;
my_c = my_conn.dbConnOpen();
if (getNavPointsDB(main.v pdb.pnet)){
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/**
* obtain path from Database using "BOT_PATHS" spatial Network
* Network placed in oracle.spatial.network.LOD.Network object
*/
protected boolean obtainPathDB(NavPoint start, NavPoint end)
throws SQLException, NetworkDataException {
if (getNavPointsDB(main.v_pdb.pnet,start,end)) {
return true;
} else {
return false;
}
}
/**
* obtain path from Database
*/
public boolean getNavPointsDB(Network pnet)
throws NetworkDataException {
oracle.spatial.network.Path path = null;
if (pnet != null) {
if (main.DEBUG) main.writeLog(
"pnet not null, count " + pnet.getNoOfNodes() );
Iterator ipath = pnet.getPaths();
if (!ipath.hasNext()){
String spname = PlayerStartNP.ID + "-" + roamTargetNP.ID;
path = main.v_pdb.createAstarPath(pnet, PlayerStartNP.ID,
roamTargetNP.ID,spname, this.main.log);
}
if (path == null) {
return false;
} else {
ArrayList<NavPoint> navPoints = new ArrayList<NavPoint>();
Iterator ipth = path.getNodes();
while (ipth.hasNext()){
Node pthpt = (Node)ipth.next();
}
Node [] nodeArray = path.getNodeArray();
List<NavPoint> pts = memory.getKnownNavPoints();
for (Node pathNode : nodeArray) {
for(NavPoint npi : pts){
if (npi.UnrealID.equals(pathNode.getName().toString()))
{
navPoints.add((NavPoint) npi);
}
}
}
pathToRunAlong = navPoints;
edgeToRunAlong = path.getLinkArray();
return true;
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/**
* obtain path from Database
*/
public boolean getNavPointsDB(Network pnet,NavPoint start,
NavPoint end) throws NetworkDataException {
oracle.spatial.network.Path path = null;
String spname = start.ID + "-"+ end.ID;
if (pnet != null) {
Iterator ipath = pnet.getPaths();
while (ipath.hasNext()){
path = (oracle.spatial.network.Path) ipath.next();
if (path.getName().contains(spname)) {
break;
}else {
if (!ipath.hasNext()){
path = main.v_pdb.createAstarPath(pnet, start.ID,
end.ID,spname, this.main.log);
break;
}
}
}
if (path == null){
return false;
} else {
ArrayList<NavPoint> navPoints = new ArrayList<NavPoint>();
Iterator ipth = path.getNodes();
while (ipth.hasNext()){
Node pthpt = (Node)ipth.next();
}
Node [] nodeArray = path.getNodeArray();
List<NavPoint> pts = memory.getKnownNavPoints();
for (Node pathNode : nodeArray) {
for(NavPoint npi : pts){
if (npi.UnrealID.equals(pathNode.getName().toString())) {
navPoints.add((NavPoint) npi);
}
}
}
pathToRunAlong = navPoints;
edgeToRunAlong = path.getLinkArray();
return true;
}
} else {
return false;
}
}
protected boolean obtainPathGB (Triple location) {
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/**
* obtain path from built-in A* - only suitable for
* Navigation Points
*/
protected boolean obtainPathAStar (NavPoint target) {
AStarResult result = gameMap.getPathAStar(target);
if (result.success) {
this.pathToRunAlong = gameMap.getNavPointsAStar(result);
return true;
} else {
if (!obtainPathGB(target.location))
return false;
else
return true;
}
}
private Main main;
private Connection dbc;
/** Creates a new instance of PathManager */
public PathManager2(Main pMain, GameMap gameMap,
AgentMemory memory) throws SQLException {
main= pMain;
this.memory=memory;
dbc = main.db.dbConnOpen();
if (dbc.equals(null))
this.gameMap = gameMap;
allpts = memory.getKnownNavPoints();
// Set Player Start NavPoint and Destination NavPoints
for (NavPoint np : allpts) {
if(np.UnrealID.contains("PlayerStart")) {
PlayerStartNP = np;
}
if(np.UnrealID.contains("Destination")) {
DestinationNP = np;
}
}
currentNP=PlayerStartNP;
}
/**
* returns current navigation point of the current path
* to which agent should run to
*/
bli N P i t
tC
tN P i tOfP th() {
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/**
* returns next navigation point of the current path
*/
public NavPoint getNextNavPointOfPath() {
if ((nextNavPointIndex + 1) < pathToRunAlong.size()){
return pathToRunAlong.get(nextNavPointIndex + 1);
}
return null;
}
/**
* returns Previous navigation point of the current path
*/
public NavPoint getPrevNavPointOfPath() {
if ((nextNavPointIndex - 1) >= 0){
return pathToRunAlong.get(nextNavPointIndex - 1);
}
return null;
}
/**
* returns target point from list of all nav points
*/
public boolean getTargetPointOfPath(NavPoint start, double dist) {
double pdist = 0;
double angle = 0;
double av = 0;
NavPoint np = null;
Random r = new Random();
boolean bloop = true;
while (bloop) {
int ix = r.nextInt(allpts.size()-1)+ 1;
np=allpts.get(ix);
if (start.UnrealID.contains("Start")) {
av = getNavAngle(start,DestinationNP);
angle = getNavAngle(start, np);
} else {
av = getNavAngle(previousNP, start);
angle = getNavAngle(start,np);
}
double dir = Math.abs(av - angle);
if (dir > 180) dir = 360- dir;
pdist = Triple.distanceInSpace(start.location, np.location);
if (pdist > PhdGameMapSettings.minPathDistance &&
pdist < (dist + PhdGameMapSettings.minPathDistance) &&
(dir < PhdGameMapSettings.maxTurnAngle && (dir <
PhdGameMapSettings.maxTurnAngle && dir >
PhdGameMapSettings.minTurnAngle))){
roamTargetNP = np;
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/**
* stores new path to collectedPaths
*/
protected void newGBPathReceived(Path path) {
this.collectedPaths.put(Integer.valueOf(path.pongID),
path.nodes);
}
void initializeRunAlongPathManually(ArrayList<NavPoint> path) {
this.pathToRunAlong = path;
this.walking = 0;
this.isUpOnTheLift = false;
this.pathRequestSent = false;
this.nextNavPointIndex = 0;
}
protected double getNavAngle(NavPoint a, NavPoint b){
double x = b.location.x - a.location.x;
double y = b.location.y - a.location.y;
return Math.atan2(y,x)*180/Math.PI;
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.sql.Connection;
java.sql.SQLException;
java.util.logging.Level;
java.util.logging.Logger;
oracle.spatial.network.Network;
oracle.spatial.network.NetworkManager;
oracle.spatial.network.lod.LODNetworkManager;
oracle.spatial.network.lod.NetworkAnalyst;
oracle.spatial.network.lod.NetworkIO;
oracle.spatial.network.Path;
oracle.spatial.network.*;
phd.uah.db.dbConn;

public class PhDAstarDB {
/**
* PhDAstarDB constructor.
* PhDAstarDB contains the methods to compute and
* store Astar Paths.
*/
public Network pnet = null;
public PhDAstarDB (){
}
/**
* PhDAstarDB constructor.
* PhDAstarDB contains the methods to compute and
* store Astar Paths.
*/
public PhDAstarDB (String net, Logger log){
try {
dbConn dbc = new dbConn();
Connection cn;
cn = dbc.dbConnOpen();
pnet = NetworkManager.readNetwork(cn, net);
dbc.dbConnClose(cn);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PhDAstarDB.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} catch (Net o kDataE ception e ) {
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/**
* create Astar Path using Oracle Spatial Network.
* Path returned contains the Oracle Spatial Nodes
* that form the shortest Path.
*/
public Path createAstarPath(Network net, int sp, int ep,
String pname, Logger log){
Path aPath = null;
try {
aPath = NetworkManager.shortestPathAStar(net, sp, ep);
aPath.setName(pname);
net.addPath(aPath);
writeAstarPath(net,aPath);
} catch (NetworkDataException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PhDAstarDB.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
return null;
}
return aPath;
}
/**
* Write Astar Path to an Oracle Spatial Network.
* Path returned contains the Oracle Spatial Nodes
* that form the shortest Path.
*/
public boolean writeAstarPath(Network net, Path aPath){
try {
dbConn dbc = new dbConn();
Connection cn;
cn = dbc.dbConnOpen();
net.addPath(aPath);
NetworkManager.writeNetwork(cn, net);
dbc.dbConnClose(cn);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PhDAstarDB.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} catch (NetworkDataException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(PhDAstarDB.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.GameMapSettings;
public class PhdGameMapSettings extends GameMapSettings {
public static boolean ASTAR = false;
public static String spath = "IIA_M6";
public static int maxTurnAngle = 10;
public static int minTurnAngle = 0;
public static double minPathDistance = 1500;
public static double maxPathDistance = 1500;
public static double minDistanceToTargetVis = 4500;
public static double pathIncrement = 000;
public static int stuck = 5;
public static int maxCollectedPaths = 40;
public static int maxWalkingAttempts = 15;
public static int switchingDistance = 100;
public static int lastNavigationPointOfPathPrecision = 50;
public static int distanceDifference = 20;
public static int minimalVelocity = 50;
public static int heightLevel = 500;
public static int agentHistoryLength = 4;
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Collection;
cz.cuni.astar.AStarMap;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NavPoint;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NeighNav;
cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Triple;

public class PhdSearchGraphSGMap implements SGMap {
public static final double DISTANCE_PRECISION = 1000;
public NavPoint getNavPoint(Object node){
if (node instanceof NavPoint){
return (NavPoint) node;
} else
if (node instanceof NeighNav){
return ((NeighNav) node).neighbour;
} else {
return null;
}
}
public int getEdgeCost(Object nodeFrom, Object nodeTo) {
NavPoint nv1 = getNavPoint(nodeFrom);
NavPoint nv2 = getNavPoint(nodeTo);
assert nv1 != null;
assert nv2 != null;
return (int)(Triple.distanceInSpace(nv1.location,
nv2.location));
}
public Collection getNodeNeighbours(Object node) {
NavPoint nv = getNavPoint(node);
assert nv != null;
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Collection;
import cz.cuni.astar.AStarMap;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.GameMap;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.Agent;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.AgentMemory;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.Client.PathTypes;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NavPoint;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NeighNav;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.Triple;
import java.sql.Connection;
import java.sql.ResultSet;
import java.sql.SQLException;
import java.sql.Statement;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.logging.Level;
import java.util.logging.Logger;
/**
* SearchGraph constructs the edges and nodes
* contained in the map for Navigation Points
* (i.e. pathNodes), it builds the edges from
* the neighbors for each node. <br>
*
* @author Gregg Hanold
*
*/
public class SearchGraph {
protected HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<NavPoint>>
collectedPaths = new HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<NavPoint>>();
protected boolean isUpOnTheLift = false;
protected ArrayList<NavPoint> pathToRunAlong = null;
protected boolean restart = false;
protected HashMap<PathTypes, Boolean> pathReady =
new HashMap<PathTypes, Boolean>();
protected HashMap<PathTypes, Object> targets =
new HashMap<PathTypes, Object>();
protected PathTypes actualPathType = null;
protected GameMap gameMap = null;
public int walking = 0;
public int nextNavPointIndex = 0;
protected AgentMemory memory = null;
private Main main;
private Connection dbc;
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public SearchGraph(Main pMain, GameMap gameMap,
AgentMemory memory) throws SQLException {
main= pMain;
this.gameMap = gameMap;
this.memory=memory;
dbc = main.db.dbConnOpen();
if (dbc.equals(null))
this.main.log.severe("dbc is null");
stmt = dbc.createStatement();
}
/**
* constructSearchGraph insert all Navpoints into the
* NAVPOINTS table.
* returns true if contructed.
* returns false if exists or fails
*/
protected boolean constructSearchGraph() { //(NavPoint target) {
String[] pn = null;
String spn;
SGMap sgm = new PhdSearchGraphSGMap();
List<NavPoint> pts = memory.getKnownNavPoints();
for (NavPoint np : pts) {
spn=np.getUnrealID();
pn = spn.split("\\.");
String sql = "INSERT INTO PHDBOT.NAVPOINTS
(UNREALID, NPID, X, Y, Z, TYPE) VALUES ('"
+ spn + "', '" + np.getID() + "', '" +
np.location.x + "', '" + np.location.y + "',
'"+np.location.z + "', '" + np.type + "'";
if (np.neighbours != null) {
sql = "INSERT INTO PHDBOT.NAVPOINTS (UNREALID, NPID,
X, Y, Z, TYPE, NEIGHBORS) VALUES ('"
+ spn + "', '" + np.getID() + "', '" +
np.location.x + "', '" + np.location.y + "',
'"+np.location.z + "', '" + np.type + "',
NAVPOINT_VA(";
for (NeighNav nn : np.neighbours){
String [] snn = null;
snn=nn.getUnrealID().split("\\.");
sql= sql + "NAVPOINT_TY('"+ nn.getID()+ "', '" +
snn[1] + "', '" + nn.type + "'),";
}
sql = sql.substring(0, sql.length()-2)+ "))"; .
}
sql = sql + ")";
try {
int i = stmt.executeUpdate(sql);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(SearchGraph.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import cz.cuni.pogamut.MessageObjects.NavPoint;
import java.util.Collection;
public interface SGMap {
public int getEdgeCost(Object nodeFrom, Object nodeTo);
public Collection getNodeNeighbours(Object node);
public NavPoint getNavPoint(Object node);
}
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package phd.uah.Bot;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.sql.Driver;
java.sql.DriverManager;
java.sql.Connection;
java.sql.ResultSet;
java.sql.SQLException;
java.sql.Statement;
java.util.logging.Level;
java.util.logging.Logger;

public class dbConn {
private Statement s;
private Connection c;
public Connection dbConnOpen() {
try {
Class.for Name("oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver");
c=DriverManager.getConnection(
"jdbc:oracle:thin:@OELDBSVR:1521:phd","phdbot","phd");
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
return null;
} catch (ClassNotFoundException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} return c;
}
public int dbConnTruncate(String table, Statement stmt,
String SQL){
int i = 0;
try {
// Use TRUNCATE
String sql = "TRUNCATE TABLE " + table;
i = stmt.executeUpdate(sql);
} catch (SQLException e) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, e);
} return i;
}
public int dbConnInsert(Statement s,String SQL){
int i = 0;
try {
i = s.executeUpdate(SQL);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
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public int dbConnInsert(Statement s,String SQL){
int i = 0;
try {
i = s.executeUpdate(SQL);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} return i;
}
public ResultSet dbConnectResult(Statement s, String SQL){
ResultSet rs = null;
try {
rs = s.executeQuery(SQL);
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
} return rs;
}
public void dbConnClose(Connection c){
try {
c.close();
} catch (SQLException ex) {
Logger.getLogger(dbConn.class.getName()).log(
Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
}
}
private Main main;
public dbConn(Main pMain){
main= pMain;
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APPENDIX C

PLANNED ROUTES
Terrain 1-Route 1-Category H1
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Figure C.1. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 1, Category H1
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Figure C.2. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 1, Category H2
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Figure C.3. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 1, Category H3
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Figure C.4. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 1, Category H4
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Figure C.5. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 2, Category H1
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Figure C.6. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 2, Category H2
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Figure C.7. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 2, Category H3
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Figure C.8. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 2, Category H4
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Figure C.9. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 3, Category H1
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Figure C.10. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 3, Category H2
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Figure C.11. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 3, Category H3
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Figure C.12. Terrains 1 and 2, Route 3, Category H4
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APPENDIX D

TURING TEST

Assessing realistic human behavior requires both a quantitative or objective and
qualitative or subjective tests. The Turing test applied to the routes planned by human
subjects and those planned by the Incomplete Information A* (IIA) algorithm provides
the subjective assessment of IIA algorithm’s realism.
The IIA algorithm was tested by comparing routes it produced against routes
planned and generated by human subjects executing the no information scenario for each
for the terrains and routes defined.
D.1

Turing test briefing

Realistic representation of human actions in simulation systems that will be used
in the training of military and civilian organizations is an important aspect of their
development. Our research developed a process for identifying quantitative metrics that
measure the realism of specific human actions. These metrics were applied to measure
the realism of the specific human action of route planning implemented by the
Incomplete Information A* algorithm. As final step in the validation process that the
Incomplete Information A* algorithm produces a realistic representation of human route
planning, you are being asked to further evaluate if one can tell the difference between a
human planned route and an Incomplete Information A* planned route.
The human subjects that planned their routes were provided the following briefing:
“You will start on the perimeter of the terrain shown on the monitor
(Figure D.2 or D.3). The object you are to touch is a trophy (Figure D.1).
The trophy is located in: <Objective Description>. You will be given a
few minutes to familiarize yourself with the UT2004 Client controls while
the database is initialized for collection”.
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Terrain 1 – McKenna Objective Descriptions
Route 1 - A two story off-white cinder block building in the end unit of a two story
building. The trophy is on the second floor and there is a white van parked on the side of
the building.
Route 2 – A single story green cinder block building with a black roof, surrounded by a
fence with a single open gate.
Route 3 – A fenced freight shipping container storage area with red and orange containers
surrounded by a fence with no gate.
Route 4 - A two story blue-grey cinder block building with a peaked roof. The trophy is
located on the first floor.
Route 5 – A fenced freight shipping container storage area with red and orange containers
surrounded by a fence with no gate.
Route 6 – A two story green cinder block building with a flat roof. The trophy is located
on the second floor.
Terrain 2 – Urban Village Objective Descriptions
Route 1 – A large Domed Building – Bell Tower with red roof. Target is on the second
floor.
Route 2 – A corner building dining room on the courtyard with rectangular tables, peaked
roof, with flat roofs on connected buildings, located near the Large Domed building
Route 3 – A corner Office, Large Bush by the door in the inner courtyard of the village,
the building has a Slanted roof.
Route 4 – A two story building with a single story building next to it. There is a terrace
on the roof of the adjacent building. The trophy is located on the second floor.
Route 5 – A pool hall located in an end unit in the inner courtyard of the village. The
building has a flat roof with a large bush by the entrance.
Route 6 – A two story end unit meeting room with a peaked roof door in the inner
courtyard. The unit is connected to the adjacent building by an enclosed hallway.
Following the briefing, the human subjects were shown a chart with images of the
start and end points, the structure where the trophy was located, and the location of the
trophy within that structure (Figures D.3 – D.15). They were instructed to stop when
they were able to touch the trophy. They were instructed that this was not a race and they
were to find the trophy as they would in the real world given similar instructions.
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You will now be presented with a sequence of 72 randomly select routes (Figures
D.15-D.87) generated by a human subject or the Incomplete Information A* algorithm.
Using the form provided, place an X indicating whether you assess the route as human or
IIA. Figures D.15 – D.87 are in the order shown during the test.
The summary of the responses by subject are provided in Table D.2.

Figure D.1. Trophy
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Figure D.2. Mckenna, Terrain 1
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Figure D.3. Urban Village, Terrain 2
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Figure D.4. Terrain 1, Route 1

Figure D.5. Terrain 1, Route 2
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Figure D.6. Terrain 1, Route 3

Figure D.7. Terrain 1, Route 4
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Figure D.8. Terrain 1, Route 5

Figure D.9. Terrain 1, Route 6
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Figure D.10. Terrain 2, Route 1

Figure D.11. Terrain 2, Route 2
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Figure D.12. Terrain 2, Route 3

Figure D.13. Terrain 2, Route 4
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Figure D.14. Terrain 2, Route 5

Figure D.15. Terrain 2, Route 6
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Figure 51
Figure 52
Figure 53
Figure 54
Figure 55
Figure 56
Figure 57
Figure 58
Figure 59
Figure 60
Figure 61
Figure 62
Figure 63
Figure 64
Figure 65
Figure 66
Figure 67
Figure 68
Figure 69
Figure 70
Figure 71
Figure 72

Figure 27
Figure 28
Figure 29
Figure 30
Figure 31
Figure 32
Figure 33
Figure 34
Figure 35
Figure 36
Figure 37
Figure 38
Figure 39
Figure 40
Figure 41
Figure 42
Figure 43
Figure 44
Figure 45
Figure 46
Figure 47
Figure 48

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22

Figure 23

Figure 24

FIGURE
Figure 50

IIA*

Figure 26

HUMAN

Figure 2

FIGURE
Figure 49

IIA*
Figure 25

HUMAN

Figure 1

FIGURE

Table D.1. Response Sheet
HUMAN

IIA*

Figure D.16. Test - UAH2-2-5-1a

Figure D.19. Test - UAH1-1-2-2a

Figure D.17. Test - UAH2-1-4-2a

Figure D.20. Test - IIA1-3-1a

Figure D.18. Test - IIA1-6-3a

Figure D.21. Test - IIA2-4-1a
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Figure D.22. Test - IIA2-5-3b

Figure D.25. Test - UAH2-2-4-2a

Figure D.23. Test - IIA1-2-2a

Figure D.26. Test - UAH2-2-5-3a

Figure D.24. Test - IIA2-3-1a

Figure D.27. Test - IIA1-1-1a
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Figure D.28. Test - IIA2-3-3a

Figure D.31. Test - IIA2-6-3a

Figure D.29. Test - IIA2-4-3a

Figure D.32. Test - UAH2-1-5-1a

Figure D.30. Test - IIA2-1-2a

Figure D.33. Test - IIA1-4-1a
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Figure D.34. Test - IIA1-1-3a

Figure D.37. Test - IIA1-2-3a

Figure D.35. Test - UAH2-1-4-3a

Figure D.38. Test - IIA2-3-2a

Figure D.36. Test - UAH1-2-2-3a

Figure D.39. Test - IIA2-6-1a
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Figure D.40. Test - IIA2-5-3a

Figure D.43. Test - IIA1-4-3a

Figure D.41. Test - IIA2-6-2a

Figure D.44. Test - IIA1-3-2a

Figure D.42. Test - UAH2-2-4-3a

Figure D.45. Test - IIA2-2-2a
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Figure D.46. Test - IIA2-2-1a

Figure D.49. Test - IIA1-4-2a

Figure D.47. Test - IIA2-5-1a

Figure D.50. Test - IIA1-1-2a

Figure D.48. Test - UAH1-2-1-1a

Figure D.51. Test - UAH2-1-6-2a
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Figure D.52. Test - UAH1-2-3-1a

Figure D.55. Test - IIA1-3-3a

Figure D.53. Test - UAH1-1-1-3a

Figure D.56. Test - UAH1-2-3-3a

Figure D.54. Test - UAH1-1-3-2a

Figure D.57. Test - UAH1-2-1-2a
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Figure D.58. Test - UAH2-1-5-3a

Figure D.61. Test - IIA1-6-2a

Figure D.59. Test - UAH2-1-6-3a

Figure D.62. Test - UAH2-2-5-2a

Figure D.60. Test - UAH2-1-6-1a

Figure D.63. Test - UAH2-1-4-1a
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Figure D.64. Test - UAH1-2-2-1a

Figure D.67. Test - IIA1-6-1a

Figure D.65. Test - UAH1-2-3-2a

Figure D.68. Test - UAH1-2-2-2a

Figure D.66. Test - IIA2-2-3a

Figure D.69. Test - UAH1-1-3-3a
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Figure D.70. Test - UAH1-1-2-1a

Figure D.73. Test - UAH1-1-3-1a

Figure D.71. Test - UAH1-1-1-2a

Figure D.74. Test - IIA1-5-2a

Figure D.72. Test - IIA1-5-1a

Figure D.75. Test - UAH2-2-6-2a
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Figure D.76. Test - UAH2-1-5-2a

Figure D.79. Test - UAH1-1-1-1a

Figure D.77. Test - UAH2-2-6-1a

Figure D.80. Test - UAH2-2-4-1a

Figure D.78. Test - UAH2-2-6-3a

Figure D.81. Test - IIA2-1-1a
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Figure D.82. Test - IIA2-1-3a

Figure D.85. Test - IIA1-2-1a

Figure D.83. Test - IIA2-4-2a

Figure D.86. Test - UAH1-1-2-3a

Figure D.84. Test - UAH1-2-1-3a

Figure D.87. Test - IIA1-5-3a
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Table D.2. Turing test results by subject
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Table D.2. (Continued)
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Table D.2. (Continued)
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F
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T

G
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
F
F
F

H
T
T
T
F
F
T
F
F
T
F
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
T

I
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
T
F
T
F
F
F
F
T
F
T
T

J
T
T
F
F
T
T
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
F

K
T
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
F

L
T
F
F
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
T

M
T
F
T
F
F
T
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F

N
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
F

O
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
T

P
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F

Q
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

R

F
T
F
T
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
T

S

T
F
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
F
T
T

T
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UAH1-1-2-1a
UAH1-1-1-2a
IIA1-5-1a
UAH1-1-3-1a
IIA1-5-2a
UAH2-2-6-2a
UAH2-1-5-2a
UAH2-2-6-1a
UAH2-2-6-3a
UAH1-1-1-1a
UAH2-2-4-1a
IIA2-1-1a
IIA2-1-3a
IIA2-4-2a
UAH1-2-1-3a
IIA1-2-1a
UAH1-1-2-3a
IIA1-5-3a

TEST

A
F
T
F
F
T
T
F
F
F
F
T
F
T
F
T
T
T
T

B
F
T
F
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T

Table D.2. (Continued)
C
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
F
T
F
F
T
F
T

D
F
T
T
F
F
T
F
F
F
T
F
F
T
F
F
T
F
F

E
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T

F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
T
F
F
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G
F
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
F
T
F
F
T
F
F
F
T
F

H
T
T
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
T

I
T
T
T
T
T
F
F
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

Subjects
J
K
F
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
T
F
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
T
L
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F

M
T
T
F
F
T
T
T
T
T
F
T
F
F
T
T
T
F
F

N
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

O
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
T
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P
F
F
F
T
T
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
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Q
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

R
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
T
T
T

S
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
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T
T
T
F
T
T
F
F
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